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PREFACB
The purpose of this iavestigation is to analyze paul Elmer Kors'8
interpretation of American literature in the light ot hia critioal standards and religious phil080phy.

During the early decades of the pre8ent

century American oritioism developed strikingly. and three distinot types
of criticiam are distinguishable. 80ciologioal, historical, and aesthetic.
The American oritics derived their standards from EUropean tradition.
olassical, romantic, and realistic.

to the classical line.

In respect to tradition, Kore belongs

Following World War I. Dl8n sought tor liberalism in

dootrines and standards of thought, lite, and art.
in literary criticism were critics who, true

1;0

Opposed to the liberals

the moral strain embedded

in the American charaoter, correlated aesthetic standard. with ethioa.l

standards.

Paul Blmer )fore and Irving Babbitt during this period were the

outstanding New Humanists in the tield of criticism.

In oonformity with

the philosophy of Hwanism, More conceived an as having a twotold nature.
as an anbal

I/aD.

belongs to the reala ot physical law., and his aotions

in this respeot are willed and directed by the Author ot nature J as a human

being he has the faculty ot conscious directive purpose and is responsible
morally tor his actions.

Literature, tor More, is the retlection of lite.

It was, therefore, in the perspeotive ot the philosophy ot duality that he
judged American literature.

In the author'. study ot )fore's eleven volume.

of Shelburne Bssays and the three Tolumes of the New Shelburne Bnap it
has been her oonstant ooncern to deteraine Paul Blmer Kore's literary standards as they are compounded with his eth10al oriterion. to present his
applioation of them to the works of berioal1 writers, and to evaluate his
interpretation of American literature.

we

1£",

CHAP.rIm I

IDEAS OF PAUL BlDR MORE

At the turn of the oentur,.. Paul BlMr )(ore turned trom his teeble
atteapta in the field ot poetry and direoted his intelleotual energ,.. to
literar,.. oritioism.

This step ....s taken atter years ot study. extenai...e

reading. and experienoe as a protessor and a leoturer.

Inti-.te with the

literature and philosophy ot the Greek and Latin writers. with the theosophio syste. . ot India. with the medieval and modern literature of BDgland.
and with the literature ot

Ameri~.

he devoted the years between 1904 and

1936 to the writing of oritioal and philosophical essays.

Although in

later years he was a .. ooiated with the Bew Humanistl. his work must not be
oonsidered merely as a part of a mOTement but rather as the fruit ot the
olear thinking and omnivorous reading ot a sensitive -.n who sinoerely believed that he oould find in the palt a 80ale of values whioh hil pre8ent
(

needed.

Sinoe the purpole of this thesis is to present him as an inter-

preter of .Amerioan literature. it is pertinent that an examination of his
looial. oultural. and ethioal prinoiplel be

_de.

Scattered throughout

his twelVe To1wae8 of Shelburne Elsays. hi8 ou1tural and ethioal views are
expoled. but in partioular it i8 in the ;volume Aristooraoy and Justioe.
that his sooia1 views are most explioitly presented.
What disturbed More most was the
1

c~otio

oondition of .American

.. -------------------------------------.
2

sooiety and its literature whioh resulted trom an acceptanoe ot a talse
materialistic philosophy.

~

he exemined the lite and aotivitie. of his

countrymen he reoognized as evils -.ny things which other people were
accepting as blessings.

Democraoy. relaxed manners. humanitarianism.

800ial justioe. feminism. and scienoe in its influenoe on mants thinking
on the eternal truths ot life are targets ot his pointed oriticism.
Paul Elmer More is as suspicious ot democracy as was Jlatthew
Arnold in the middle ot the nineteenth century.

To More. demooracy is an

invidious mob desire to level lite to medioority and a mere drift of
sentiment.

1

The freedom which democracy assures her citizens. he believes.

will ultimately lead to anarchy and despotism.

He denounces as a cure tor

the evils ot democracy the cry that is most otten heard -more democrao,..
What i. his suggestion tor the eradication ot the evils of democracy?

2

His

remedy is "better democracy·. 3 How a "better demooracy" can be secured he
explains in his "Natural Aristooraoy" thuSt
A natural aristooracy does not demand the
restoration ot inherited privilege or a relapse
into the crude domain of money; it is not synonymous with oligarchy or plutocracy. It oalls
rather for some social oonsciousness which shall
insure both the selection trom among the cODllllUl1ity
at large ot the best and the bestowal on them ot
power ; it is the true COl18UJ11D1& tion ot democracy. 4

lPaul Blmer More. -Natural Arhtocraoy". Aristocracy and Justioe.
Shelburne Bssays. Houghton Miftlin Company. Boston. 1915. Sere ix. pp.27-29
2Ibid •• p. 28

3Ibid •• p.

29

"Ibid •• p. 30

FA

j

I

To what

JH!l

of a"iet," doe8 Paul Bbaer )fore refer iD hia uae of the tera

thi. e ..a7 allCl other. that the leader. of aooiet,. ahould. be

5

a_

of oultwe

a:ad of oharacter.

He appeala to the•• -an of light-

better clea.oorao,..

They auat not withdraw to &l17 iTOr,- tower of ••01uaioR.

'but rather th8)" l1li810 bep at all tiae8 alert to their

to 'br1D.g about a

OWD.

belief, pvg.

their JIiJlClI of the ourrent cant of h1laD.it&riaD.iI., and. reaaber at all
ti.a that the ohief purp08e of gOTeruaent i. to cr...te ad.ft.D.tage. for the
eTer....d'waaoiDg a::o.ptioual _n rather than to trJ' to el.Tat. the .terial
welfare ot the ••••••

!he7 auat o1lltiTate a caD.d.id Ola88 conaolouau••

and organise re.istance to the

TU~garisiDg

tendeno7 of deaoorao,..

Let us, in the . . . ot a 10llC suft.riDg God.,
put 80M boUZLd8 to the tlood. of talk about the
wages ot the briok-layer and the tra1DaD., aD.d
talk a little .ore about the iDOOM of the artl.t
and t_oher aJlCl publiC o.uor who haTe ta.te &Del
8trength of oharaoter to remain In oppo.ltlO8 to
the 101_. Let u. haTe 1••• oant about the great
.d.1IO&tlTe ....lue of the th_tr. for the people aD.d
le8a hUllbug about the Tlrtuea ot the _ua.ou.
pla7. and aore oonaicieratioa tor the larger aiIlda.
Let ua torget tor a while our a'b.or'b1ag de81re to
tlt the .chool_ to traiB 'bo,._ tor the .hop aDd the
couatiDg rooa, aDd oonoern our.elTe. 1101"• •ttectlTel,.1fith the c:hriD.dl.iDg ot thoa. di8oipU._rT
studie. which l1f't . . oat ot the orcnn1. Let u.
in tiDe _not nUllber our.eln. UlOng the traitor.
te theifi ola•• who inYidiae a t . nOD. audeaJrt
dioere.

5
.Paul
1Ilaer IIore, ~. cit., p. 29
Ibiel., p. 32 !ranaatecri through tear ot lUlpopularit,. do not dare to
apeak out.

4

Of .utn's Ilental faoulties the iDagiDation pla78 an 1m.portant role
ill the lite of societyl it is the iutrument "hich controle publio opinion.

Since it is the higher institutions ot learning in Amerioa which are the
guardians ot the great boq of knowledge and tradition inherited tr_ the
past, it is their respol18ibil1ty to elispense this knowledge and to train
the higher faoultiel ot man; it is to thea that society turn. tor assist&Dee in restoriDg to their rightful position in the ourriculum those

studies which train the imagiDation not exclusively in its aesthetio tunctiOD, but which develop it in the ponr to grasp in a tira Tilion the long
oourse ot huan history and to distinguish the ess.ntial fro. the eph....
eral in it.

Paul Elmer Kore

regr~ts

that the collegea ot America are too

intent upon training the students to reoognise and to study the probleu

ot the day. As a oonsequence ot this oTar-emphasis on the immediate
questions ot government, ot oivio lite. and ot economios, he believes, the
students bave been deprived of the rich intellectual nourishment of the
inheritance ot 'the past ages, and as grad_tel they bear the s .... relation
to the men ot genuine edu.tion al the "noveau rioh. bear I to the an ot
inherited manners.,,7
The deetiny ot education 18 intimately bound up with the questioD

ot locial leadershipe The college ehould aim to develop a "Datural
aristooraoyaS or, it rill, in tailing to do eo "degenerate tor jeunes.e

7Pa.ul EllIIer )fore, "Natural hi.tocraoy", .!f.e .!!!., p. 31
Sp.,ul Ehler ](ore ...AcadeJllio Leadership·, Ar18tocraoy and Juetioe, Shelburne
Kuaya, p. 45

6

--

....... 9 !he JlOst important oondition to bring about luoh a ola.8 i8 dileipl1De • Without diloipline. Paul Elmer lIore believe8, -the mind will re_in
lPttioient jUlt as surely as the auoles ot the

bo~

without exeroise will

'e lett flaooid- .10 To develop this mental disoipline the eduoatora must
.eleot ,uitable studies tor their Dalio training ot Itudent. ot oollege
level.

lfe reoOBllencil tor the oore

_tIl_tioal soienoe..

ot the ourrioulua the olalsios and the

It is with a feeling ot vexation that )lore survep

tale nineteenth oentury and observes that the growing tendency ot the period

. , to turn the attention ot the inve.tigatlng speoialist away tr_ the
~llle

ot the ola88i08 as an imperishable body ot literature J the .tud.y of

wJrl.oh provides tor mental

di80ipl~e.

"rom experienoe in hi. oapaoity aa

editor, MOre reoognized the differenoe in the manu8cripta pre8ented for
publ1oation between th08e whose author I were trained in the olas.ios and
tho.e whose authors bad received a08t ot their trainiDg in the loience ••
partioularly. this is 80, in the nOD-matheatioal soienoe..

He tound that

the clas8ioal .oholar. showed unitormly -.igna ot a habit ot orderly and
well governed oerebration-. ll while those trained exoluively in the
'oienoe8 exhibited

Ul

inability to think olearly and oonaeoutinl)" a. 800n

a. they are tr.e trom the re.traint ot merely de80ribing the proce8s ot an
experiment.

The.tu.dy ot the ola.si08 provid.es the a1:ad with the proper

9p.,ul Blmer More, "Academic Leaderahip: .!!.. oit., p. 45, tt. Translated
lO;:0ld ooasterl·
--It iel., pp. 45-46
p. 41

.!!!!!.,

pi

------------------------------------------------.
6

disoiplinary exercises for its full developaent.
The sheer diffioulty of Latin and GreeJc, the
highly organised structure of these languages, the
need of scrupulous aearob to find the neareat equb"alenta for words that differ wic:lely in their acope
of meaning, from their deriT&tlvea in any modern
vocabulary, the effort of lifting oneaelf out of
the familiar rut of idea lnto so foreign a world,
all the.e things aot aa a tonic exeroise to the
brain. 12
No one would disagree with )fore regarding the power of the olaslios
to develop discipline in mental aotivlty.

It aeems, however, that the

workers in the experimental aclencea, auch men and 1I'OlII8n aa tichael Faraday,
JladaJae Curie, Robert Koch, would challenge More'l argument for the clasaics

and _the_tical soienoes

exclusl~ely

for disoiplining the intellect.

Is

it not the boaat of men in the field of scieD.ce that its study tralll8 the
mind to thillk clearly and effectively; to be

OpeD

miD.ded who. .studJing a

questioa, to refraiD tro. jumping at conclusions, to examine new ideas
without prejudice even though they -1' not fit ln with our own favorite beliefl, to analyse a problem thoroughly, to weigh all evidenoe with care,
and not to aCQept a conclusion unle.s it is in aocordance
cbserved faots?

with all

the

It seema that the ter.. -discipllne- should fit the de-

scription of these exercises of the a1nd.

Rather than -.king a plea for

the olas81ca and the mathelatical soiences for the core of the ourriculua

ot the college, it would aeem that Paul Elmer lIore would have won a hearing
12Paul Blaer IIore, -Academic Leaderahip·, ~. ~., p. 48

,--------------------------------------------------------,
T

tor his argument if

he had emphasised the importanoe

ot a balanced currio-

. ulUlll with requirements in the claaaios, Ethematioal aoienoea, and non.athematical loienoel.
More continue8 hil argumeut tor the 01as8ic8 to tora a part ot
the core of the currioulum for the great

_as

of undergraduatesl

It ia true in education a8 in other matters
that 8trength ooaes tram Ul'lion. and if eduoated JIlen
are to work together for a oammon end they must bave
a co_on range of ideaa with a certain 80lidarity
on their way ot lookiBg at tAinga. 13
He believe. that only by _an. of ·cOJllllon intellectual training"U, whioh

every .tudent s . t take that profe •• ioDal men will aoquire a lingl. "body

ot idea. and lagea in whioll they. oould al....111 meet aa brother initiatea. "15
It ia hia opinion that the Amerioan people will alee quite an adTl.l1Oeaent in
their eduO&tio_l ayate_ when it ia reoognized that in the college not in
the univeraity it ia better to have the lIaa. of .u.nda reoeive the training
and di.cipline of a aingle group of atudie. and allow tr.edoa ot choioe in
the outlying fielda.

This is a aound and pertinent argument that could b.

given oonaideration by educatora today.

From obaervation it aee. . that

the traiaillg of our profeaaio:aal people. doctor a and lawyer8, baa in the
pa8t be.n too .pecialised, aDd aa a result they have very little underatanding or 8y.mp&tlly in the problema aDd intereats ot perBon. in other

lJPaul Elmer llore. "Aoadeaio Lea~ralliplt.
14Ibid... p. 52
li'!6l'Cr •• p. 62

-

!E.• .!!!.., p. 50

jl#

------------------------------------------------------,
8

fields of endeavor.

!hey take for granted tha.t the educated people under-

.tand the tel"llinology of their 'peoial work" but they are unoonoerned in
aoquiring

.OJU

knowledge in other fi.lds in order to appreoiate the aooom-

pli.hments of other..

MOre reo....nds for this di.oipliDary training for

all student. in oollege Latin" Greek. philo.ophy" and the athelllLtical
80ienoes" beoauae in the.e .tudie. he reoognise' the power of "oorreotion
for the more di.integrating tendenoie. of the age",,16 and &s ·in.trument.
of education their 'ftlue outweighs the .ervice of certain other .tudie.
whioh Ba7 .e. . to be aore t.aediate17 .erviceable."11
The end of eduoation is .ocial effioien07'; to .eoure thi. end.
therefore" effioien07 of the

indi~dual

olass are the proper .eana.

To ake _n reoognise that thi. disoipline

.cholar and unity of the .oholarly

and .aorifioe of partioular taste. which it inTol Te. are 'Worthwhile" Kore
argue." that it is nece.sary to persuade men that the re.ultiDg fora ot
education ..ets a present and baportant need of society and serve. tho.e
Who de.ire the "fairer honour. ot .00iety."lS
Eduoation has a twofold purpo.e. it proTides the per.on with a
tund of intonation and acquaintance with _n and their work ot other
centurie. which give. hba inexhau.tible joy aDd oODlolation" and .eoondly"
it hal it. praotioal T8.1ue in developiD& hi. oharaoter and mind in .uch

l6Paul Elmer Kore, "Academo Leader.hip· "
l1Ibid •• p. 52
l8ibIl." p. 51

-

.!E.. ~." p. 52

9

a -1' that he is able to shoulder Ids re.poll8ibility toward the state u

a t1 tting _DDer.
The leaders ot 800iety IlUst be the educated ...:ber. ot it.
Unle •• the eduoated

JIf1ll

oan somehow by "rirt_

ot his education, ake ot himselt a governor ot
the people in the largest sense, and even to sa.
extent in the narrow political sense, unless the
college oan produce a hieraro~ ot charao~r and
intelligenoe which sball in due measure pertora
the ottioe ot the disoredited oligarohy ot birth,
.... had better make baste to diYert our enormous
oollegiate endowments uto lIlore usetul cbaDnels. 19
!heretore, as this stat_nt implie. that the responsibility ot gOTenuaent
rests upon the eduoated ola88, it tollows that the educators aust keep torelIlost in their th1DkiDg and teaohing their re.ponsibility to the state in
the preparation ot youth tor a u.etul lite in sooiety.

lIaD learns through

his own experienoe and through the experienoe ot others with which he bas

beoome

acq~1Bted.

The experienoe ot sooiety. MOre ter.. tradition.

There-

tore, the ohiet funotion ot education is "to transter the ....alth ot a
seleotiye traditiom troll. sooiety to an individual.- ZO
~

inYolYes

re.ponsibilit.y ot the teacher does not end here; hi. ottioe

~e

in his charge.

than just the transmission ot a seleotiYe tradition to those

Like the legislator and the moralist, it iathe duty ot

the educator to arouee in those under hiB guidalloe the teeliDg that their

own true happiDeas as 1ndiTidala depends not on the exhibition ot strength.

::t.

19Pa.ulBlaer )lore, "Aoademio Leadership",
oit., p. 53
ZOp",ul lClmer Kore, "Detinitions ot 0..111. , TheDrift ot Roantioi".
Shelburne Essal.!, Sere Tiii, Houghton Jlittlin Oompany, Boston, 191s, .
pp. 255-256

10
.or

OIl

th. enTious ItriT1ng after .q_lity. but it il oonfiDed to that

looial happinell whioh can .Xi8t only when each div1aion ot looiety luch a.
_1. and t.-.l. and each _lIb.r of .ooiety ba8 a di8tinOt place and r.8pOD.dbility. and i. r.cognis.d anei r ....rded aooord1Dgly.

!h.r. oa.n be no

.ociety UDl.ss the '9'Oioe that is rith1D each of its "-.ra responde to

"th.

la" that men mu..t .erv. as ".11 a. OOBal'ld. _21 !h. teaoher and the

l.gi.lator mu..t reoognis. the natur. ot their

~k.

that it ia one ot

"..d1ation, a •• ocial justice is itself always a ahitt1Dg coaprom. ••• •

22

lIhat doe8 )lore aean when h. 8ayl that looial jU8tioe i8 a -.hift1D.g
ooaprm8e·?

His own explaDation i .. "It 1. 8uoh a di8tinction of power

and prirtle,e, and of property ai, the lyabol and 1J1Itl"UJlellt ot th.ae. a8 at

_08

rill aat1.f7 the di8tinotion ot rea80n aaong the 8uperior, and rill

Dot outrage the teeliDg. of the 1Dter10r.-2S !his idea !.plies the age old
Chri8tian teachbag to giTe to each that which i8 hi. due.

This il the key

to the 80lution of 80cial and econoa1c probleaa under diverle con41 tiou
tor )(or..

Re8ponaibility should be apportioned. to each dirtsioa ot sooiet,'

according to its ability to aocept itJ otherwise injustioe will be the
result of de-.nci1rJg standards and aohievement8 bqOD.ci a group's power.
Pa.ul Blaer )lore wal not oontent that the lubjeotl offered by the

university and oolle,e be oo.plete in th. .elvel tor he lays.

~----------------------------~
11

• • • If the college aa an institution is to retain
any value above the shop and the market-place. if
the pursuit of acholarship as an end in itself is
to offer any satistaction for the finer spirits of
men. then in same way those studies must be restored
to authority which give zest and signifioance to the
inner life of the soul and at the centre of that life.
binding all its interests into one. lifting them
above the grosser forms of utility irradiating them
with joy. must be the idea of God. 24
Also in "The Old Education and the

Ne~.

he expresses this need of the

reoognition of God and the result of the failure to do so.

It appears to

him that the oonscioua effort to oreate the Christian gentleman imbued with
the wisdom of experience and the wisdom of revelation has been pretty
generally abandoned, and he teels that education is in a confused st&te.
Scientific efficiency. which has been _de the goal of education. seems not
to have taken its place entirely. As a result More says that the schools are
in a "muddled suspension hovering in their discipline between the vague
reminisoenoe of the older ideal and a no less vague desire ot utilitarian
success. w25 Apparently MOre is referring to State universities and nonseotarian oolleges and universities in this critioism.
More agrees with Plato that the whole of human conduct is dependent
on the right appreciation of pleasure and pain.

Plato reoommended that the

youth be trained to enjoy what is pure, fine, and noble, for only then will

24Pau1 Elmer More, "Oxford, Women and God", NeW' ~land Group and Others.
Shelburne Bssals, Houghton Mifflin Company, 192; Sere xi, p. 28
25Baul Blmer More, "The Old Eduoation and the New", The Nation.
January 29, 1916. p. 695
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Jse be .ell-fitted tor a wholes . . and. helpful lite 1D. a c ....mity.

In this

c11scipliDe adTocated by Plato. Ifore recognises atandaru ot taste.

He

detiJles taste as -the taoulV ot the soul which respoDda to the higher and
aore penallent pleasure ot art •• 26
flHr:T indirldal.
clo~nt

Taste is un1Tersal in. tba t it exiats 1».

Bach person has the faoulty ot taste, which -7 re_in

for a t1ae until it is aroused b7 scae external at1mulus.

deTelop taste requires seTere teating

011

To

the part of an indirldual.

It

inTolTea a ateady' choice . .ong his natural tendencies and iapulaea during
which proceas aelt control and aelt denial IlWIt otten be exerciaed.

lieD

by nature are inclined to take the line of least re.istance, and to aToid
tbat which requires effort even

~ugh

them a higher and peraanent pleasure.

the latter -7 iD the end attore!
It ia only when the7 reoognise the

reality ot penanat pleaaure through the experienoe of others tlIat the7
rill expend the energy and rill peraeYere mrtil

the,. aeoure such pleaaure.

It ia at this point that the f'uDction ot tradition can be olMl"ly UDderstood.

BduoatiOJ1 in ita ""17 eaaeno. seta before the

at1».imaent of which rill afford thea laating joy.
acquainted with the liTea ot theae

JMIl

and

Wa.8B

and aatistaotion in the higher thiqa ot life.

JOUIlg

ideal. the

Th. JOUth beo. .a
who ha.... found delight

The,. taste of thea. things

and graduall,. d ..... lop a liking for thea, as their bOW'leclge of the. increase. theyaoquire the right to judg. thea.

IIDre eapbaaizes that only

the eduoated _n has the right to prOD.OUD.C.

the standards of taate.

0J1

26
Itul B1aer Kore, The Deaon of the Abaolute, !lew Shelburne Essaya.
Princeton UniT.rsity Preaa, Prino.ton. 1928. Vol. i. • 26

u
'ecause he alone has had experienoe with the higher and the lower pleasure ••
!he educated person i8 not prejudiced or one-aided in his ew.luation. but
ra1;her through hie training he learns to disor1m1nate between the

COIDOD

things of lite and the enduriDa thingl ot lite" and in the case ot the

latter he appreoiates thea at their time and in due proportion.

Contem-

por&r'Y booles which are wholesOM he will enjoy in their plaoe" and.

Oil

the

other hand" the booles whioh haTe been .elected and approTed by the Terclict
ot tradition to 11eld. the highest pleasure he will alao _joye

In the

power ot enjoJ'BlGllt ot the great works ot the centuries aooord.1ag to tradition an will delight in the knowledge that he hal ri.en aboTe hi. own
limitations and hal beoOJl8 a humb:J.e aBsooiate ot thole who .hare the
heritage of t1-..
Taste hal al....y. played an illportant role in the life and literature ot the world.

TheBe .tallClard.s of taate ot whioh Kore speak. are not

to be considered. a. ab.olute. irreTooable, positiTe.

It i. rather ](ore'.

wilh to conft7 the idea that in all ages aU. ill 8Tery race oertain standard.
ot .ta.te ex1at which approxiaate uniTeraality.

It is an unque.tiOD&ble

tact that every indiTidual hal standard. ot taste.

Therefore, Paul Blur

lIore &llphaab•• that our main concern ahould aot 'be whether we haft
.tandarda of taste. but rather it should be whether those .tandards should
be based on tradition -

OIl

the tried and true - or whether they should 'be

decided upon b7 eaoh generation or b7 eaoh indiT1d.ual critioe
there i. a tradi tiOl1 ot taste i. proftd "7 history.

That

It i8 -le •• changeable

than religious oreeds, far less ohangeable than soientific theories.

The

adTent of ChrbtiaDit,' baa left it untoucheel and the 1I&J.liDg of faith doe.
Dot trouble it.great poet.

2?

In this regard he cites the position

ot Bomer a. a

The Greek. turneel to Hour tor guidance in lite and in their

writings. 1I1th the ac1Tent of the Dl.rk Agea when the Greek language was
almost torgotten in the West and Greek litarature was conaequently DOt
popular. the tradition becalle faint yet it never became obaoure, and when
the revival ot learniDg .et in renewed intere8t in ola8aical works atiaulated intere.t in Hoaer.

Again Baaer .... thought 01' a8 the great poet

despite the autagonibl he suttered trOlll those who in.isted on the allthority
01'

reasoll and

OD

the allthority- ot. the age.

bel

DOW

in the twentieth

century Paul BlMr )lore regarcls Homer t a poe'tz7 a. the near.at appreaoh to
pure poetryJ what has been produoed sinoe i. but cieri_tiTe and .econdary.
Art. acoording to lioN, i. nthe attulpt, by Jle&Da of the au'bjectift
i_gination, to e.tabli.h the experieno. of the indiTiel-.l in traditi... - 28
!he petta, draa, or DOTel to which _

return Oftr &lid OTer again with eTer

renewed plea ave po. •••••• quli tie. ot _ri t and peranen08.
a8 the

2!!J!••1, whioh

.an

epic peea

has been read by atl1dent. dcnm. through the centviea.

has the qualities ot great art; it haa beoome e.tablished in tradition.
The diatinguishing quality that giTes art its permanenoy- i. it. appeal to

2?

2.

2,laul Blaer JlDre, The Deaon of the .I.b.olv.te, p. US
~ft.ul Bl.mer More, *betiiiltiona
DUall..", !he Drift ot Roantiei_.
p.

of
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-the higher £acuIty in an.

In the c1&88io&l tradition. Paul BlIIer More

recognises in _n a dual 1'1&ture. there il the element of the beast al well
al the faoulty of control in hbl.

The true artilt aware that what appeals

to the bestial in man lOon aroules disgust, lookl for lomething else, wand
in that something else looks for the meaning of lite. u29

Thil does not

..an that the arti.t must restrict his lubjeot matter to a representation
of nature in only her purity and irmooenoeJ this we know i8 DDt true for
our great writers haTe not done

.0.

Rather, it is the task of the true

artist through subtle exeroise of the imagi1'1&tion, by a true appreoiation

ot the higher emotions al .... 11 a. the lower, with a sinoere reoognition ot
the nature of . .n in hil own soul ,to ·aim in hil work to oODTey to the reader
-that what _bs _n resemble man al different froll the lower aDilals i8
that part of him that i8 noble in reason .the ....ter not the sla",e ot
paSlion. w30 Thus true art is hmanisticJ Witl gift of high and per:anent
pleasure is the response of our own breast to the artist'. delioately re",ealed .en.e of that divine oontrol, lIlo",ing like the spirit of God upon the
faoe of the water •• u31
Geniu. means in.piration.

The deteraiDation of a writer's genius

is acccrding to the degree to which the t.nediate oonsoiousnels of dualilll

in man and in nature enters into expression. 32

In speaking of poetical

:~Pa.Ul BlMr More. The Demon of the Absolute, p. 23
Ibid., p. 23
3lIbId•• p. 24:
32Paul B1mer More, "Definitions of Dualismft , The Drift ot Ro_nticiam,

p. 265
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..DiU, )lore says that there are two kinds. essential and contingent.

This

.la8Ji£1cation does not go hand in hand with that into major and minor

,..t..

For illustration ot the point he wishes to make he reters to Keats

ud wordsworth, two major poets J the one is e ..entially poetic whereas the
other is contingently poetic.

In the case of Keats his poetry is valued

tor its intrinsic interest, the knowledge ot the man himselt does not enter
.peoitioally into the critio's estbate ot the poetry.

On the other hand

.uoh ot Wordsworth'. poetry derives it. value and signitioanoe trom what
we know

ot the poetts character and philosophy.33
For )lore, literature i8 a reflection ot 11te.

ture more manifestly than
aotives and re.ultl.- 34

anywher~

elle lite displays its infinitely varied

In the essay on Imerson, he speaks

aa the "tranlmutation ot 11te into ideas.- S5
implications.

It is -in 11tera-

ot literature

Theae definitions oarry soral

Sinoe morality is inherent in lite, literature being the

picture of lite must have moral implioations.
paradoxioally two sets ot opposing elements enter into literature.
For literature to possess the illusion ot reality and vitality it must
spring trom democratic soil which can be identified with the de_nd for
the use ot material of life, tor Simply uncontrolled emotions, tor immediacy

33Paul Bl.mer )lore, -The Vicar ot Korwenstow", Shelburne Bssa18.
G. P. PutuLm's Sons, Wew York, 1906, Sere iv, p. 21
34paul Elmer )(ore, ·Critioism", Shelburne Essap, G. P. PutDalll'S Sons,
New York, 1910, Ser. vii, p. 218
35paul Elmer )[ore, "Emersonn , I. lew EDgland Group and others, p. 69
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.t .ttect.

and tor diatinot BOral deoiaions in the -ting out ot reward tor

the good and punishment to the eTil.

)(ore 8&7. that the ••• lementa gi.,.

lit. to literature, but caDot keep it aliTe. 56 It i. in the PJ!...rn.tiT••

.t

l.tt.r. that the aristocratic note g.t. into literature.

What -.k••

uterature are the tollowiDg.qualiti.a.
• • • the note ot di.tinotien whioh is cODOemed
more with tora thaD with aubstan.e. the retleotiTe
facult7Y.bioh brooda OTer the probl ... ot .oralit7.
the queatieniDg .pirit Y.bioh ourb. apcmtaneit7.
the seat ot dtaorimiDatien whioh retines broad etteet. to the nuance. the power ot tano7 whioh tranBtorma the 8Il0t10ns into ideas. In a word, the
aristooratic element denotes selt-oontrol, di.oipline.
auppre.sien. S1
Paul Bl.mer )fore reoognisea, a olo.e relatien between art and lite.
Be

belieTea that if there is a questien in the mind of the artiat ot hi.

being true to art which would inT01Te being talae to lite. that the artiat
would ohoose wiae17 who would be tal.e to art and .true to lite. 58 For life
ia above art. without lite there could be

DO

art.

!hia idea ot the olo.e

relation of art and literature with. lit•• JIore olearl,. expre.ae. in an e ••a1'
publiahed in 1910.

He is apeaking of the Viotorian Age aa a period ot

trauition arbd b7 ita philoaophy of obaDge, and he .a1'81
It has pa.a.d, and one tbiDg at lea.t i.
aure. we ahall haTe DO great literature again until

56Paul Blaer )(or •• "Th. Praise ot Diokell8 lt , Shellnlrlle Ba8&7., G. P.
PutDala'a SOJ18 ...... York. 1908, Ser. T, p. 28

STIbid., p. 29
58ii\iI Blaer lIore, "Jbr Debt to Trollops", The De_n of the .Ab.olute, p. 101
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we haTe looked onc. .or. wi thin our own brea.ts
and l.arned that there is som.thing in hUlan Dature
besides an indetinite cangeries ot chang•• 59
It IM1ieTeS that the writing ot a true trageq today (the end ot the tirst
~de

ot the present c.ntury) would be inconceiTable tor the simple rea.on

that the .ou1d and genre ot the higher .otions haTe been lost a. a r ••ult

.t scientitic progr•• s, the d•• ire tor expa.D8ion aa evidenced in

the

1ap8rialistic poliey ot England and .berica, the acceptance of an humanitarian philosophy &Bd the individual's 7i'ldiD.g lWu.lt to the streaa ot
chaDge. 40

He cODtinue. I
• • • The tragic character whether it be Antigone
brealdng herselt Jagnaniaously in the naae ot the
umrritten etemal la.... against the edicts ot Creon.
or Oedipus brui.ed. and blinded by hia ignoranoe ot
the diTine purpose but caught up atter years ot
sUbad.sion ~nto ~tic tell0W8hip with the goda,
or Bamlet .using undecided while he li.tens to the
tateful TOices - nerywh.re the tragic acod ciepend.a
on the unr•• olTed conflict in human motiTe. between the uniTer.al and the particular. the changele.s law and the taaporal passion. 41

The question that ..... to ariae at thi. point ill Ia it Paul _lmer
MOre's intention to imply that literature to be meaningful must be religious
or moral in toDe or in .ubstance?

)lor. realisiDg that huaaniaa. which is

the philosophical basis ot hi. oritiois., is prt..rily conoerned with the

39p.ul BI..r More, -Victorian Literature-, Shelburne _nays, Ser. Tii.
p. 265
40Ibid.. p. 265
4llbId., pp. 265-266
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of life in literature and in art, express.s his vie. . thu8.

-it religion is nec.8sary tor a aouad basia for the exeroiae of the imagi-

_u=

it BlUst not be aoaethiDg _gus or oraa.ental, but rather a militaat

tor" that will intermec:ldle with the whole of life
&rousing

.~1ti.s.·'2

the part of

eDot~

obedience anc\

In this light it aut not Uland reDUDOiatiOJl on

man of his aortal a.BitiOJl8. Rather he 8a71'
It auat eose into the heart of -.n not wi thout auteri ty of c01a8lld, yet with salutary hope.
aasuring us that our practioal seD.se of right and
wrong, of beauty and ot ugliness, is juatitied by
the eteraal canons ot 'truth, and that the consequenoes ot one t s deeds in this little aepent ot
apaoe may tollow the soul in 1 t. tlight into regions
beyond our utaost guessil1i. 4S

ieligion should inspire an with the coDTiotion that the world is the
oreation ot a toreaeeing intelligenoe, and it must lead man to reoognize
greater values in visible phenome_.
literature of a people.

It i8 aignitioant 1n the lit. and

!his doea not meaD that More thinks that the art

and literature of a oreative .ra au.t be "exolu.ively or even predaaiDaDtly
religious in intention, or that every individual arti.t auat be a b.lieT.r,"44 but the taot caDDot be denied he says "herever gr.at art haa flourished Doble in theme aa .... 11 aa in teohnique religion haa exi.ted in the
baokground giving a oaaplexion to the thoughts and emotions ot aooietYI"'S

'2Paul Blaer Kore, "A :a.vi:.... l otRumanis.", On Bem Hu.D, H.... 8helbur.ue
Basays, PriDeetoD University Pr.ss, Prinoeton, S§36, Vol. Ill, p. 22
43Ibid., p. 22
.

44"iEICr.,

p.~ .2S

'SIbid., p.

as
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... lending to the natura.l world a beauty and oharm of the .uperDILtural.
,vatortuD&te1y he who looked upon religion a. the peak of oulture when he
_14 of Sainte-BeUTe. "Like the ro,..l triend. of Voltaire, he .ti11 lacked.
w46 could not beo_

the ldghelt degree of oulture. whioh i8 religion

ft.onoi1ed oomplete1y to

aD,. e.tab1ished religion.

His 1....1Dg. were to

the Roan Catholio Church, but he oould only accept her doctrine ....ith
reservationl whioh excluded hiatrOll aember.hip.
Jlaul Elmer )(ore is wry JaUoh ooncerned about the mora.ls of his
ale. Ru.nitariaDi8Jll., whioh has sotteMd us and _de us quickly to resp_d.
to the suttering. of other.....hich has largely e11aiDlLted the frightful

oruelty that runa through the &Dl'lI!-ls of history like

8:

orim.on line nth

a good deal ot brutality of huan DAture. 8ee.. to be one ot the ohiet
taotors ot our mora1 ....akne...

lIuaLDitariaDiSla

JI8&ll8

to him that cino

Tirtue can be produoed by in.t1actl'ft sympathy, without requiring the restraint ot the inner check or the outer oheok of civil
a personal emotion teads to ft.rlety.

la....

Syapathy being

Instinctive .elt-re.traiat

O&D

oYer-

ride sympathy a. a .ocial torce. aad the re.u1t i8 an UDre.traiud roaDtic
.elt-as.ertiOD..

Theretore, it is an error according to Kore to believ8

that .y:.pathy i. a power oapable ot taking the plaoe ot the ratiODal seltrestraint that i. exerci.ed by the higher .elt of an.
that humanitariani8m apreadB _ong

JDBIl.

neapite the gooel

there i. alwaya the cbanoe tor it

46Pa.ul Elmer )(ore. -The Ceate_ry ot Sainte-BeUTe-. ShelburDe "aa,.s,
G. P. PutDamts S09, Hew York, 1906, Sere iii, p. 80
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to b.oome mixed with sooial sentimentalism and ..... result to degrade into

.. -sooial passion. ft4 '

Statistios revealing the prevalenoe ot orime,

.11nquenoy in minors, prostitution, divoroe, insanity and suioide ot the
present age offer no oom£ort.
till" 800ial

WhateTer the cause of this -canker of sooiety

passion seeJl18 pow.rle .. to oure it.·4S

.t Jane Addama

He deplores the attitude

in her stand regarding orime and la...lessness among the

. JOUDg transgressors of the la... in Chicago.

Her insistenoe that it is the

r.sult of a whol.some desire tor adventure whioh the la.. repress he in'hrprets as a min1m1sing of p8rBODal responsibility and the transterenoe
ot r.sponsibility tor olean, upright living trom the individual to sooiety.
£gain he points to the confused
oourts of justioe.

wa~

ot honesty praotised even in the

He oit~s the oase in ...hioh a Denver judge pardona a

youth who stole IlOney trom the pooketbook of his Sunday sohool teaoher
b.oause

~e

was not responsible, and because there were bigger thieves in

the pews upstairs ••49 Another inoident, he mentions, ot a . lady in If.... York
who asks if it .... re not a greater wrong tor a girl to aooept slavery wages
than to sell herself in the streets.

liatent to Mor..

Suoh moral deoisions were not oon-

He termed this morality of the period "an uloerous evil

that is ever working inward."50

It is not sympathy meaning a desire to

4TPaul Elmer More, -The 1'.... MoralitT', Aristooraoyand Justioe, p. 210
48Ibid., p. 210
49'Ibid., p. 210
SO.,!g!., p. 211
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.....t. ".Ten~hand.ed justice" that More oondemns, but rather sympathy with

p. word -sooial" qualifying it, as it is used today and whioh in this
tII~

takes on a dangerous oonnotation.

This sooial sympathy has been

terB1 lated into a theory whioh leaves Gut the responsibility ot the indi-

rid_ l and plaoes the blame ot his evil actions on the laws ot the state
&Del on sooiety.

More argues that even though this "sooial sympathy" has

resulted in many tine retorms. it has, on the other hand, undermined the
JIOral stamina. ot the individual - it has enteebled hill and made him more
prone to temptations whioh oan never be eliminated trom human lite.

The

result ot oalling sym.path)r justioe and allowing it to take the plaoe ot
judgment is "to relax the tibre ot, oharaoter and to nourish the passions
at the expense ot reason and the will. ,,51

The anners and morals ot the

people sutter trom this relaxation in so many insidious ....ys.

In the early

years of the New Deal. More ..... a critio ot the vague expansive humanitari&Dim

ot its government.

It was not because he had no oonoern tor the

underprivileged during the wretched years ot the finanoial depression which
brought siokness and poverty to millions, but rather he ..... suspioious ot a
"democraoy of the Heart that repudiated the aristooracy ot the Intel1eot
and while remembering the forgotten man, torgot the lU1Ilorab1e man. ,,52
There is a grain of truth in this attitude toward the government.s human1tarian aotivities during those bitter years, yet it must be remembered

51 paul Elmer JIore, "The New Morality", on. oit., p. 212

52J
~ --• Dunoan Spaeth, "Conversations with More", Sewanee Review, Ootober. 1943.
p. 541
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" ' t the goveru.nt provided several thousand projeot. for writers. actor ••
artists, teachers. and mu.ician• •xolusively....hich s.em evid.nce that it
»cl in mind the plight ot the mentally gifted members ot its society.

In

bi- .ssay "Victorian Literatur." h. sums up the influence ot humanitarianism

a. a blight upon oivilisation,
There is no real hope tor the mitigating intluenoe of that humanitarian sy.apa.thy which bas
aooempani.d the growth ot soientitio intellectualis.,
for such .ympa. thy i. but another aspeot of the .....
absorption in change. being an atteapt ot the indiTidual to tlow .0 to speak in the direotion ot every
• .,ticmal iJlpaot from the world. It oonta1Da no
re.istanoe or principle ot restraint but tends on
the oontrary to make man a helple.s prey ot the .verenoroaohing food. The only sal~tion is the r.cognition of same superio~ guiding and diTiding la... ot
just rule and right subordination in the peroeption
that is. ot .omething ...ithin the tlux."
Paul EllIIer Kor. ..... a tina b.li.ver in iron legality a. evidenc.d
in hi. ninth vol_ Aristooraoy and Justi".

B. says ot the right to

property.
We are bound in any clear-sighted vi.... ot the
larger exigencies ot the r.latiol18 ot an with an.
to tortify ourselves against such a perversion ot
the inBti tutions of goverDlleDt a. would adapt them.elve. to the _ture of man as he aotually is and
would relax the vigour ot la.... in pity tor the degree
ot inj\l8tioe i:aherent in early 11fe. Looking at the
larger good ot society.......y _y that the dollar i.
Dlor. than the an. and that the right. ot property
are mor. important than the right to 1it•• 54

-

51ltul El.JIer More. Sh.lb\1l"D.8 BBsali' Ser. vii. p. 265
6iPaul Elmer )(ore. -Property and ~..... Aristooracy and Justioe. pp. 140-141

la 1914, he, in contil"d.tion ot th1l conviotion that the right to property
....rs eded the right to lite, de tended publicly the breaking up ot the
Colorado .trike byarmie. ot paid bullies and spies, a _thod whioh judges

et Federal oourts to this day are embe.rraased to oouider.

Kore, in his

..tense, deolared Wto oivilized man the rights ot property are aore important than the right to lite. w55

In th1l beliet Paul Blaer More is in

41reot opposition to Chri8tian Ethioa which holds the tenet that the right
to lite takes precedeDce aver that to property. 56

Further in his disou8sion

of property right., MOre stresses the taot that private ownership i. not
only vital to the indindual but 11 ot distinot importance to 800ietyas a
whole.
My desire to conf'ira in the dictates ot their
own reason those who believe that the private ownership ot property inoluding ita production and

distribution is, with very limited reservations,
e.aential to the aterial stability and progres8
ot sooiety.51
!hi. a ta tement that the right to private property is essential to tM

aterial atrength and. progress ot 800iety 18 sound, and in agree_nt with
Christian teaohinga.

Thi. being true, it tollow. that the es.ential dut,y

ot a oivilized oOlllllunity i.

the

aecurl ty ot this property.

But again in

his argument regarding the relation ot property to law he, due to over

6Sp.,ul BlMr Kore, wProperty and Law". 2f.. oit., p. 136
66charle. Coppens, 8. J., ,oral PhilosophY', nTised by Henry S. Spaulding,S.J
I.,Schwart&, Xirw1Jl and Fauss, 1914, p. 81
Property and La... , p. 141
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..,_si'

of thia right to preperty, .ubordinatea the right te lif..

He

...r. c
If our lawa • • • are te work for progrea.
rather than for r.trogre •• ion, th.y anat reoogDis.
property' a. the ba.i. ot ci"ri.lizatioa, and . .at
adait the consequent iMq_lity et oODditio. . aaol1C
men. They rill have little or DO regard fer labour
111 i taelt or tor the labeurer in hiluelt, but theywill prO'Ylde rigidly- that labour ahall reoeive the
reo0ap8ue it baa bargained for, and. that the
labour.r, a. .very- other an, aball ..,. ••our. in
the pe ••••• ion ot what he baa r.o.ived. W. -1' tryto teaoh him to produce aore and to bargain b.tter.
but ill ta.. of all appeal. of ••nt1aent, and all
rea.oDiDca of ab.traot ju.tice, .eoi.ty ...t le&r.a
apin to-day- that it O&Imot legislate oontrary- to
the cleer.e. of Fate. 58

rr- the quotation .tated abO'Y.,

~t

i. evideat that JIore i. not 1D.tere.ted

in the phyaioal oondition. in whioh the labourer i. aplo,..d.

He .x-

,licitly- .tate. that the only- regarci govermaent ...t have in ald.ug la. .
for the labourer i. hi. . .ge. that they are in aaount eqal to what he ba.
krgain.d for, and that the money he haa earned i. protected for hi. u.e.
Be would agree to the di.tribution of eduoatioual _t.rial to help the

labourer produce more and to bargain better, but there .nda the duty- of
cover:ament to labour.

-They will have little or

DO

regard for labour in

itaelt or for the labourer in hima.ltw59 taken verbatta mate.

DO

allo.-

..nee for legialation regarding aanitary condi tiona of buildiDg. where the
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~1tourer

muet work. regarding _:dJllUJll hour. an employer can torce a la-

)ourer to work in consideration ot hi. health. or regarding protectiTe

....ur e• on DLchine17 to protect the labourer tra injury.
~e

labourer i. ot

DO

The lite

ot

conaeql1enoe. only hi. reauneration i. ot am.y iapor-

tano··
Holding such a tina beliet in the importance ot the right ot pri'WILt. onersh1p. it 1a only coneistent that lIore is hostile to 80ciali. .

or the publio ownership ct property_ He do.s aot agree with the Sociali.t.
who sa:y that public own.r.hip elild.zates gre.cl and iD.ju.ti" in oiT1li ••d.
lite.

Furthermore. h. cannot agree with them that produotivity i. only

.lightlyatleet.d it at all.

Soo~li•••uppr•••••

taitiatiTe. and. Ban i.

depriTed ot his DAtwal 1ut1not to po••••• and to _ _g.

t.hiJ:l&..

....l'th

and civilisatioJl haTe alwa,.. gone laJUi in hand. together; theretore. IIor.
o&mlot bel1ne that 8001&li. . oan in aDY way help to

br~

about a better

oivilisation. or assist _n to tiD4 happine •• which i. the tinal preact

01 ju.tice_
Out ot Mor.

t.

r.ligious and philosophical oonc.ptions the ethical

-1St. inculcated il'l the Shelburne .s.al! developed.
aill toRrd the attaiDaent of the golden......

RiB ethical teaohings

To aniTa at thil goal. the

individual _It eulti....te the habit ot reltrail'lt or oontrol oyer hi. expansbe Dature.

In proportion to hil sucGes. in cleveloping this Belt oon-

trol he develop. in oharacter.

j.

conoise .1IaI&ry ot hil ethical creed -1'

be tound il'l hi. article "The Lust ot Bapire" published in the BatiOJl.
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october 22, 1914.
JUS tioe

MOre believel that there exists a Power of right and

lying beyond man's impulsive nature which holds in check the wil-

tul expansion of his nature J he identities self-restraint with moral heal thJ
he places value on voluntary moderation, harmony, and proportion; he con.iders man's true happiness is the outcome of self conquest, rather than
the exultation over achievement ot worldly honorsJ he emphasizes artistic
aohievement and intellectual growth in preference to the aoquisition ot
wealth and powerJ and he urges
than material succe.s.

Dan

to seek contentment and peace rather

u to the guiding ethical teaching tor .ociety

)(ore states it thus:
One knows that t1le battle tor the good and
the beautiful, and for justice in the sooial order,
must be fought in the heart of the individual, and
that progress toward the ideal cannot be made exoepting through mastery of selt by every son ot
the human race. 60

George Shuster desoribes thia as the "cardinal principle of More's dootrine."Sl

It is the simple old story of the chain is as strong as its

links.

I shall now summarize the 800ial, cultural, and ethioal teaohings
of Faul Elmer More.
.ervative.

His social and political principles stamp him con-

Ilan to be true to his nature must recognize the faculty of

restraint over his passions.

Institutions, therefore, are necessary to

6°George Shuster, quoted in "The Highlights of Humanism", Commou.eal.
April 17. 1929, p. 674
61Ibid., p. 674

-
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)lIP the iDdiTidual to repres8 his lower Dature.

These institutions -.lee

tap what is oalled oivilisation. and its strongeat bul.rk is properV.

o,rder de-.nds that same disoipliD&17 toroe be established over

.a'. will

Men JlU8t reoognize inherent iDdiT1dual diftereDo• • •tare
and theretore. the hierarchy and 8ubordhlation ot the member •

• t .ooieV. Justioe requires in thi8 re.peot the proper distribution of
power and priTilege.

The pattern tor justioe _1' be fOW'ld in the moral

lDdiTidual soul in which there is a reoonoiliation ot reason and

teel~ ••

De strong JIlUst cautiously exeroise their will on the interior_This is
sooial justioe. the operation ot which require. a natural aristooraoy_
A natural aristocracy is supported .piritual17 by the proper
funotioning ot the acral bagim.ticm in flTer;y olass ot sooiety.
lagiDation accepts the existence ot power a. good aD.d wise.

The moral

Gentl. power

and liberal obedieDOe are means of hara0D7 1a eTer:f phas. ot lite.

It is

the duty of the Churoh and the stat. to .tilmlate this moral bagiD&tion.

It is also their duty" to oppose ilmovations whioh JI1ght threateD. the rights
of property. because the safety and uaetulness of institutions depeDd upon
the inviolability of property by whioh a olass clestined to 'be the creators
and transmitters of the world"s intellectual and spiritual heritage oan
eXercise it. Datural right to goven the .sses.
!he most iaportant task of society. it tollOlrs. is to traill the

cliscipliMd mind.
-8S ••

Educa tion aut Dot be geared to the

in soo1&l aDcl industrial arts.

trai~

ot the

The f1lD.ction ot education is to
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prepare the leaders ot sooi.t1'. in who.. capabl. haJlda gOTel'DMnt sAould
'be eDtrusted.

_II,

It is the task ot the leaders to oreate a olaaa Nuoioua-

aDd to lead the _mbers ot .ooiet1' to a reoognition that eaoh per.on

h" a plao. and responsibility' in the state and is reoognized aooordillg11'.
the true aim ot the atate ia to enoourage a olose alliaDoe ot the . . ot
naiOD and intelleotual Bupreaoy.

7.'0 attempt to raise the level ot the

.edioore i. to upset the just inequality ot _ture.

I'roa thes. observa-

tio.. it ..... reasoable to conolude that what More was advooat1ng tor
govermsent 11 an Intellectlal Aristooracy. !hia i. what apparently 18 the
M8llmg ot -Batural AristooraoT'.

A

DeW

moral! ty ha.s be.n the outoOM of the d.velopaent ot dellloenoys

persoDal re.ponaibility is renoUDoed in tavor ot sooial responsibility.
Human Dature bas been giveD tall libert1' to tollow its own t.pulsi?8 delires tor ex.pu.sion.

Syapath1' haa b.en aubstituted tor ju.tic., and thua

prons1_ baa be.n . .de tor the tree r.ign ot .got1ltio iapula.s.

!he

rel.a•• ot the iDbibit10JUI ot reason and oonaoieDOe hal plung.d aooiev
into a state ot ecmtuai_.

1'0 aaTe oivilisation the intellect.l ola.a

_at a.sume it. r.sponaibility and restore harJlOD.Y and oonteat to the intivid_l and a oontented subordination in sooiety.
III his attitude toward politio., towa.rd sooial probl... , toward
literature, toward art, toward lit. ill all its
always be.n the aoralbt.

~ied

aotiviti •• MOre haa

His ars-ent has al....ys turDed em the acral

aspeot ot the .it\1&tion under oonsideration.

BYen though his acral arguMnt

--------------......
10
i ' not al....ys aoc.ptabl•• yet it is th.re.

His beli.t that the right to

property is superior to the right to lite is un-Chrbtian.

Despite c.rtata

,..akDS SS• s which have oropped up in 'hlllMnitari8l1 prograu. th.;y _v. b . . .

iastrUII8Dtal in bringing about a .,r. broth.rly t.eliDe among . .a.

!hes.

are the things in his works that bave aroused emait,..
Paul BlMr )fore bas fail.d to reoognis. the world. a. it is - a world
01 surplus energy and .urplu8 value .00ll0llie and .piritual.
facing Ameri0&D.8 is how to us. this surplus en.rgy.

'I'he prob1. .

The members ot sooiety

JI\l8t be given direotion tor their desir.s and exc.ss • •rgy 80 that th•••

-'1 b. guid.d into creative ohaDn.ls.

In 8110h a world per80nalit:r. or.atl.,.

expres8ion. cooperation. and 8001al treedGB are vital.

Instltutiaaa are

wy

Tal_ble 'When th.:y a1D.1ster to tM needs ot the people who live ader

them.

Alao th87 __1; be tl.xibl• •nough to adjust theuelv.s to chaDg1ac

oiroUlUta.noes.

11. 'Wculd. p08sib17 aoo.pt Deaoorao:y as a torm of gOYezon.ent

it it ....r. l1alted to tit his ldea ot a goverm.nt by. th8 intelleot_l . . .
Be

1IOuld r.quir. high .duoatlcmal standarcls tor voters. alld the ohol•• ot

candidat.s on the basis ot outsta.Ddil:ag 1ntelleotual aohiev.ments.
tor )lor•• depends

Oll

Libert7.

the oampl.te oontrol ot the paS8ioDB and Msir.8

the part ot everY' . . . .1' of sooi.ty.

-The fr •• at sooiet:y is that

oustOil and la'W impos. the least restraint upon the
and the gr.atest r •• traint Upon the

.aD

aD

i:D 'Whloh

who is s.lt-goverDecl

'Who is not s.lt-goverlled.-S2

62Paul Blaer lIore. 1IJ>etinitiODS of Duali. .•• 1'11e Drltt ot Romantlol_.
p. 284
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Thul it il evident in hil esaays concerned with social. political •
. .el eoonomic intereatl that Paul Bl.aer More il elissati.tied with the OOD-

jit1OD' of America ot his day_

The lource ot dis .... e in the locial. polit-

loa1 , and econOllic lite ot .AmIIr1ca aa well al in the lite of our hropMn
oousinB 1a the adoption of a false philoaophy ot lite.
It. roots in the teachings of Jean Jacquea Rousseau.

Thia philosophy had
lfan haa bee_ a

rlotia ot his own emotions. and haa loat all captaincy ot hia cnm loul.

Aa

a result he haa been toased mercile.sly upon the wave a ot change tor the
oentury-

JII.l1 haa become a prey of the degradiDg "is. ." that haTe tlourished.

em eTary aide ot hbl.

In hu1BulitariaDism, lion aeea a breeding &rotmd. tor

OOll'nan1 a ; in aex equalitarianism,. he recognisea a 'br_k down

au

ot the God-

distinctions between an and Wa..DJ in sociali. ., he finds the Doral

inequality in society disruptedJ and in demooracy, he diatiDguishes a torm
of governaen.t which would le... l all men down to the average and would
tbally lead to aDArchy.

As one condder. the reault. ot Progreaa1... ed-

uoation, the reluation ot diaoipline in the home, the large acale uaplo;yunt ot mothers aDd wiYeI. and the dependence of never-do....... ll membera ot
looiety upon governmeDt tor the bare necessities ot lite, Kore-a identitication of the ills iD .A.Ilerican lite a.ea plauaible.

Bia eaphads upon aelt-

control and diaoipliDe in lite is highly o. .endable iD

aD

age whan theae

have been" onsidered "old faehioned" except by the Catholio Church. and.
.ociety 1III18t autter failurea that could have been prevented.

UntortuDately.

PaUl. Bl.1Ier More haa not been able to formulate an adequate prograa for the
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treataeat of the .....kne ••e. in American .ociety.

Re.traint. di.oipline.

jUstice, acral .tandarda, and religion baTe their place in our progre ... iTe
world of the twentieth century, but they oaanot be detined in the Darrow

s•• e in whioh »ore u.e. thea.

CBlPl'KR II
TBI REIATION OF PAUL BL'MBR )fORE'S
RBLIGlOUS PHILOSOPHY TO BIS

LI1'EBARY PRINCIPLES

The philosophy that Paul Blmer )for. tiDally accepted and .volYed
~

his oompreh.nsiY•• tudies was that ot duali...

..uy1Dg .lement ot all his writings.

It i8 the o.ntral_

This philosophy' is )(ore's oriterion

1B the oritioi. . of literatur., &I1d through literature and

1a the critioism ot lite.

aeI1

ot letters_

It is not_ how.yer. a rigid tormula by appli-

.tion ot whioh llore s\DlD&rily

aoo~pted

or oond.....d authors and th.ir

a major .l.ment in his judgment and evaluation ot authors
• uu:l th.ir works.

MOr.'s inter.st in man is the re.ult ot his oonsciousness ot the
.,.tery in the heart of _n.

Unlike -.ay ot his oontemporari.s who Tift'

. an a8 an automatea of instinots anei impressioDS trca the outer world_ )(or.,
through the philosophy ot duali8lll_ aoknowl.dg.. man's complex

l'l& tv..

He

p.rc.iyes man as a living paradox, a union ot opposed toroes neith.r ot
which oan be deni.d or ignor.ei in the truthful analysis ot

DIIlD'.

natur._

Doth working tog.ther to produoe a uniti.d personality essentially oompos.d
ot intelligenoe, oharaot.r, aDd. a oonscious s ...e ot moral r.sponsibility-_
It i. Kor.'s beli.t that during the nin.te.nth o.ntury
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DaD

depriy.d
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,.I taith in dogmtic religious baaisof the traditional discipline. which
the eighteenth oentury. tailed to tind a principle of inner
Man as a result had ooae to conceiye hwelf as a being tossed

hOpelessly about by the flux of phenOJlleDA of inner urges and outward ill-

"He has lost all title to his own soul.

The attempt to reoover

that title has been More'l constant conoern; his literary critici8l1l never

tail. to point how the author he studies has helped to obliterate or to
it more olear."l
In a study of Paul Elmer More t I idea. on life one meets the tera
-dualism". "Platonisa". and "humani.....
oonnection with a 8tudy of Paul

B~er

What de these terms mean in

More?

I shall take up each of thele

leparately and try to elucidate its meaning as used in a.sociation with
](ore.
MOre tells us that early in manhood he dropped from the allegiance
to the creed of Calvin and fer a number of yearl deyoted his time to a
.saroh tor a lubstitute for faith in the inorease of knowledge.!

During

these years he delyed into the depths ot Greek philosophy and the theosophic

'1Bteu of India.

Through this period ot skeptioi.m. More exaained the be-

liefs ot the past. Oriental. claslical. and priaitiye Christian.

Platont...

leo-Plateniaa. and the teaohings of Aristotle influenced a great part ot

1

-

Louis J. A. lfercier. -The Challenge of Paul Blmer More-. HarYard Graduate
2J1a.gazine. June. 1936.,p. 559
paul I1ii8r More. "Saint Augustine-. Shelburne Bssays. G. P. Putaaats Sona.
New York. 1909. Ser. Yi. p. 65
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JI1. thinking. while in his

wri tinge there also can be detected strains

ot

..... Epiourean and Stoic dootrines as they were interpreted by Horace.
Seven volumes ot essays passed trom the pen of Paul Elmer More
Wetore he finally set down in fairly specitic and briet detinitions the
tera!nology ot the philosophy ot dualism as he understood this philosophy.

11'- the depth ot consciousness the question that seemed to arise with
insistence tor an aJ18W8r lIare states thus I
Is there. or is there not. aome element ot
man's being superior to instinct and reaaon, same
powr that acts as stay upon the flowing impulses
ot nature. without whose authoritative oheck reason
herselt must in the end be anrept away in the disaolution ot the everlasting tluxtS
It is the philosophy ot dualism that ananrers this question tor Paul Elmer

In man, )(ore reoognizes two opposing toroes; the higher and the
lCJlrer nature; or the higher will and the tlux of impulses.

St. Paul, whos8

dogma of justification by taith, More saya, -.as the driving torce ot
history a.nd a power that remade the W'orlda • 4 explains this dual nature ot
_n as the result ot origil'l&l sin. We are released by Ohrist trom the
guUt ot sin, but the inclination to it still rtmains in ua.

St. Paul

teaChes that the will guided by reaaon must voluntarily reject an's interior appetites.

~ere are two opposing torces, theretore, in man; aI

IPlLu1 Elmer lIore. Preface to The Drif't ot Romanticism, p. xiii
4P1Lu1 Elmer More, "Critici"-, Shelburne Es_p, Ser. Tii. p. 221
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with the mind serve the law of God; but with the flesh, the law of
Man shall be delivered from sin only by cooperation "with the grace

ot God, by Jesus Christ our Lord.-

6

More saw that even in the United States, which had been founded
on religious principles, the moral autonomy of the individual had been
oompromised by the development of an idealism which denied the dualism of
.an's nature, that he determined to find some basis for the assertion of
this dualism.

He first directed his investigation to India.

In Century

of Indian Epigrams rendered from the Bhartrihari he found its religiOUS
ideas reflected.? The principle of renunciation is the crux of the matter
based on the distinction between the temporary character of the pleasures

ot the flesh and the permLnent happiness that results from the realisation
that the soul alone exists and that the outer world i. but an illusion.

In

this doctrine, MOre perceived the testimony of a long experience in the
oonception of a dualism in man'. nature, corresponding to the dualism at
the basis of Christian tradition.

As he studied Hindu literature he came

to the conclusion that every philosophical and religious system should be
based on the perception of this contrast in the nature of man.

)bre had

.ought a basi. of morality outside of revealed religion and his efforts
had resulted in discovering a critical basis for a distinction between the
'.

5"The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to the Romans", The Holy Bible, B~
Tes~ent, Catholic Bible House, published Philadelphia, n.d., Chap. vii,
sVerse 25, p. l??
Ibid., p. 1?'1
"tOUrs J. A. Jlercier, "HumaniBtic Dualism and Christianitylt, The Challenge
of Humanism, Oxford University Press, Wew York, 1933, p. 203
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Jdgber and the lower nature in _n. 8
To these Bouroes he added others tor authority in a dualistic philo'ophy-

He states explicitly tbat tor himselt Plato was the lIlOst impor-

ot this philosophy_
Plato is at times aerely the perplexing metaphysician; ottener he speaks from the depth ot unexampled self-knc:nrledge. All that is eBsential to
the dualistic philosophy _y be gathered froa his
dialogue. as hints and fragments ot it may be tound
scattered through innuaerable other writers, especially the inspired poets and philosophers ot lif•• 9
last sentence he apparently reters to those great writers and

pretace ot the s .... volume. he

ret~rB

to Plato.

It I have hearkened to this voice, it is because
with thiB key alone I bave been able to find any
meaning in Dr1 own experience ot lite. and still aore
because its admon!tion seems to ae to oorrespond with
the inner oore ot truth whioh, however. diversitied
in terms and overlaid ...i th extraneous -.tter, bas
been handed down UDchallged by that 10Dg lilw of seers
and sageae froa Plato and Aristotle to the present
day. who tora ...hat _1' be called the church eiversal ot the spirit. lO
Aooording to the philosophy ot 4ua11 . . as PrLul Blmer Kore interprets a.nd supports it, an is capo.ed of a dual sture, the higher will
and the tlux of desires and 1mpre.. iona froa the outer world.

Desires are

8Louis J. A. Jferoier, -Hua.n.1stic Dualba and Chrbt1amtT', .2f. ,!!!.,
p. 2OS.
.,
l~Ul Blmer More, "Detinitions of Dualisa". Drift of Ro-.ntioism. p. 268
~ •• p. xiv

sa
~ot "the intelligent want ot a detinite objeot"ll but MOre detines thea as
-the mere out-reaching ot vital energ7.,,12

Impressions and desires cannot

eXist independently; in every living orgaDim there is the constant interaotion ot an imler vital energy and aa enveloping world.
desires and iapressions are called b7 MOre impulses.

Taken tcgether

How an individual·s

tJapulses pas. into mental and physical aotivities; the latter -7 be assootated with the animal tunotiona ot

~

and rare17 pass to the lIenlles.

In

the reacticn ot these activities, the physical ODes manitest themselves in
the torm ot impressions; .ntal ones in the torm ot

DeW

desires.

the.e activities are good tor the individual; others are hanatul.
1. used to indioate the sua ot

the~e

Soae of
The tlux

desires &ad mpres.ions.

There is also in man a power ot restraint Whioh MOre calls the
-inner check".13

The function ot this tnner check is negative; it is the

power man has to inhibit certain impulses.

!'he inner oheck not on17 sup-

pre.ses intenl1.ttently iapulses, but it also has the power to prevent their
prolcmged activit7_ 1Ih11e

ODe

iapulse . .y be restrained, another impulse

-7 rise to the surtace and pass into aotivi t7.

The inner check resemble.

an aot ot attention, however,. it, in so tar a. can be expressed in rational
terms, is a pure inhibition. Attention, on the other hand, is the "i_e-

d1ate ettect of the inner check in the positive sphere of aotivities.- 14

Aa the inner check operate. man becames consoious ot two opposing toroe.1

-~l:Pa.Ul

Blaer )(ore. "Definitions ot Duali••",
U!!?!!., p. 247
1,Ibid., p. 248
ibid., • 251

!E.. ~., p. 241
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the stream of impulses and the inner check co-operative and co-existent.

n-t which is the stimulating power behind the inner oheck oannot be expressed in rational terms.

Likewise the individual is ignorant of the

of desires and impressions or of the relation of the re.ulting flux of impulses to the inner check in the union called self.

The

inward he beoomes aware of the fact that he is
e.,.er changing and yet he is ever the same.

Thus there is due. lis. of oon-

.ciousness; a tact that cannot be rationally explained.

A.t the oenter of

is the "w1ll".l5 which is a direct and olear energy resulting
from the eliminating or refraining ot detrimental impulse..

Reason i.

instrument ot analysis and d.finition. and a part of the tlux.

There-

in its detining of elem.ents outside of it. own sphere it must employ

terms which convey ditterenoe. trom the tlux and negative in nature.
Speaking ot the mental faculties aocording to this dualistic philosMore explains the m.eaning ot the three most important ones: meDlory"by which we retain the etfect. of activities";l6 reason or the "taoultyot discretion by which we perceive sameness and difference"J l ? and imagination, -the faculty which sensualizes the data of experienoe apart trom
ourselves as separate existence.- l8
Lastly, a term which is significant in the understanding of More's
philosophy and which has been used in this discussion earlier is ".elt".

~~ul Elmer )(ore, "Definitions ot Dualism", 2E,.
1 Ibid.. P .256
:l~.' p.256
.~., p.256

~., p. 2?4
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up the aspecta ot selt thu8:
The soul is the total souroe ot individuality-,
including, properly speaking, the inner check and
the desires, and exoluding the impression8 derived
through the body. Temperament is the part ot the
soul which belongs to the tlux; the soul, unless it
is conceived aa including the inner cheok, is indistinguishable trom the temperament. Soul and
temperament oannot be conoeived as aotually existing in time yet apart trom a bo~. Disposition
is temperament as it works out in conjunction with
the body; it is the energy, 80 to speak, ot our
organization. !mpullivenesl is a weak disposition
unoontrolled by the ilmer check. Charaoter is di8p08ition oontrolled by the inner check. Personality
is the e:m.otioDal sense ot our disposition a8 an
individual taot ditterent trom other dispositions. ll
Such ia a briet survey ot the dualistic philosophy as Paul E1mer
Jrore expressed it in his writ~s 'and applied it to :men and their aotivities
in his critici....

BOw his religious beliet. tit into thi8 philoBophywill

be seen in the tollowing pages.
To ascertain the religious views ot Paul Blaer More one . .y refer
to several ot hi8 books ot essays Platonism, The Religion ot Plato,
Hellenistio Philosophies, The Chri8t ot the New Testament, Christ the Word,
The Catholio hi th, and in particular The Soeptioal Approaoh to Religion.

In the last volume mentioned Kore traoe8 the progres8 ot the soeptio who
aoknowledges the existenoe ot a moral sense or conscience as an inherent
part ot an to his acoeptance ot the truth that God. by a prooess ot genuine evolution toward a olearly tore seen end gradually revealed Himselt
to mankind and that evolution reaohed ita pre-ordained telos in the
19Paul Elmer More. ~.!!!•• p. 279

'1
Incarnation of God in Jesus Christ.
There is inherent in the nry'Dature of an a. man -a purpose. a
.tirring of the rill. hanver faint and intermittent. to .hape tui(l lite
and oharaoter after a pattern whioh is a •• ooiated with a telcs or end ot
.eU' approftl.lf20 The moral sense oames to

JIIlD

not bY' reasoning or b7

iDference. but it i. a direct perception and as a peroeption of an iuner

.tate it -y be called intuition.

This intuition is not peouliar to aD

individual. but it is universal with huDan beings.
Before proceeding turther it is neoessary to explain the di.tinotion Ifore dra.... be-tw.en "intuition" and ob ••nat1on".2l

!here are two

soiou•••• of himself. his needB. and his responsibilities.

Thes. e ....de

destructi"'e ... l18is of scepticism; yet. they appear to be autually destructiTe of each other.

Through intuition men are cOl18cioua of treedom.

respol18ibility. and purpose; through obsenation. men appear to be like
mechani ... among which thq moTe stripped otliberty. without responsibility
and with no purpose.

)lore asks in this regard a -Is the huan world. then.

at onoe both teleological and Don-teleologioalt,,22

There are several ex-

plamtions of this paradox. llore shan how by aocepting the oontent ot
intuition a. valid.

ODe

JlUst rejeot. it not the data of obserfttion at least

2o,.,ul Elmer More. "RatioDaliem and Faith". The sce~ical Approaoh to
Religion. Be.. ShelburDe B....p. Princeton UnIversi
Pre .. ,· Princeton.

1934, Vol. 11. p. 4

21 Ibid •• tf. p. 1
22ibicl •• p. 1

.
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the dogmatic interences theretrom. as illusory.2S

The opposition

CaD

be

In either ot the.e

traoed to a primary divergency ot intere.t or emphasis.

the dileD11118. ot outer deterainatiOJ1 Ul.d iDDer treedoahas taken pos.e•• iOll

.t the aiDd. This contradietiOJ1 resolves i tselt in one or two other lines
&8

it responds more vigorously to the beckoDiDgs ot outward phenomena or to

the inward teelings as interest and attention

OIl

the one withdraws emphasis

trom the other and soon it is disregarded as an illusion. low reaSOD

COlll-

bineS isolated data ot observation into mechanically operated ohanges. and
the erteoion ot this 1D!'erence to exclude the ri81d
rationali...

or

intui tiOJ1 is called

0.11 the contraq the torce fixiDg attentiOJ1

intuition as more important than

t~

OIl

the ccntent

or

data or observation 18 so obsoure iD

it. origin that it has scarcely a rwae.

'fo its manitestation as a acre or

less conscious opposition to rationali . . the title i. given "faith-F4 and
its lite is called "religion- .25

lfore derines h.ith thus.

• • • The faoul ty that urges U8 on to carry OYer
the immediate sense ot personal treedoa and responsibility and purpose into our interpretation of
the world at large in defiance. it need be. of that
more selt-assertive display or reason whiohwe oall
rationalism. 'fo taith the whole world thus becomes
teleological just as the individual is consoious or
being teleological. and religion is an at~t to
live in harmoD.y' with a world so concei ved.26
low faith unlike rationalism does not transfer our consciousness of

2SPa.ul Ehaer )(ore. ItJbLtionalia. and Faith-•
24Ibid •• p. 11
26'fbld.. p. 11
26Thid •• p. 12

-

.2£e

!!!.•

p. 11

treedom.. respoDsibility. and purpose to ob.erved phenODJeDa of the objective
.orld. rather it inters the exi.tence of a tree ud responsible Agent whose
purpose is operative in the world while Be Himself is transcendent to the
.orld~

Therefore. the content of faith is theistic. not pantheistic or

deistic. 27

In other word•• the "interence from observation is in the

direction of a aterial1stic or pseudo-spiritual monism. wher..... the proper
interenoe fra. intuition leads to a dualis. of spirit and matter."Z8 This
i. the meaning of condc teleology.
That fAith is e.sentially theistic is evident.

Belief in .. God as

conoeived by faith must "react upon the immediate intuition of ourselves

trom which faith draws it. content,.a29 Being under the authority of a
divine Agent it is only re&sonable to assume that an directs hi. rill
to the will

ot God.

Hi. sense of responsibility takes on a more definite

aspect of obligation to the Ruler and Judge of life.

The sense of purpose

becomes a part of a vast teleology. and ma.n puts his trust in the God of
purpose to satisfy hi. desires.

The instinctive belief in ilBortality

whether through the iDll.8diate consciousness of Ufe or a defensive reaction
against the tear of death acquires a "runr assurance trom faith in an eterD&l
and benevolent Lord of lif•• "SO
To th.se oorollarie. of belief which affeot the human side ot

27Pa.ul Blmer llere. "Rationalism and Faith". The Sceptical Approach to
2 Religion. p. lS
8Ibid •• p. 14
:~Ibfct.. p. 14
Ibid •• p. 14

-

religion the theist adheres.

!here may be added other implioations • •0-

Bording to Moret. definition of faith. it start. from and reoeives at least

it. init1&l content from man's direot intuition of treed.oa. purpose. aDd
re.ponaibility.Sl !his oonsoiou8ness ot purpose means that man ha8 in his
mind an ideal of righteousne8s. a pattern of lite more or lSS8 clearly out..
lined.. which he voluntarily- purpose8 to attain on his own effort.
.en8e of purpose all men posses8.

This

The sen.. of respoD8ibility-. which is an

inherent factor 01' selt-approval or self-oondemoation. iaplies that this
ideal is not the arbitrary- oreation ot man's own tmagtaation. but posses.es
authority which it negleoted _1' mean the forfeiting 01' man's happinen.
low freedom implies that there is

~

power in man which urges him to the

fulfillment 01' his purpose# and that there are at the same tiae obstaoles
which he must overcome to achieve this end.
Bow if oosmic 'teleology is an interellCe from.
the teleological knowledge of ayeelf. it taith is
a transference 01' this triple form of con.cioususs to a Being who transcends the world. then we
are bound by our tai'ijl to a corresponding oonoeptiOll
01' the sture and operation of such a Being • • •
if 118 deal with the subjeot hODestly. we shall s ..
that the whole hiatory 01' religion from the superstition of the most ignorant savage to the oreed
of the JIlO8t enlightened man of today does aotually
follow this law of oorrespondence. . . shall discover the same influenoe of purpo8e and freedoa
and responsibility in the myaterious objeot of
praitive wor8hip as in the God of the most advanoed theis•• S2

Another oorollary ot taith is that the -growth in religion is in
the direction ot a deeper and broader anthropomorphi . .; but Dot away trom
anthropomorphism."SS The soeptic in the name ot MOre argues that sinoe God

-

is a purpoletul Being aooording to tai th. Be must be imagined as working

out a design, as nan is doing. through some sort ot obstaole over a period

ot time.

Like man. God is subjeot to the moral law, -though again the

nature ot the moral law will purity itself f.DCl deepen as human experienoe
grows larger ••54 Thus God' I freedom will oorrespond to man t 8 freedoa of
choioe, developed to that perfect determination to ohoose only good 'Which
an but sees as that distant goal ot his own. endeavor.
But a detinition JIlUst be .de tor "teleology" as )(ore uses this
term throughout his argument.

It means the conception of the COSmol as

"guided to a toreaeen consUllllll.tion by

SoDle

transoendent agent."S5

'this

prinoiple embraces the idea of causality and ot purpose. and is the only
one that can. be reaohed by the 1n.terenoe trom intu!tion.

Oontinuing his argument Paul Bl.m.er lfore points out that ethical
distinotions are derived from the field ot intuition.

Every nan baa 'Within

his mind this SeDse ot right and wrong, and also that corresponding sense

ot treedom and re.ponsibility which 11 made evident in his actions. 36 More
33Pa.ul El.-r More, "Rationalism and Faith". !1?. ~., p. 11
34Ibid •• p. 11
3 5paul Bbaer More, "The Socratio Revolution". The Sceptical Approach to
36ReligioD, p. 35
. PauillJier )(ore. "Platonio Ideali8m", The Soeptical !pproach to
g,el1sion. p. 61
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,

'1
f

turns to Plato's dootrine ot Ideas tor proof.
• • • The d.ootrine of Ideas • • • i8 no more than an
as.ertion that with the inner sense of responaibilitywe are bound, i t we refleot honestly to
believe in the existence of something to which we
are responsible, something external to ourselves
in so tar as we neither _ke nor umnake it, neither
alter nor escape that there are fixed standards of
right and wrong under which we are held to aooount
in our choioe of oonduct, whether we comprehend
them or not, exactly as we are subjeot to the laws
of the physioal world whether we oomprehend them
or not. 37
This doctrine cannot be considered as a necessary part of oonsciousness
whioh cannot be denied, nor is it like theism a more or les8 voluntary interence from conscienceJ it is a logical, reasonable and certain corollary

ot conscienoe to the Platonist.

Philosophy is the acceptance of this

truth. 38
To Plato these ideas are derived from two lourcesa .trom observation
and from intuition.

More clarities this inference thus a if one s.es a man,

his idea of man is through observation. When that person speaks about the
qualities of the an he sees, the idea in his mind is t01"l18d by intuition.
Such ideas as bravery, justice, and similar qualities are speci.tically
ethical judgments to which correspond our aesthetic judgments though the
latter are ratherlll.Ore intiJately bound. up with actual obsenation. .A.
person t s appreciation of a color as beautiful or ugly is a judgment that
wells out of the field ot intuition just as do his ethical judgments.

37Pa.ul Elmer lIore, ·Platonic Idealism", Sceptical A.pproaoh to Religion,

S8P• 61

~.,

p. 62
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4'1

there are two tields ot experience, "the observation ot particular things
and the intuitive valuation ot partioular qualities and in eaoh ot these
tields there are corresponding Ideas."59

.

MOre dllcrimiDates between these two kinds ot Ideas ot Plato's
philo80phy.

One let ot Ideas have opposites, the other bas not. 40 The

aesthetio idea ot beauty has its opposite in the idea ot uglineSS.

But the

ideas ot visible thing. although they _y concern the intellect theyatteot
not _n' s other raculties, 81aoe they have no opposites.

Jfan 'I ethical aDd

aesthetic Idea8 are complex in their behavior J since their negation leaves

man a prey to their opposites, they invob.. not onlyaotivity on the part ..

ot the intelleot. but alao ot the . .otions and ot the will.

IfaD.

teels and

acts praotioally the same whether he believe. in the Idea ot sa.. group ot
visible things as universal ante rea, or regards it as an abstraot &eneralization post raj but thil i. aot so as a result ot his beliet or non-beliet
in the Idea ot suoh a quality as justice or beauty.

"The s1J1thesis ot

feeling and emotion and judpent whioh we oall taste_ 4l will be atteoted b;y
his be11et or disbelief in the Idea of justioe or of beaut;y.
Within the soul is a passiollAte cosmio Idea of Goodness, and though
it seeas to evade a positive definition, it is es.ential to the possession
of happiness. 42 MOre finds this idea olearly expressed in the Republio

59p.,ul IUller lIore, "Platonio Ideali. .",
40lbid _. p_ 63
41Iiid.. pp. 64-65
42ibid •• p. 6'1

-
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and also in the Phaedo ot Plato.
or Plato's philosophy.

This aotive tor huan aots is the cliax

Paul Elmer More points out that a study ot tM

-

Gorgias and the Republio shOW'S how Plato at tirst believed that this Good

,..s enthroned above the world. that it ....s the end of all desiring. and as

a creative souroe or beiDg is lett to reign in a universe that needea ao
God.

But there i. • oomplete ohange of sentiment in evidence in the Timaeus.

In the latter Plato rejects this thesis of the deification ot a pure Idea.
and oomes to the reoognition that aothing caa come into being. or oan alter
its status. without cause.

Theretore. there mu.t have been. first Cause

supre. and infinite aDd is identified with God.

Froa the exoelle~oe of this world we believe
that it ..... fashioned by • benevolent artist in
iai t& tion of • tair and wonderful pattern. It .....
God who fashioned it. and the model before him was
the immutably perfeot world of Ideas laid up in
eternity. God is good• • • • and in tile good can
be no relidue of en"'7 • • • so being good.. and
desiring that the product of his will should be
goo4 and that so far a. possible there should be
nothing evil. God. the Creator. took all that was
as it came to him lying not in a state of e.si17
malleable quiesoenoe but in • state of turbulent
motion without sense or aeasure aDd out ot this
disorder aoulded into an orured likeness ot the
everlasting haraonious thinki11f that order ia altogether better than disorder. 3
This i8 Jlore's interpretation of the Platonio Teleology.

Plato arrives at

the theory of oooperation of God and Ideas as together oelestial oau.e ot
things aa they are. 44

43Paul B!mer )(ore. ·Platonio Idealia". ~.
"Ibid.. p. 15

!!!..
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Thes. _in dootrine. ot Plato. )(or. aocept. as the bads ot all
true religion eel philo.ophy.

It 18 in the light ot th•• e preconoeptioD.

that he 8.D&lys.s the teacbilllS ot Chriatianity.

Be ia OOD.Tino.d that Plato

anticipated the th.ological teaohinga ot the Chriatian R.ligioa. and that
the true ad orthodox tradition

'ftS

Greek. whioh had ita b.giJming in Plato

aDd proo•• ded in a straight lin. until it tOlU'ld ita highe.t .xpre•• ioa iB
Christian dopa.

Be believes in r.velatioa &ad that it

auth.ntio becaus. it oontor.. to the tact. ot
1. not oppos.el to reason.

maDtS

OaD

be proTeel to be

.piritual lite and it

!be only ••••ntial aDd .uttioieat deS-- ot thil

revelatiOD i. that Jesus Christ -an hi.torioal p.rloDAge-.s embraces in Hi.
per.on the lull .tun ot divinity. and the lull _tun ot h-.nity suoh as
it

'ftS

'51.

d.tined by the Fourth Bouaeaioal COUDeil ot Chalo.don in the year ot

Ot hi. b.liet in the doga ot the Inoarnation h. says.
Couid.ring the Objective BI8&D8 whereby Gocl
n. DAtur. aDd rill, I tor 0118 .illp17
eaanot conc.iv. a furth.r .t.p in the .oal. of
r.velation beyond th. hi.torio event ot the Word
_de tl••h. If our knowl.dge ot God i. a elev.loping a ••urano. that the int.rence frGR intuition i.
tru•• and the world i. not w.ol17 a. it appear. to
observation a hug. UlDleaniDC fatality but at once
oonoeal. ad r.veal. a Power corr••ponding to ov
pvpo.ive consoi.nce. th.n I oamLot iagine .. further .tep in the hi.rarchical oonjunotion ot .pirit
and _tt.r thaD the oondeao.nding aot ot the Creator
in .nt.ring persoDally into Hi. orea tion aDd in
being born a. aD . .ong men. 46

alee. lat.own

45Paul Blaer More. "The T.lo. ot Chri.tianity". The Sc.ptioal Approaoh to
Religion, p. 16T
'6lbi d., pp. 16T-168
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!ilia ..... arguaeat llere applies to .orality_
outoOlll8 of

aD.'.

Morality being the

encieaTor to contOI'll hi. will to the will ot hi. Oreator.

and to a •• iBilate in hi. purpo.e aomething of the DiT1De Purp08e. there i.
110

rea.on to aearoh further for principle. of oonduot than in those tunda-

mental one. ot purity. humility, ...d 18'9'e a8 exemplified. 1a the lite ot
Ohri.t.

It being the deaign of God to unloo.en. ant • •oul troa the bondage

of 81"il aa the red_ptioa ot I.rael _a the manife.tation ot Hia plan 1a
hi8tory.

DO

greater prioe than the .aor1t1oe .'-'oll.ed by the figure of the

Oroaa oould be expeoted. hd )lore. ooDtideD't in the aipifioanoe ot the
Inoamation to man in hi. illterior .tate a. a re.ult of the ain ot aia fir.t
parent J.daa. aak. a
Shall we await .o. .thing aore coatly thaD the
agoDy of Geth.eane and em Cal"tary''l • • • Whither
ahall we look tor a tOI'll ot worahip· richer in aignifioanoe than the cult of the Euohariat inBtituted.
by Chri8t Him8elt aa a memorial and ayatio repreaentation ot the whole dra.a ot the IDoaraationt''T
Briefly the religious tenet. ot Paul B!mer MOre may be .ummari.ed a.
tollon.

He belieYed in the extatenoe ot a per.oal and righteoua GodJ that

God ia the etficient cauae. the Oreator ot the uniTerae, that He gOYerns
the uniTer8e in acoordanoe with the eYerla.ting

oaDOllB

ot goodness. jU8tioe.

righteou.neas. and beautYJ the.e doctrine. he deriTed tro. Plato.

Pro. the

hiator" ot Chri8tianity he acoepted the belief in the Inoaraatiem of God in
Jesus Chriat through whioh an ..... ranaOlled tro. the toroes of 8Yil in the

4'TPaul Elmer )(ore. -The Ifelo. ot Christianity". !E.-

!!:.••

p. 168
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God Man t s death on the Cross.

For prinoiples of oonduot man need only to

adopt those ot Christ - humility, justice, and love.

Thus it is that

authorities speak ot More as the American Platonist; and again as a
Christian.

The tact that Paul Elmer More has written a volume on The

Catholic Faith, as well as the tact that in language he otten has the tone
of a Catholic may readily contuse a reader to the exaot character of his
faith.

Reverend Francis Burke in discussing the faith of Paul Elmer More in

The Commonweal points out the distinctive mark ot his beliet in Christ thus.
Dr. More is a Platonist, but he is not merely
that. Beholden to his studies in the Vedenta as
well experienced in a very large stretch of religious and literary texts, stimulated by the intuitionist thought of contemporary Europe, and passingly
preoccupied with values and cultures and social
questions, Dr. MOre stands up prophetic in the ohaos
where we are to profess, in the name ot a dualist
Platonist his unequivocal faith in Jesus the Logos
Incarnate. 48
ot his religious affiliations then it may be said that MOre is a. Protestant.
Although sympathetic to much in Catholicism, he by no means acknowledged the
authority of the Church or agreed to the entire Catholic deposit of faith
in matters of dogma and morals.
Protestantism in the last analysis essentially
consists in the denial of any authoritative teaohing
of the Church. Private judgment 1s the easence of
Protestantism. Dr. More's Greek Tradition is the
last word in private judgment. Hot only does he
rely on his private judgment in determining the
elements which constitute the true Catholic Faith

4~rancis Burke, S. J., "The Faith of Dr. More", The Commonweal,
March 9, 1932, p. 616

52
from material supplied by doouments anel history.
but one may tairly oonclude traa his own works
that Dr. More in his own opinion 18 the oBly
living to-day who understands Christianity.19

_n

systematioallyand oritically. Paul Blmer More has traced the elements ot
,piritual lite as they were taught by Plato. through Plot1n1us. and. the
other Greek philo8ophers to st. Chr;yaostom. anel tw-ther to the Council at
Chaloedon in 451 .1. D.; and Louia J. A. Jleroier describes his search tor
God thus.
Paul Bl.aer More's methodioal. cautious and.
critioal progress OIl the plane ot the spiritual
brings him. tace to taoe with Jesus. He draW8
near to Him.. not as a believer. not as the dutiful
lII.81IIber ot a Churoh. but as a sceptic. He will accept nothing but ev1d~nce. But OIl the other hand.
he approaohes Him without prejudgaents. as a sceptic who has reasoned his way to the possibility ot
the supernatural. He does not come to Him as did
Rean. to give Hila the kiss ot Judas betore helping
to bury Him in the "purple shroud" ot a sentillental
rhetoric. He has not condumed Him betore listening
to Bis words. 60
From a survey thus tar ot his philosophy and religious ideas in
the latter ot which he tries to reooncile Platonism with Christianity. it
is evident that More was intensely interested in detining man's humanity.
But this is not a new interest exhibited in literature. art. or eduoation.
Aristotle, the great Greek soholar who lived trOll 384 B. C. until 322 B.C.~l
bad stimulated interest ot soholars ot his day aDd ot later centuries in the
49
P. J. Bart, C.8.1., ·Christianity ot Paul Blmer )(ore". Catholic World.
sJLugust. 1932. p. 644
vz.ouis J. A. Mercier. "HUJIIJ.D.istio Dual1 . . and. Christianity. the Work ot
Paul Blmer More". The Challae ot Hu.-nism. p. 228
Sadth and Bd.d 'If
ield Parks, ad. The Great Critios W. 'W.
61Jamel

.tudy ot man as a reaponsible being a. distinguished

tr~

the lower am-l ••

Ie taught that the .distinctiTe JlllLrk of natural things .... s an inner purpose

or tiDAl caule. Thul to h1a Dature was the wrealla ot ends.· S2 The animal
aDd plant are teleologioal in behavior, they aot for the atta1mMnt of an

end whether tor tood, reproduotion or satety.
oonloious, or merely 1natinctiTe.

.an animal

whioh are not consciously controlled.

These ends in nature are unor plant .is driTen by instinot.

Man, on the other hand, i. both ot

_ture and above nature; a. aD. animal he beloDgI to the realm of UIloon.cioul

ends, while at the .aae tiBe he i. human and posses.e. the taoulty ot oon.oiously direotiYe purpose.

In this faoulty at direotiTe purpose arise. the

tield of conduot, of ethios, of

s~teoratt,

and of religion, -.nereiD a

man makes for himself by free ohoioe under oertain limitations that which he
will; and herein lies the field

which he will. wSS

ot art, wherein a

-.n -.lees tor hiaself that

The reoogn! tion ot the dualis. of the natural and the

supernatural in man i. ·precise17 the philo.ophy of humani ••• ·S. MOre belieTes that the loss ot this philo.ophy hal been our undo!ng.

He belieyes

that the reoovery of this ancient humani. . is neoessary to seoure true
liberty.
There i. one door of true liberty, and that
is by ""7 of the hwani •• which Ari.totle long ago
was spokesJan. I do not .ay that the rlen ot

the great 8tagirite were without their lbdtatiO!Ul
and omi•• ionsl I hold that this conception of the

52Pa.ul Blaer )(ore, Prefaoe to The Deaon of the Absolute, p. x
5S Ibid., p. x
54fbld., p. x
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supernatural needs very much to be complemented
and corrected by a deeper inSight into the eternal
verities of the spirit; but humanism we must recover if there is to be any rejuvenescence of literature. Only on that rock can a sound edifice
be raised for the questing modern mind. 55
During the Renaissance an intellectual, literary, and scientific
mOTement, which aimed at basing every branch of learning on the literature
and oulture of classical antiquity, played a major part in the development
of its culture.

The Italians, in particular, studied olassic literature for

its beauty of oontent and thought rather than for its form.

These scholars

who became interested in the humanistic literature of the ancients bent
their efforts to imitate and to emulate the quality of life represented in
this literature which fascinated tnem.

Believing that a classical training

alone could for.. a perfect man, these scholars gave themselves the title
Humanists in opposition to the Scholastics and adopted the term Rumaniora
(the humanities) as signifying the scholarship of the ancients. 56 These
scholars were opposed to the life and the culture of the Middle Ages just as
More and his associates are with their age.

On the whole they were not at

all opposed to religion, but were in truth men of outstanding rank in the
Chri.tian world.

Of this period a representative outstanding humanist

scholar was Brasmus.
ception of man.

Paul Blmer lIore admires Erasmus tor his balanced con-

Brasmus thought of humanism as representing man t • ettorts

55Paul Elmer More. Pretace to The Demon of the Absolute, p. xii
56The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. vii, special edition UDder the auspices
ot the Knights ot Columbus Catholic Truth Commlttee,Bncyclopedia Press,
Inc., c. 1913, p. 538
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define his hUJD.Di ty as di st1nguiahed from his an1ali t,. on the one hand and
hi. spirituality on the other.

He perceived 111

the _tural and the religious.

BraSlllla adaired St. Th...a Aquillas, but he

aD.

a II1ddle plane between

was opposed like most ot the humani.ts ot his age to the somewhat degenerated
tora in whioh they bad experienced scholastic tradition in their time.
aimed to give Christian culture classical tora.

They

St. Thomas held the theo-

centric vi... of the world, -that all parts ot hulan lif'e and of' reality at
large were ref'erred bY' medieval thinkers and bY' ....erY' f'ai thf'ul Christian to
God as the absolute nora of' perteotion and the highest principle of' being.-57
It is through Dante that the ;fUll hw.nistic meaning of' St. Thoas t philosophY' and the .aristotelian revival

~an

'be UDderstoad.

In his poetry the

philosophy of' these oonnect the earthly aDd. the cele.tial sphere • •M'_~
Jaeger states that in the following desoription of' Aristotle can be gathered
the understanding of' the humanism of' St. Tho.s and Dante.
The educational aim of' Aristotle's philos.
ophy' in his Bthios ia that an should not be
contented wi th huan things but trY' to partake
of' eternal life as far as possible. Aristotle
is thinking of' the contemplatiTe lite ot the
philosopher and the viBion ot God in which his
ideal of' philosophioal lite reaohes its olt.ax. 58

Thus the ideal of' hwan lite tor theBe ReBaissanoe soholars includes the
presence ot the DiTine.
Proceeding to the revival of' humanism during the late twenties of'

5'71ferner. Jaeger, Humanism and Theology, The Aquina. Leoture, 194!, Jlarquette
University Press, )(11wa&e, p. 6
58Ibid., p. !5
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the present century ill Amerioa 41at1nctioJ18 . a t be _de.

!he aen who be-

oame intere.ted in w.t JIore calla -. .t the .w, but the newl,. advocated
h1D&J1ia.- S9 _re ohiefl,. on oollege 1'&cultiea. Io~ Foerater prOllO'ted. the
cauae in North Carolina; Robert Shafer of Cincim:lati worked. incl.atrioual,.
for it in Ohio} P. H. J'r)'e tid. libwise for it in Iebrasta} FraDk Jewett
ather Jr. oarried on at PrilloetonJ and Stuart

Sbe~

in IllilloiB until he

in later ;years be. .e a renegade tro. the raDk. and. becaM a literary ed.1tor
in Iew York. 60

!he aolaLow'led.ged. leaders of the group _re

Irv1Bc Babbitt

and. Paul Blaer IIore, who -.rote the program and. creed by" whioh all of the.,

with due allowance for personal errors aad clevia tion.. ....or••• 61
Briefly the creed ot the
. a a oreed which defined

ODe

Hwaniata --'1' be sw.arised thuBI

oentral eIleaT, the Romaatic JIove.eu.t;

souroe of grievanoe, Rous.eau}
oritioi. . with ethioal; and

.~w

ODe

0118 _in

-It

ODe

purpose, the integratiou. of literary

chief aeans ot cleoiG1ng the q_li't7

01'

a

...ork 01' literature, it. valld1t)' 1a moral q_lltl••• - 62 Paul Blaer lIor.
turned to huam.s. a. an antldote tor D&turall...
ature of World War I &ad the ,.ea.ra tollowing It.
....at the atteapt to draw _ture a8 lt is.

_0 preftlent ill the

li ter-

By the tera naturalism 1 •

IR clealiDc with

JUD,

the . t -

valist oonsider. ht. in the light of hi_ ph7810al ake"p, ancl .ap_.l.. s 1&
thls regard the foroe of hi. emotions and 1nat1Rots "POll his perso_lit,. and

59Pa.ul In.er Kore, ".A. Revlval of HuJanisa". On Being Huaan, p. 12
6O;rorJlllLn Foerster, Pretaoe to Humanis. and .America, Farrar and Rinehart,
IRoorporated, Iew York, 1930, p. Ii
611lorton D. Zabel, Preface to Literarl Opinion 1». .&.meriea, Harper and
Brother., ..... York, 193'1, p. xlv
82Ibid., p. xlv

-
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aotintiea.

In his e ••a,. ". ReTin.l of Humani••". Paul Elmer )(ore olearly

defineS the teneta of the huaaDiat. of hia period.

!hia elsay ia a revi.w

of f1tteen essays oontributed by fifteea writera• •oh of whoa wrote independentl;, ot the otAer. and edited by Boran Foerater ill hie book Baaai. .
in America.

In this briet aDal;,al.

ot hUJlaDia. JIore ake. olear the

poBitlon or the hunanist as oppo.ed to that ot the Daturall.t.
The ti.o••slem of the prilloiple. ot the I'.w lNw.niata prooeecl8 ill a
line of

o~ariaoa

with the teneta of _turali...

The wri tars .t tiotion.

)lore po1D:ta out. expose ill their books oorruption ill aooiety and reaain aOl'lohalaat whell the publio aeoepta the bitter truth and feels auperior in the
knowledge ot it.

Here the h-.nia.ta and &Ilti-hw.nilts are at n.rianoe.

!he gti-hwanists "flatter

Mil

by degrad1Dg ma.Dld.Dd". 6S while the huani.ts

emphaaise maa's personal re.polllibility tor depra'9'ity ill looiety.

The

huaniata. he oontinues to poiDt out. couidera mea aa indiTidual perao_litie. elld.cnred with tre. wllli and reapoDible tor thelr choice ot good or
evil.

There 18 a aharp duali . . betw.ell

Ell

au _ture.

JfaD. il d1ltiD-

guiahed tro. other anials and risea aboye them owiIlg to a taoulty whloh _,.
be expresled aa

"Oil

being huaaw• 64 To thOI. who regard an aa a bUD.c:lle of

aeuationa. )lore say. that the hu..a1at would retort that . .n baa a separate
faoulty ot inhibition or wiDner oheok". 66 whioh keepa hla ilIpUlae. withiD.
boUllCU.

The huani.t. hold that man __ the power ot .elt-directlon and

6SPaul Elmer )lore.
64Ibld.. p. 7
_
65'fbR'•• p. 8

-

ft.&.

lleviftl ot mr..D1amft • !l..

!.!!.•

p. 6

58

that oharaoter 18 dependent on atrength of purpose.

.

Alao that to thole who

"ould be so extravagant in talse adairation &s to assert the instinctive
goodness ot unredeemed nature in the appearances ot delinquency. the
humanist would anner that "oomplacency 18 the deadliest toe to hutan excellenoe."SS

!his dootrine is baaed on a keen Observation ot lite. aDd so

the huaanists hold it to be sound.
Louil J. A. )(ercier very aptly states the th_ ot the ..... Hu..niaa
"JIIIlll

is the end ot an". S1 !he discipline that the hUlaDists advocate con-

aista ot an adequate huan standard. 'Which cluaands completeness in the cultivation ot luman nature; ot an insistence em proportion and harmony ot
parts with the whole, upon lite it ,impos.s a seale ot Talues, in the real.

ot conduot. it deanda a universal pel'Dllll18l1t system ot ethios. not a OODtemporary oode ot conventicmal sooiety; reterence to tradition tor guidanoe;
reliance OD reason and the positive treatment ot the whole ot experieDce;
beliet in higher taculties than reason. Damely intuition and the ethical
1ag1DatiODJ and a principle ot restraint in _n. 68

In general the sup-

porters ot modern hUJll,l1i . . are in agreeDl8D:t.
The item ot oontention among the ..... Humanists is the relatioD ot
religi_ to hUllllU1isJl.

Th18 il distinctly new in oOJllparisoD with the humaa-

is. ot the Rena18sanoe whioh acoepted religion as a necessary source

ot vitality.

In the tootsteps

ot the Puritans, and the soepticis. ot

6SPaul Blaer More, "A Revival ot HUD8.nism1t , ~. cit., p. 8
S1Louis J. A. Jlercier. "Humanistic INal1smaiiCfCiirrstianity; the Work ot
Paul Elmer IIore". !he Challenge of HUJa11i_. p. 251
S8p.,ul Blaer lIore, wI Revival ot Hwani. .!' pp. 1-22
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.-erson

and his generation. these humanists of the present remain non-

o~1;a.l

with respect to religious faith and dopa and. support a discipline

of the human nora.

For them salTation depends not on the sacrifioing of

personal energy in obedience to supernatural authority. but by deTelopiDg
its sense of human identity through. self control and. restraint.

This is

their great error - the failure to reoognize man's responsibility to God.
MOre is not. as some few in the ranks, hostile to religion, nor does he as
some few, believe religion to be oontradictory to humanism, yet he always
remains doubtful of its importance. 69
From the d18cu88ioD of "dualism", of "Platonism", and of "hlDl8l1is."
a8 the.e ter.ms are used by More.
lapping and similarity of tenets.

~ere

is eTidence of eonaiderable over-

This is due to their co_on roOt8.

Paul

Blmer More emphasize. in his explication of the philosophy of dualism, and
in the exposition of hi. religious oonsiderations that the greatest 80urce
of influence upon him was Plato.

HoweTer. there s .... to be no doubt that

Ari8totle, the disciple of Plato and the father of ancient hwanism. play.d
a major for_tiTe illf"luence on his ideas regarding the dual nature of

JIIaD.

The problem that remains to be treated in thi8 ehapter is to show how his
religiou8 philosophy aots as a tramework for his oritieal 8tandards in the
interpretation and e.aluation of literature.
In the study of the Shelburne Bssays. one finds that Paul Elmer )lore

has not concerned himself excluaiTely to the criticis. of books andwritera
with an estimate only of the quality of the writillg or the writer's sueGe ..

60
iJl the execution

ot hi. plan. .I. .tateaent ot policy b tOUDd in the Pretace

to hi. voluae Drift ot

R~ti.i...

1Ibat criticism should be he .tate. thus

There is a kind ot critic i •• that liaits it•• It to looking at the thing in it.elt. or at the
part. ot a thing a. they .ucoes.iTel,. .trike -ua.
1Iind.. Thi. properl,. i. the ....,. ot s1JlP&th,.. eel
tho •• who obooa. this __,. are right iD. aayiDg that
it ia ab.urd or aerely ill-te-.p.red to elwell OIl
what b ugl,. in a work ot art, or talae, or iIlccaplete. But there i. rooa also tor another kiDcl
ot oritioi". whioh i. not 80 _ch dir.oted 'to the
indirid_l thiBg a. to it. relation with other
thiJlg •• &Del to it. place a. caus. or .ttect in a
whole group ot tendenoies. 11'0 criticisa, to be
.ur.. 0&Il toll_ ODe or the other of the. . . .thoU
eltoluiT.l,., a. no procluot ot art oan eYer De .Dtirely isolatecl in it. g8Mais or altogeth.r in
the ourrem of the
!he highest oritioia
woulel contriTe to balaD.. th••e aethocla in suoh
anner that ...ither the 000&8io_l . .rit. ot a
work nor ita general iDtlu.ce woulcl be unduly
auborcl.iDatec1.'TO

da,..

That Tirtu. li•• in the _diatorial Tiew ..... to b. Paul Bl.Ber JIore'.
sinoer. diot_ tor literary oritioi...
the mean b
system.

Thi. idea that Tir'tue re.ide. ill

an Ari.totleian do.tria. and i. a carr,-oTer tr_ hi. ethical

The goal is attained both in lite and in literature

b,.

the exeroise

ot selt-control.
The critio BlUst al_ya bep in vi_ the "aliquid certi· or detiD1te
ala of JlLttheW' .&mold.

ae ia ·one whOI. lite is a .uocellion ot labourl

that till aDd. .oralia. the clay. Dot in the Darrow-didactic leaae • • • b\lt

"o,..ul Blaer Mor., Pr.tace to !he Dritt of Romanticiam. pp. Tii-Tiii
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in so far as his task is a continual weighing of value....

11

The

work ot

the good critic is not as Anatole France believed it to be the recounting
of "the adventures of the soul amid masterpieoes". 12 nor aa Olear Wilde
would have it -the losing of the pa.t in the present to throw off the selfimposed and trammelling burden of moral responsibility".73 nor as Natthew
Arnold made it the judgment of the pre.ent in the light of a "dead .torebouse of precepts".

74:

but it i. moral and aesthetic evaluation combined with

awarenel. in this exerciae cf the "relation of the faculty of judgment
15
to the indwelling and overacting memory of things."
The latter element

an

lends to criticism the one touch of inSight nec.,eary to raise the exercise
of discrimination and judgment -to ,a more independent and self-respecting
16
genre."
Critici.m is thus raised to a position ot honour with the art
of creation.
The critical spirit is thus akin to the toro.

ot design or tinal cause in the Arbtotleian seDSe.
which we are beginning once more to divine as the
guiding principle itself' unchanged at work within
the evolutioury changes of DAture. and in so tar
a. it becomes aware of this high office it introduced into our intellectual life an element outside of alteration and growth and decay a prinCiple
to which time is the minister and not the master.11

71Paul Elmer ~re. ·Criticism". Selected BI.ay•• pp. 23-24
72Ibid •• p. 23
73Ibid •• p. 23
74Ib'id•• p. 23
75Ibid •• p. 23
16Ibia •• p. 24
7'l"fblCr•• p. 24
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In hi. preparatioa for hiB work ilL oritioi.m.. )(ore ba. cdeaTor.d to a . . . .l.

trom the dootriDe. of .lrnold and Pater. Taine and ReDan. 11.tuoh.. lranee,
and eTen Gaoar Wilde the work1Dg prinolpl.. of hi. art.

art al an attempt through

In hi. d.efin1Dg of

the .ubjeotlT. 1ag1nat1on to .Itablilh the .x-

perieno. of the indi'9idual in traclitioa;ra and. in hi• •tate_Dt of the work
of th. orltl0 a. the ·oontinual weigh1Jlg ot ft.l"••·1S ilL r.latlon

1;0

trad.i-

tion. )(ore 18 trJ1Dg to brine oritlol. . baok to .olid ground. 80
Tracli tiOJ1 i. .videnGe tba t o.rtain works ot art po..... q_11 ti••
whloh are

worth,. of the 01'1tl0 t. appr.olation. and theretoI'. th.,. haft fl'reI7

realon to be u •• d. a. a oriterioD.
llaply

1;0

hav. r.oour.e to

OODOre~

!h18 ·i. but

lUI.

echo of ·It 18

au.

b.tter

.Dapl•• , to talc. ap.c1meu ot poetry

ot the high. the very high•• t q_li ty and. to -7 the oharaoter. of a high
quality of PO.tr7 ar. what 11 expr••••d there. etal
HOMr. Virgil.

Dan.,

The literal',. works ot

Shake.pear., and J(11 ton haTe attained their

.lIineno. oy.r .ph. . .ral productiou

pr.-

beo&... of their appeal to what 18

wd.-

v.raal ilL hUIIaD atv••82 I. prin.lpal r.qui.ite of exoell..t art ia per-.neDoe of pl.aaur..

That art which app.ala to the b ••tial in an 18 short

liv.d b.caus. the reaction to lt pa•••• trOll plea.ure of arou••d pa•• iou to

78Paul Bt.er )(ore. .llJ>et1J1itiona of Dual18.et , '!'he Dri~ of ROIIal1tioi_.
p. 26'
19Paul m..r )(o.-e. ·Criti.i. . . . . .le.ted . .aaye, p. 2$
80z,ucbr1g Lniaohn, !!pre.aion in &riO&, Harp.r and Brothers, Publilhera,
I ... York. 19$2, p. u§
81llatthew Araold, arb. Swel,. of Po.tlT'. Tbe Great Critl0., oomplled and.
.dlted by Jue. Harry 81I1th and. Held .Wield Fark., p. 632
82Paul BlaerJlore, Th. Deaon of the Ab.olute, p. 21
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di.gust •

Theretore, it is only art that appeal. to the intellect which will

give man perane:nt pleasure.

This is in keeping with Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge'. criterion for pleasure that it varies according to quality and to
the faculty ot source.

83

In the ola88ical tradition, Paul Elmer More recognises the 010 ••

alliance of art with nature.

To attempt to divoro. art from hwanity or

nature and to abide in a realm ot unreality i. tutile.

Like Aristotle, More

explains that art bring. nature out of its own 8tate into the condition of
the human intelligenoe.

The great creators have always taken the substance

of life and haTe penetrated below it8 surtace where they haft found meanings
and values that ohange it into something at once the same and difterent. 84
Through symboli. . they lift aortal life and its theatre to a higher reality.
which only to those easily contented in things as they are may seem unreal.
Besides influencing Kore's

tho~ts

haTe influenced his literary canons.

on life, Aristotle and Horace

-Their torma haTe pa.sed away with

their civilisation and cannot be revived or imitated; but whoever would seek
inspiration in art and poetry at their fOUl'ltain head must now and always
turn back to Athens and laboriously learn her ancient speeoh. wSb

He is not

the first American to value these scholars for their oritioal judgments.
William Cullen Bryant, Edgar Allen Poe. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry D.
Thoreau, James Russell Lowell, Na. thaniel Hawthorne. Clarenoe stecbu.n, Henry
83Paul Elmer )fore, The Deaon of the Absolute, p. 20
84Ibid., p. 36
S6Robert Sbater, quoted in Paul Blar Kore and .American Critiois., Yale
University Pre .. , U.... Haven, 1935, p. 94

~-----------,

,

.adporth Longfellow, Oliver Wendell Holaes, and ot more reoent years Georg.
Bdward Woodber17. William Crary Brcnmell, Stuart Sheruan. and Irving Babbitt
baTe shown evidence in their writings of tamiliarity with the oritioal prin-

oiple. ot Horac..
reter to Horace.

86

Only in words 1Ddioative ot est. . . does Paul Blmer lIore

He reters to Horace a. "the friendly . .ntor ot the oen-

turie.", 87 "that clear-eyed pagan", 88 and -the gentl....n to travel with." 89
Despite Horace'. Epioureani •• MOre recognised in his -tiDal adjustment ot
language"

90

a les.oD in austerity.

In Horace and X.nephon he tound an in-

timation of life as eme of the tine art •• 9l
eight.enth oentury ..... trying to hide. 92

Horaoe

t.

in.ight is what the

In agreement with Horace that there

i. a plaoe tor light literature he ,state.. "there is an art of desipienoe
and a plaoe for it. as Horace well knew". 9S .And again in detense of Shafteabury's essays he says.
His eSBays are no more than aeraons em two
text. a that of Horao.: RidioulUlll acri Fortius .t
meliua magna pl.rumqu. s.oat res - a jest otten
deoide. weighty matter. better and more foroibly
than em asperity, and the saying of Gorgias
Leontlnus. whioh he mi.interprets and expand. for
hi. own purpo.e. -'fhat hlDlour .... s the only test
of gravity, and gravity of humour. For a subjeot

86John Paul Pritchard, -Horace'a Intluence upon Aaerioan Critici..... Transaotions and Proceed15s of the .a.rican Philological Association.
Vol. liTiii, 1931, pp. 231-245
87Quoted. Ibid •• p. 254:
8~uoted. lDid•• p. 254:
89Quoted. lbId•• p. 254
:i"tuoted. 11iI'd•• p. 254
Quoted, nni., p. 254:
92Quoted. Ibid., p. 254
93Quoted. Ibid., p. 258

~------------,
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whioh would not bear railler,y was suspioious; and
a jest whioh would not bear a serious examination
was oertainly false wit • • .94
Speaking of Fitzgerald's translation of the Rubaizat he objeots to a quatrain
beoause despite the faot that it shows the apt felicity of Horace, it fails
to betray his shrewd manliness.
~glish

Regarding style in writing he says in

and Bnglistiol
Our written style must always be a compromise
between the new and the old. This is a commonplaoe
ever sinoe Horaoe proolaimed the law of linguistio
safety ••• 95

There are many more referenoes in the essays of Paul Elmer More to Horaoe
whioh are evidenoe of the Greek's influenoe in More's thought and prinoiples
of art; I have quoted but a few of 'the more important ones, to whioh I now
add the one following in whioh he sets Horaoe up as an arbiter in poetry.
For later times, and for us of the West, the
prinoiple involved was formulated by Horaoe in hi.
tamous saying that the most sucoessful poet was he
who knew how to mix the utile and the duloe. What
Horace JUant by the duloe is clear enough; it is
just that in a poem which gives pleasure to a
reader. And what he meant by the utile is equally
olear; it 18 that in a poem trom whioh we draw
instruotion. So in one of the !pistles he tells
a friend held in Rome the praotioe of deolaiming,
no doubt about the sohools ot philosophy, that he
is in the country reading Homer, who is a better
teaoher than all the philosophers,
Qui, quid sit pulchrum
quid turpe, quid utile,
quid non,

94John Paul Pritohard, quoted, .2£.. ~., p. 258
95Quoted, ..!!?.!!., p. 259
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PlaniWl ao melius
Chryaippo et Crantore
dioit. 96
...
Although Paul Blmer More is more Platonist than
has made frequent referenoe to the Poeties.

Aristotl.ian~

yet he

Like his forerunners in Amerioan

critioism Bryant, Poe, Emerson, Lowell, Stedman, Bowells, and his contemporaries in the field, Brownell, Babbitt, and Sherman, More values Aristotle'
oonception of

charaoter~

his principle of catharsis, his defining of the

epic qualities of a poem, and his famous definition of tragedy.97 He praises
the Irish folk tales for their epic effect and explainsl "It depends on plot.
in the Aristotleian sen8e of the work, or events, that is, so disposed as to

bring out heroic traits of

charact~r

and to lead up to some supreme emo-

tion. 898
From these few examples of MOre' s references to Horace and to

Aristotle the sources of some of his critical principles are distinguishable.
John Paul Pritchard oharaoterises MOre's literary oriticism as "largely a return to the exemplaria Graeea.8 99
Bthics and aesthetics are inseparable in art.

Just in propertion

as the practice or eri ticilm of art beoomes superficial, ethics and 8:elthetios fall apart, and this rule works in the opposite direotion as well.

96Paul Elmer lIore, On Being HUBan, p. 193. Translation of Latina Who (Homer)
tells UI what is fine, what is shameful, what is useful, what is not, betteJ
than Chryaippus and Crantor (philosophers) do.
97Paul Blmer More, "James Joyoe", On Beint Human, p. 14:6
98Paul Elmer MOre, -.pic of Ireland*, She burne Essays, Sere 1, pp. 159-161
99John Paul Pr1tohard~ !!E.. !!!., p. 259
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When the practice or critioism ot art "strikes deeper, ethios and aesthetics
are more and more iaplioated one in the other until they lose their distinction in a common root.- 100

Ot the intimate relation between ethics and
any form of art tha. t deals directly wi th hlm&ll

Dature I do not s.e how there can be a reasonable
doubt. Such a relation, in fact means no more
than that he who would depiet life must be flllliliar with the springs and. consequences of action.
and that the large .tters of experience the
tradition ot ages is probably rioher in content
than his own limited observation. 10l
The problem of the artist then is not to what extent will he aooept the
obligations of this law, but rather how will he anifest in his work its
operation.

)(ore a.dJaits that he is tolerant to sermoniziDg in a pieee of

lite~ture,

but this does not mean that he would enoourage such a practioe.

In general the artist should screen his ethical theo!")" under the guise of an

objective presentation ot life.

aThe problem is how to ~r the .sk. alO2

Some oritios belieTe that due to his absorbiDg interest in fundamental moral problems. )fore failed to recognize the element of beauty ot
torm in literary art.

But this is a judgment open to questioning tor truth.

His own work is evidence that he .... s not blind to the beauties of tora and
style.

Louis J. A. Jleroier ranks hia with the .sters of 1Dg1iah prose. 1OS

lOOp.,ul Bl.mer Kore, "lq Debt to Trollopea. The Demon of the Absolute.
pp. 108-109
101Ibid •• pp. 102-103
lOiIbid., p. 101
10lLoU1s J. A. )(eroier, aBuanistic Dalis. and Christ1an1. t;ra the Work of
Paul Elmer Morea, .2f..~., p. 204
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stuart Sherman describ•• a Shelburu 188&1' thuaa "It is critioi. ., it 18
history, it is philo.ophy, it i • .orality, it i. r.ligion, it i. above all
a .iDgul&rlyaari.Dg po.try gu.hing up trom de.p iDtell.otual and .oral ."b.trata, pure oold. and r.tr.abiDg a. _t.r trOll. the rOOD in .ome high
mountaiD hollOW'."l04

But it i. not only hi. own work that pro..,e. )for.'.

r.oognition ot beau't7

a.

a r.quilit. ot gr.at art.

fh1l dea.Dd ot true art

i8 8tre••ed OYer aDd. Oftr aga,ia in hi. e ••a1l.
Beauty i. the ....DC. ot all true art. As the .hock ot 'beauty' i.
to the hllan .oul
aD

.0

1. .upr. . art.

)lore i . .ure that ..,.ry an po•••••••

ideal ot beauty which -.y r ....ill. dormant, but it 18 potential iD ••• eD08.

He .tat•• that the aotion ot beau'tT a. all our -.otiODB i. nth. iab.ritecl

product ot UDiag1Ded oOllD'tl... exp.ri.nc••. ill. an immea.urable past.

In

e..,.ry a ••thetic ••nsation 11 the .tirring ot trilliona ot trilliODI ot
gho.tly _ori•• buried in the _gioal 80il ot the braiD."lOS 110" beli..,e.
that the artist .pr_dB OYer hi. work a r ••plendent glallOur not emly throup.
the charm and graM ot l.a.Dpac •• but al.o through the aoraliv ot its OOll.tent.

It i., hOW'fl'er, in hi. • • •y "ROlF to Read 'Lyeida.'· that )(are

speo1tically aphasiH. the iaporta.• • ot beauty ot tOI'll oeabin.c1 with
beauty'

or

thought and expre •• ion.

Be atatea that the greatne•• ot the poe-.

18 due to the "1Dtiate arriace ot tona and _ twr, .xpre.aion &D4 aUD-

l0481;_rt Shera&J1, "All. IagiDary Oonversation with llr~ Paul maer I[or.",
.American•• Charl •• Soribner'. Sou, ... York. 1924, p. 529
10Shulitaer 1Ior., aLat_die lle&ra", Selected Sh.lburu •••,... p. 17
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.tance. ttlO6

This statement recalls to mind a similar one expressed by

ilatthew Arnold.

In writing of the characteristics of poetry of a high qual-

i ty Arnold writes "They are in the _ tter and substance of the poetry and
they are in its _nner and .tyle.

Both ot these the .ubstance and _tter on

the one hand, the style and -.nner on the other, have a ark. an acoent ot
high beauty, worth and power. ttl07

MOre, a. his predecessors in the class-

leal tradition, emphasizes the prinoiple of appropriatene.s of diotion and
form in relation to the idea or idea. embodied in the poem.

In hil ap-

praisal of "Lye ida s" , More quotes a contemporary T. S. Eliot who state. in
his book Bssap Ancient and Modern that "the greatne •• of literature cannot
be determined solely by literary

8~dards;

though we must remember that

whether it is literature or not can be determined only by literary stand.ards."108

He then applies this law of taste, whioh,he believes,ha. been

most olearly and truthfully stated, to "Lyei.s".

More is willing to grant

that "Lycidas" may be read for its sheer beauty of expresaion without any
considerati~n

of the serious issues of lite the poet experienoed in the

world of aotion and. ideas, but he teels that such a division between fora
and content oannot be _iDtained long.

He .ays that "Lycidas" has the high

distinction ot being a piece of true poetry depending on images, language.
torm, and i_gimtionJ but it is great literature because these element.

l06Paul Elmer More, "How to Read 'Lycidas ,n On Being HUDaD. p. 201
107Matthew Arnold, "The Study of Poetry", The Great Oritioa, p. 632
108"How to Read 'Lycidaa··, pp. 194-195

.,0
are bound up closely to the nobility of oontent.

!hi8 ba1"lllOniOU8 unity and

perfeotion of "Lyoidas ft arOU8e deep oritical joy•
... genuinely artistic work ot literature i8 the creation of 'the bagination.

Works of art vary, therefore, in "80 far as they are oreated by the

i,nagination out of the aterial of the tlux and substantially they clepeD4
on the riohne88 ot the artist'8 experience.- 109

ot a pieoe ot literature depend8

OIl

The 8tandard ot exoellenoe

the extent to whioh the _gbation ot

the artist is subjeot to the oontrol ot the "UDY&ried inner cheo~.110
To these prinoiples ot literar,y oriticism 80 tar di8ous8ed Bast be
added originality ot 8ubject atter or trea1aeJlt, and moral insight.

In

di8cussing the aocaplisluDellts ot l?ickeu and Gissing, Paul Elaer lIare
prai8es GiS8ing tor moral insight, Dickens on the other hand tor a treer
outlook.

But he notes further in the discussion

ot these novelists that the

oombination ot moral insight and tree outlook produces the greatest art.

In the chapters tolloriDg it will be seen that More varied his

literary standards to fit the 8ubject under oonsideration.

Howe"f8r, sa.

general principle....y be stated to su.arize the discussioD ot his ctiticis. thu8 tar.

The _jor philosophical priDeiple in judging a work ot art i

that the literary pieoe must reflect in 8 _ way the solution of the aoral
oODtliot between the inner check and the flux which talces plaoe ill the mind
of the author in its creation.

In this regard author8 are approved of

tor

109
llOPaul ElIIer Kore, -netinitiOll8 ot Duali8m", Drift of Romantici . ., p. 264
Ibid., p. 266

~-------------,

!
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their 8811S. of 8elt r.spouibiliV" the reoogD1ticm of the iaportance of tile
will, for 8trength of oharaoter, for the 8ense of restraint, for tlutir reprd tor 41soipliDe" aDd tor their estee. of huaility in the developaent ot
charaoter.

'.rhese qual1ties are revealed not only in the oontent ot the work

but also in the style, maDDer of expres8ion, and in the fora ued.

That

oontent ot a work ot literature rises in excellen" in proportion to it.
refleotion of the 8truggle within .an ot the vital urge and the pow.r of
restra1Bt whioh orders the flux of aen...tiona and appetites au which is
oonsidered to be Buperior to the intelleot, will and. f .. liDgs.
StudyiDg the work tro. a purelyaesthetio point ot view. JIore applies
•
the tollowing 8tandarda. !he work all.t reflect lite tor literature i. tM

repository ot human lite.

rus understaad1Dg of literature leada to his

belief that it is in literature that the good way of life _y'be _fined tor
society.

'.rhe good life is that whioh i8 41soipl1Ded aooording to the

huan1st ethiCS.

Literary art, d.ealiDg as it does with huaa action" aut

deal with ethioal lan, whioh are the founation of oonduot. As a work of
art it aut 'be the oreation of the :l-.,!Dation. Although other writers _y
have ued the sa. tbeae. the arti8t JIUIt add a touoh of origiDal1ty to his
treatJa8Dt ot it. and in this respect he IDIst not 'be satisfied i. interior
treatllsLt. but rather he JII18t aim to 'bring it to a hicher _gree ot exoelleaoe. Art iapUes beauty in ita Tery essenM. therefore. great literature
reveals the haraoniou8 mity ot 'beauty of content aDd . .ohanical eftect..
bd la.t 'but not least the writer 8hould display in his work an understaD4Juc
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ot the iDDer _tve of thing..

Sino. literature Mal. with lite. the true

artist .n.t po ••••• that .oral iDaiCht whioh will bring to l1gbt th.
plex _ture of mam.

00.-

~----~--------------~
CB6.PTBR III

OF 8PJCIFIC AlIIRlc.u 1IRrrBU
PaulllJ..r JIore . s keenly aware that great literature 41d .ot develop out ot a single
ita appeal.

OOUl1try

or a particular t1ae; it is not prOT1ac1al in

It is true that a po... a llO'Vel. or a draa _y la..... tor a

lettiDg and tor oharacters a .... BnglaDci village or a busy railroad oenter

aa Chi_go. but in theM it mllt ha..... a universal appeal it it 18 to li.....
tor all time.

Up UDtil the eve

ot the twentieth century Amerioa literature

had _de a 11gDitioant beg1Jm1ag - ,but it still laoked a tradition.

It_s

nece8eary that a tradition ot moral values ot unitied aDd s1llthea1secl experi.noel be built up tor thil literature to make further progress.

.ore

indicates in hie .pigna to his tirlt -..1. . ot Shelburne BSlal! that he
las take. the advice ot James Russell Lowell that "betore w. ha"f'e an A.rican
l1teratwe we Blst ha"f'e

aD

Aaerioan oritici... •

As he read the works ot

his oOUDtr,.en. he . s tinal.y oollTiaoecl that the basis ot a tradi tian ot
moral ..,..lues whioh oould De traced tr. the earliest atteJapts 11'1 the productian of literary works in Aaerica to the present oentwy oould be estab118bed through
the careful seleotion aDd interpretation ot the best writers
,

ot the past.
At this poil'lt il'l rq d18oll.. icm a clet1D1ti01'1 ot interpretation s ....
pert1Dent.

'lhe definition given tor interpretation in Webster t •
TS

!!!.

~----------------------------------~
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ll1terDational DiotioDary (w:abriclged) is "Representation 1». pertormance.

-deli-rery or oritioi. . ot the

tho~t

and .ood in a work ot art or its pro-

ducer, espeoially as penetrated by the persoDality ot the interpreter."
Interpretation JM&ns the aot ot seeiDg things as they are as fully as possible. Appreoiation in a broad senae

l18&l1I

the UDderstanding ot a thiDg

tully. and kaowiDg its '9'&lue. Appreoiation is the act ot lm01l'iDg tully.
but not applyiJag an aDal,..is or exposition to a probl. . - ill the partioular
subjeot at hand to a work ot

litera~e.

low interpretation include. the

whole intelligence ot our appreoiationJ it aeans detinitel,. the eluoidation
ot the aean1ng and _lue ot a literary work, thus exposing and explaiDiDg
the work betore us.

For an interpretati-re critio to aohien suooess he lIlWIt be learned,
that is" his soope ot knowledge JIWIt be wide and exact coveriDc early classical literature, the -.in currents ot medieval literature, and ot several
modern literatures.

In hi. experienoes he must have courted !lOre than

ODe

muse tor every branoh ot philosophy and science will be an embellishment.
He rill then be able to interpret literature tram the point ot vift' ot

or more systems.

ODe

Bis writlDg must bear the grace ot pertect ease, that

spontaneous contidence which saTors ot UJ1ConoerD.

And last but BOt least.

he must possess a quick sensibility to the solid not the ephemeral beauties
of art. l

'rhese qualifications Paul Elmer )fore _ets.

Prepared, therefore,

tor hie taak More eD m1neS the work ot the .&..rican writers whoa he believes

la-orge McLean Harper, "lfore t s She IburD8 Essays-" .ltlantic Monthly.
October, 1906, p. 561

Jr".
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most iaportant, 80nd 8eparates that which i8 valuable tro. that which 18 of
no value in guiding the writer8 of later years in a direotion at onoe

national and internatiomlJ oontemporaryand la8ting.2
It

wa. only Datural tlat Paul Elmer More ohose for his ste.rting

point a stu47 of Henry D. !horeau, a an atter his own heart.

In 1845

Thoreau built a hut on the shore of .... lden PoDd near Concord, aDd there he
lived isolated troa sooiety lIIl10h as did More live at Shelburne for two year ••
It was during these years of retirement fro. the world that Thoreau wrote
"lden, a journal whioh he later developed until it oonsisted of Wen1i7
vol\lll8s.

Of this jourDal JIorecOJBeDt81
nespite its provincia1i. . and its tediua.
the Jouraal of Thoreau i8 a document that . . .
BDgl&Dd may cherish prouclly. It is the mirror
of a life, the record of romaDticis. striv1nc to
work itself' out in aotual character, and shOWll
thus, 80S olearly as the tar greater writing of
Balerson, wherein the origiDality of the CODGord
school really l1es. 3
He was the lIlOst individual thinker of his time.

Like the other

Transoendente.lists, he believed in the inherent goodnes8 of the individual.
Satisfied with the bare essentials of life Thoreau saw no good in the
1natitutionl and COnTentions of looiety.
itarian sympathies.

Be had no philanthropic or hwat.n-

More quotes Thoreau's statements on philanthropy,

"Philanthropy is 8olaost the only virtue which is sufficiently appreoiated

28. G. Brown, -Toward an American Tradition", Sewanee Review, October,
1939, p. 480 .
SPaul Elmer )lore, -rhoreau's Jour_l", Selected :Sll8al;l, Oxf'ord UDinrsity
Presl, 19S5, p. 115

'6
b1_Dk1.nd.

lfay, it i. greatly overrated, and it i. our ••lti.hu •• which

OV'errate8 it.-'. and "Th. philaathropi.t too ott.n .urround. mankiDcl with
the remembrance ot hi. own cast-otf grieta a. an a tao.phere and caUl it

.yapathy."S lIo'tr .1Ililar to thi. idea i. )for.

t.

own oollriotion that h-.n-

itariani- i. a _ana ot briaging about oirio virtue through inatinctive
.yapathy unsupported. by the re.traint ot the inner check in the individual
or an outer check which h. identitie ••• governaent! flor. b.lieve. that
philanthropio projeota have t.nded to make man 1•• 8 d.peDdent upon
and, there tor. , hal weak.ned hiB charaoter.

~elt,

!he taot that an po....... a

tr•• will, • taoulty ot tr.e choioe, plao•• UpOD DaD the reaponsibility to
work out hiB own deatiD7.

Wi th

t~s

beliet in man a. a p.r.on r ••pon8ible

tor hi. aotions • it i. cmly rea.onable that Thor.au was not 81Gh diaturbed
by the suttering. aDd inequalities ot asD, and hia implioit faith in the
individual was too tira to lead hia into any hUEDi t&riaD inter. at tor the
In 8Upport ot thi8 judgaent More quote. Thor.aua "Alaa! thia i.

••••••

the orying sin ot the age, thi. want ot faith in the prna.lenoe of a an."S
Mor. reoognis•• Henry Thoreau a. the greateat American writer em
Nature and the oreator ot a new s.nt1llent in literature.

Tru., Hawthorne

and Poe were • •ter. in their own fi.ld. yet th.y tailed to us. the "high.st
reala tor their ,eniu to ....rk in. -,

"Paul Elmer
PatDaa'.

)lore, "I. Hermit'. Hote. on thoreau". Shelburne Bssalll, G. P.
Sona, Hew York, 190'. Ser. 1, p. IS

5Ibid., p. 15
p. 15

6'fbId.,

-

Bature wa. not a new aubject in

IIbid., p. 11

,...
11

literature .ither in BDgland or in ....rica; but )for. is convinc.d that
Thoreau's anner ot writing about Iatur. was origiDal.

In its deeper .s••noe his work is tnt.itabl., as it is the voice ot a unique personality; but in its super.tioial aspeot it has been
taken up by a host ot living writers who have
caught sOJl8thing o.t hi. Jl8thod, even if they
laok his genius and singleD8ss ot heart. 8
Despite the tact that !horeau was greatly in.tluenced by the Geran
roantioists and the Bnglish blitators, his attitude toward _ture dittered
widely .trom theirs.

Like aoat poets, Thoreau had the tendency to record

merely his obsenations ot Iature; it is not the ohapters in which he 18 the
minute observer, but rather those in which he is the contellplative philosoph.r which have per-.ent intere.t'tor the reader ot sucoe.ding years.
Thoreau tound in DIlture not an "inc.ntiv. to relaxiDg pantheistic re....rT'. 9
but a means ot discipline ot the will and a meau to charaoter. The knowledge which h. aoquired .tro. nature was subordinate to "his intere.t in
the acral signi.tioano. o.t Nature and the words he read in his obsoure soroll
were a J.ancuage o.t strange .,ateries, oi"tentiJlle. ot awe. "10 As .rideno. .tor
his obs.rvation o.t Thor.au's realistio treat.eut o.t Batur. whioh Bev.r s ....
to bear the staap o.t 8entimental soi"teniug ot the reality MOre quotes.
We have not Hen pur. Bature unl•• s w. have
s ••n her thus 'fIlst, &ll.d drear, and iDhwaan • • •
JIul . .s not to be as.ooiated with it. It ...s _tter
.... st, terrifio, - not his JIother Barth that we had
heard o.t, not .tor hia to tread on, or be buried ia.

8Paul Blmer Kor., ". H.nd.t's Botes on Thoreau·,
9nid., p. 16
lOibld., p. 12

.!E.. !!:!:.., p. 11
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- no. it ...r. 'being too tamiliar «en to let hi.
bone. lie there" - the home" thi8. ot Ifeoe8.it7
and Fate. ll
}'rOIl

his knoIrledge ot an'a struggle lIith the stern toroes ot the wilderDesS

Thoreau looked upon Bature as a great teaoher.

8To be a philosopher-.

Thoreau aaid" -is not mere17 to baTe nbtle thought." nor e"f'en to toWld a
lohool but ao to lOTe wi.dom as to liTe aooord1l:l.g to it. diotates. a lita

at simplicity. indepeDCienoe" -gnaDimit7" aDd trust.- 12 In Batura" theretore" JIore belieTe. HeD17 D. Thoreau toWld. a teaoher tr_ whoa he oould
learn be.t hOlf to de"f'elop in hiuelf just theae anl,. Tirtuea.

'the so11tude

at liature ..... not onl7 a stimulant to the iagiDation" but abOTe all a
di80ipline ot the will.

JIore peroe;1Tes the influence ot long and deep

rooted tradition in !horeau' a ettort to 00llb1ae the hareliness ot the saftge
with the intellectualness ot the oiTi11&ed . . in working out hiB philo-

lophial lite.

Por )(ore. Thoreau's DI1lld and hiB literary acooap11shaents are

the Datural outgrowth and expre8aion ot a 8teeliDg deep-rooted in the
hi.torical begiDDiDga ot Bew BDgland""lS and this toundation in the past
lends Tigor aDd oon"f'inoing toroe to hil words that oannot be tound in the
~rd8

ot le.aer writers.
But the dryneas ot detailed desoription in
the lfew World . .s tra. the tirst aodifiecl aBCl
lighted up b7 the wondering aft ot _n .et dcnm
1n the aidst ot the strange and often tbreateniDg

llPaul Bt.r Kore" 8... Hendt's Bote. on Thoreau8 , .!E.• .2!!.., p. 18
l2Paul Elmer )(ore. "Thoreau'sJourual". Seleoted B88&5" p. 100
l3hul Blaer Kore, 8... Berait's Botes 0l'1 !horeau., p.

.,'
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forces of an untried wilderness; and this 8ense
of awf'ul aloofness, whioh to a oertain extent lay
dor.mant in the earlier writers. did neverthele8s
sink deep into the heart of New England, and when
in the lapse of time the country entered into its
intelleotual renais8anoe, and the genius came who
was destined to give full expression to the thoughts
01' his people betore the taoe of Bature, it .... s inevitable that his work8 should be dominated by just
this sense of poetic mystery.14
Thus it D'Ay be oonoluded that in the work 01' Henry Thoreau' two
qualities, that distinguish his work from that of his predecessors in England and America and from the work 01' his imitators, are awe and wonder.
which are aroused in him during his COJlllluning8 with Nature.

This spirit 01'

humility, whioh recognized a transcendent spiritual power behind the exterior
of natural phenomena, and the sturdy individualism, whioh Thoreau expressed
in his aloofness from the scc1&l, political, and religious beliefs 01' the

crowd., are characteristics which Paul Elmer More believes valuable tor
adoption and development by later writers in America.
After 1900, a spirit of liberalism crept into the Bew England
ohurches.

Soon Calvinism was supplanted by Unitarianism.

The Puritans 01'

New England demanded that the .,nifestations of rO'Jl&Dticism be religious
and intellectual irrespective 01' what it might mean to other 8ections of the
oountry.

Under this liberal form of religion a minister preached the gospel

according to his intellectual interpretation 01' it and according to the
promptings of his oonsoienoe.

A. strong emphasis was placed upon the indi-

14Paul Blmer !lore, itA Hermit t s Hotes on Thoreau·. 2.f.

~.,

pp. 14-15
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&lch individual had a tree will, and, theretore, his salvation depeDded upon himselt.

Under this new liberalism both society and man enjoyed

unlimited progress.
In America, romanticism manite.ted it.elt in individualism, ideal-

1SII1, humanitar1e.n1sm, and demooracy.

Although industrialism was to strike

a death blow at romanticism, the major writers and intellectuals kept it
alive despite adversities during the middle years of the nineteenth century.
A doctrine that asserted i1ile:Lf about 1836 and intluenced the writers
of New England was Transcendentalism.

The term is applied to Kantian

philosophy, because Kant used it in a new sense, and to denote a fundamental
classification of knowledge in his ,system.

Knowledge that

CODleS

to man by

experience he classed as a posteriori, but behind that are necessary and
universal terms of thinking not gained by experience.
and underlie all experience.
Kant classed &s a priori.

They are elementary..

Without them there is no philosophy.

These

They are intuitions, and among them are the ideas

of self or soul, ot time, ot space, and of relation.

These, according to

Kant, are categories of reason and are transcendmental; that is they trans"

cend experience.

For him the test of these cognitions are their necessity

and universality.

The term Transcendentalism came into use in the United

States in conneotion with Emerson's teachings and the Concord philosophy,
which was rather a religious sense than a philosophy.

It undoubtedly had

a connection with German thought and its infiltration through Coleridge
into speculative literature.

81
The Transcendentalists assembled in Concord, Massachusetts.

Ralph

Waldo Emerson became its prime spokesman, and Henry David Thoreau, Bronson
Aloott, Theodore Parker, and Margaret Fuller were fa.ithful adherents to it.
The Dial. a. magazine published quarterly for four years fram 1840-1844. was
the organ of the Transcendentalists.
As it appeared in New England in 1836. there were three elements at
the root of Transcendenta1isma the first, political or demooratic; the
seoond, literary or romantic; and the third ideal or philosophic.
oendentalism had tenets similar to romanticism.

Trans-

It exalted man above society

and institutions, emphasized man's right to freedom. stressed the importance
of his spiritual lite rather than.

~1s

rather than his outward possessions.

physical life. and his inner wealth
Nature was the revelation of God.

ID

contrast to eighteenth century philosophy which recognized man as a creature
of the senses, it emphasized the divinity of man's nature. his instinct ot
God. his imlate desire for immortality, and his inborn ideas of right and
wrong.

This view of the dignity of man aroused increasing opposition to the

enslaving of the colored race.

The philosophy of the Transcendentalists

affirmed the right of the individual to develop free from any shackles.

In

this respect, Transcendentalism meant the assertion of the brotherhood of
man and the potential equality of men. A liberal form of democratic government would be needed to protect the rights of man.

In the realm of art and

literature, Transcendentalism meant freedam from the rigid pseudo-classic
rules of form and expression in favor of a fresh spirit of ease and incie-

-

.'
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pendence, the creation of works of art filled with the new passion tor nature
and common humanity, and embellishing them with the sense ot the wonder and
romance of life.

Philosophically it meant the conviction, in the face ot

existing rationalisms and skepticisllll, that man's practical and ia.ginative
faoulties are instrumental in his apprehension of the truth. 15
In the two decades preceding the Civil War there was ceaseless
political turmoil.

Protound mental unrest shawed itself in refor.m move-

ments; in such societies like the Brook Far.m experiment; and in the doctrine
of Transcendentalism.

The Brook Farm society was founded in }.B.ssachusetts

by George Ripley in 1841.

It included Nathaniel Hawthorne, Richard Dana,

and George William Curtis in its large membership, and it had the support
of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Horace Greeley, uargaret Fuller, William Ellery
Channing, and a host ot other prominent men and women.
the members of this society to provide in
fully in all the faoulties of the soul.
to combine mental and manual labor.

~heir

It was the goal ot

day leisure time to live

To achieve this goal they determined

A.ll property was held in cOJllllon, labor

was shared equally, and a large percentage of the time was spent in literary
and social activities.

This cOJJlll.unistio group differed f'r0D!. the Communists

of today, in that they emphasized the dignity of the individual and aimed to
make provisions for the full development of his capaoities, in contrast to
the Communist theory of today that the individual exists only for the state.
This attempt at human brotherhood failed to attain its goal, ample leisure

lSrhe cambridle History ot American Literature, lIacmllan Company, New York,
1933, Vol. , pp. 326-3S5

tor the growth of the soul.

It is significant. however. as an example of

the type of activities inwhioh the Transcendentalists engaged in an effort
to live in the spirit ot their dootrines.
Like romanticism. Transcendentalism with its optimism and faith in
man was in direct opposition to the pessimism of early Puritanism.

Its

doctrines are expressed clearly in the essays of Ralph waldo Emerson and
those of Henry D. Thoreau. in the sermons of Theodore Parker. and in the
poetry of Walt Whitman.
Of Emerson the pure minded sensitive lover and philosopher of Nature
More say.,
It beoomes more and more apparent that
E!nerson judged by an 'international or even by a
true national standard is the outstanding figure
of Amerioan letters. As a steady force in the
transmutation of life into ideas and as an
authority in the direotion of life itself he has
obtained a reoognition such as no other of his
oountrymen can claim; and he owes this pre-eminence
not only to his personal endowment of genius. but
to the faot also that. as the most complete exponent of a transient experiment in civilisation
he stands for something that the world i8 not
likely to let die. 16
In 1832. Emerson abandoned his pulpit in order to preach the gospel of

sturdy individualism. intellectual honesty and high mindedness - not to New
England but to America and to her coming generations.

Emerson. like

Jonathan Edwards eighty-two years before hU!.. denied the communal efficacy.
but he went even further than the latter; he demanded in place of a

16

Faul Elmer More. "Emerson", A New England Group and others. p. 69
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oonformity in taith the "entire liberty ot eaoh soul to rise on its own
spiritual impulse."17

In this beliet can be recognized the doctrine ot selt-

reliance; in the words ot Paul Blmer )(ore ·selt responsibility."

18

lluoh has been written about the Transoendentalism ot Emerson, in
particular, its relation to German metaphysics.

In his later words one may

note that "speculations ot Kant and Sohelling and Fichte were known to him
and ocoasionally ooloured his language. n19 However, it ia )(ore's opinion
that Blnerson's Journal proves oonclusively that the whole stamp ot his mind
was complete betore these souroes were enoountered.

Indireotly same ot the

German spirit was transterred to him through Carlyle, and a passage having
the date Deoember 18, 1829, in the Journal reveals that he had already
delved into the ideas ot Coleridge. 20 Even during his college days he was
yearning "to separate the soul tor sublime oontemplation till it has lost
the sense ot circumstances."2l MOre tinds that Emerson is "the produot ot
a great movement that was sweeping over the world as it listed; his early
reading went back mainly to the Greek philosophers and the poets and preaohers ot the seventeenth oentury England, but these were interpreted by him
under the light ot the emanoipation ot the emotions."22

In Emerson's idea ot

the vision ot genius as the renunciation ot the understanding, and the giving
reign to the spontaneous sentiment, MOre sees only a repetition ot an idea

l7Paul Elmer llore, "Emerson", ~. ~., p. 80
18Ibid., p. 80
19Ibld., p. 81
20Ibid., p. 81
2IIbid., pp. 81-82
22Ibid., p. 82

.,'
of any of the English
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But he also recognises a difference

between Emerson's rebellion against reason and that of the European writers.
Emerson's romantic spontaneity might lead him to the repudiation of theological doctrine a.nd the denial of Jehow.h. but it did not take hia so tar
afield that he no longer was disturbed by the question ~t is God?" rising
in hi. inner c0J18ciousness. 23

At all times Emerson despite his oentrifugal

wandering in the realm of the spirit remained within the limits of character.
The spontaneity and individualism of the
ra.ntic movement on the Continent went with a
dissolution of character against which the Puritan
mind. 80 long as it held true to it. origin. was
impreg:aably fortified. Emersonia.nism _y be defined as romanticism rooted in Puritan divinity.24
In other words. the English romanticists lost sight of that faculty in

_n

which akes him what he is.

Before

The inner check had no meaning for them.

an interpretation of what More mea.ns in defining Elnersonianism as "roantioism rooted in Puritan divinity" the term "romantioism" as he accepts it
and uses it must be made clear.

In the Preface to his volume The Drift of

Romanticism he explains that the term "romantici.m" has two meanings.

First.

it is used to refer to those attributes of poetry ot every age when it rises
trom the common level to the climaxes of inspiration - the moments in it
when we are thrilled by the indefinable spell ot strangeness wedded to beauty,
when we are startled by the unexpected vision of mystery beyond the limits

ot appearances that enfold us in the dull commonplace of daily usage. and

_.

23Paul Blmer More. -Emerson" •

24Ibid.

p. 83

.2£. !!!..•

p. 82
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suddenly the "immeasurable heavens break open to their highest. tt25
in this sense that }lore gives hill approval.

On

It is

the other hand he attacks

romanticism which is "88ociatedwith a definite historical movement ot
sodem Europe. which appears to be compounded of
Revolution~

since Pope.

Rousseauism~

the French

modern philosophy since Locke and the main stream of literature
The romantiois. he abhors may be defil'l8d as -the wonder and

strangeneBS that go with the dissolving together of the human soul and

nature~

the vague revery that takes the place of inSight. the pantheism that has
forgotten the true surprise of the supernatural."26

It i8 -that expansive

conceit of the emotions which goes with the illusion ot beholding the
infinite within the stream ot
.tream. "21

natur~

itself' instead of apart from that

It is in the tormer .ense that More uses the term "romantioism"

in his definition of "Emersonianism".

In other word8~ Bmersonianism is the

"union ot religious individualism and stability ot character. w28 For proof
of these qualities More refers to Emerson's poem Brahma in which the idea
of the deity reigning in the breast of the individual yet embracing the world
is expressed, and a180 to the quatrains in which the idea of character is
strongly expressed.
So nigh is grandeur to our dust.
So near is God to man.
When Duty whispers low ~ Thou JIlUBt
The youth replies~ I oan -

25Paul Elmer More~ The Drift of Roma.nticiam~ p. ix
26Ibide .. p. xii
·In;id.~ p. xiii
28PiiUr Elmer More .. "Emer8on" ~ 21. ~.~ p. 8S
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And

Though love repine and reason chafe.
There came a voice without reply. "T is man's perditicn to be safe.
When for the truth he ought to 41e. 29
It is in Nature. which was published in 18S6. that the gist of

Emerson'. transcendental attitude toward the phenomenal world is to be found.
For Emerson. MOre says. the world is "as a kind of beautiful symbol of the
inner spiritual life floating dre&mlike before the eyes. yet it i8 to be
noted. having discipline as one of its lessons for the attentive soul.-SO
To Emerson the only reality is spirit. and spirit cannot be harmed by fire
or flood; it is imperishable. it is immortal.

Emerson is an idealist. look-

ing first within, perceives that self consciousness is the great fact of
life. and that consciousness expresses itself in words or deed.; then he
looks outward and is aware of another Consciousness that expresses itself in
the physical world.

Looking inward he finds that he is governed by ideas

of truth. beauty. goodness and duty; looking outward he finds everywhere
evidence ot truth and beauty and the moral law in the world.

Emerson

recognizes tha.t while hiB body changes constantly his 8elf remains the same
yesterday. today and forever; this discovery is a gUide to the outer world
which is a symbol of the Divine Self that exiBts without shadow of ohange in
a constantly ohanging universe.
duality of man and mture.
present in hi8 essays.

Thus Emerson reveals his beliet in the

These are the two master ideas which are ever

Mcre says, "Like all teachers of spiritual insight

29paul Elmer More. -Emerson-. ~. ~•• p. 85
SOIbid •• p. 74

-
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he waS profoundly impressed by the ubiquitous dualism of life."3l And in
support of this conviotion MOre quotes Emerson in this regard. "Philosophioally the universe is oomposed of Nature and the Soul."32
More finds an incompleteness in Emerson's understanding of dualism
in his failure to believe in the reality of sin and suffering.

It was in

this rejeotion of the long tradition of the existenoe of evil that Emerson
has shown a lAok of understanding of the oomplex reality of human life.

For

this reason MOre reoommends him as a "poet of religion and philosophy for
the young";33 for the mature mind will turn to sages who have "supplemented
insight with a firmer grasp of the whole of human nature."34
statement may be questioned.

This last

Possibly the young of the nineteenth oentury

and early twentieth oentury would under the strict demand of a sohool master
have memorized the bits of wisdom in the Journal or in his Essays, but the
young high school or college students of to-day will read them and oonsider
them a8 the heritage of early American scholarship, yet they will not acoept
his teachings as a substitute for religion, or as a philosophioal guide to
life.

However, remnants of Emersonianism we still have with us in the

Christian Science sect popularized by Mrs. Baker-Eddy, and this group still
draw thousands to their teachings.
In the work of Emerson, Paul Elmer More found a writer permeated
with philosophical bearings muoh like those of his awn.

He is most

31Paul Elmer More, -The Influence of Emerson", Shelburne Essays, Sere 1, p.7
32Ibid., p. 76
33Paul Elmer More, "Emerson", ~. ~., p. 94
34Ibid., p. 94
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enthusiastic in his admiration of Emerson's teachings.

In spite of Emerson's

limitations, MOre sees in his work a guide to the good life. A defender
of the oreative will by means of whioh man can shape the materials of his
life into a round and purposeful whole, and the artist can impose form and
beauty upon the raw materials of his art,35 Paul Elmer More shows that
Emerson's fundamental conception of huma.n personality is defined in terms of
the oreative will, and the native energies of life upon whioh it aots.

)lore

arrives at the oonclusion that in the work of Pherson there is to be found
sound principles whioh would be worthy of adoption by writers of later years.
In Emerson there is the same sturdy individualism as is exhibited in Thoreau,
but it is not this element in his life and work that should attraot the
attention ot later writers; it 1s his emphasis on discipline a8 a means to
the rewards of the spiritual life. and also his oonviotion that the lesson
of Christ or Buddha. or Plato is in essenoe the same. 56 Can this statement
be substantiated? )lore gives no argument to support this oonolusion.

The

only explanation seems to be that More's strong faith in the inner oheck has
led him to Bee "renunciation" a8 a necessary meLnS to true happiness, to be
a common element in their teachings.

Christ oommanded man to renounce the

world and to follow Him; He commanded man to renounoe sin in order to attain
life everlasting with God.

But Christ's teaohings were not all negative.

Christ taught that man must keep the Commandments which God gave to Moses on

35Paul Elmer MOre, Preface to The Demon of the Absolute, p. x

36Pa.ul Elmer More, "The Influence of Emerson it, She Iburne Essays, Ser. i,
p. 16

r
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Mount SiDai in order to gain eternal reward.

In addition. He also stressed

that man must pertorm good works; "Charity covers a multitude of sins.Therefore. it seems an inaocuracy on the part of More to emphasise

tf

re-

nunoiation". the fundamental prinoiple of Buddhism and of Platonism. as ot
equal import to Christianity.
The third of the Concord group. whom More seleoted to treat beoause
he believed that in his work there were elements that would be of value as
a guide to later writers. is Nathaniel Hawthorne.

In his essay "HAwthorne

Looking Before and Atter". More very oonvincingly sets HAwthorne's oontributions to American literature in relation to that of his predecessor
Cotton Mather and to that of a latEPr writer Mary Wilkins Freeman.

It is

only as a oonnecting link between Mather and Mrs. Freeman. that )fore believes Hawthorne's work can be seen in its true perspective.
Paul Elmer JIore traces the development ot the "half-civ1lisation"S7
of the eighteenth century which molded New England. from the religious
enthusiallll of Cotton Jla.ther through the -tragic art"38 ot Hawthorne. down
to the -pathetiC paralysis,,39 portrayed in the stories ot Mrs. Freeman.
More uses the term half civilisation because he teels that it is the most ap
propriate term to use in describing the civilisation atter the moral split
in the Mother country which stimulated migration to America.

Cotton Mather'

37Paul Elmer More. "!he Spirit and Poetry ot Early New England". A New
Enfland Group and Others. p. 8

3Blb d.# p. 114
39-

~.#

p. 174
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writings reveal the inability ot a writer to "surrender to the common emotions ot human nature". 40 and one whose thoughts were permeated with the dark
"brooding over damnation~41 due to the narrow environment in which he wrote.
It is almost unbelievable that any literature atall sprang trom the haltcivilisation that came to New England, or that it was possible that any sense

ot art took root among people who condemned the imagination as evil and
limited their writers to the expression ot emotion in a zealous but barren
worship.
tury

It was not until praotioally the beginning ot the nineteenth oen-

with it. national enthusiasm that the tierce demooracy ot the Northern

.tates asserted itself against ·priestly oontrol".42 and at the same time
"shook ott the bondage ot orthodoxy only to move the burden tram one shoulder
to the other. and the inner tyranny ot conscienoe became as exaoting as the
authority from within the Church had been".43

The true signifioanoe ot this

change ot the oenter ot authority lies not in itself. but in its efteot.

It

brought about a turther transition tram the consoienoe to the imagination.
which oreated a situation tor the produotion ot serious literature.

It is in

this shift trom oonsoienoe to the imagination that More identities as the
souroe ot Hawthorne f s art.
In hiB stories of New England still eohoes
the terrible voice ot the old taith and gives
them their depth ot oonsoiousness; the dissolution
of the commands ot a seotarian oonscience into

4°Faul Elmer More,"The Spirit and Poetry of Early New England". on. cit •
..;;&..
_.
p. 174.
41Ibid •• p.l'17
42Ibid •• p.177
43"!'bl<r. D .. 177
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the fo~s of a subtle symbolism lifts them from
provincial importance to the sphere of universal
art. 44
More believes that Nathaniel Hawthorne was fortunate in living during a
period of development in the history of the United states which was appropriate to the growth and expansion of his peculiar genius.

This time

when the moral ideas of New England were passing from the conscien.ce to the
imagination furnished materials for the art of Hawthorne.

For

More~

Hawthorne has succeeded as no other artist in presenting in his romances the
one undeniable truth "of the penalty of solitude laid upon the human soul."45
It is only consistent that a oritic such as

Pau 1

Elmer Yore who

showed much concern in the morality: of the society which produoed

l1terature~

and who believed that the cause of "weakness in the literature of the present
years was the loss of a sense of sin and evil,"46 would be intensely interested in Nathaniel Hawthorne.

In the work of Hawthorne the theme that re-

curs over and over again is the horror of sin and its punishment.
the bitter fruits of Puritan self-denial he made high tragedy.

Out of

Hawever~

it

is not beoause More oonsiders Nathaniel Hawthorne a Puritan that he assigns
value to his work.

Rather, More, in his disoussion of Hawthorne infers a

strong distaste for the consequences of Puritan narrowness, and claims hil
allianoe with Hawthorne on this ground.
44paul
4SSer.
Paul
46Ser.

Like Ralph waldo Emerson. Nathaniel

ElJIler More, "Hawthorne Looking Before and Atter". Shelburne Essays,
ii, p. 118
Elmer More. "The Solitude of Nathaniel Hawthorne", Shelburne Essay!'.
i, p. 42
~., p. 42

Hawthorne is a romanticist.
a mood.

.'
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He makes use of the problem of evil tocr.ate

Like Poe his interests lie in tone color, except that in Hawthorne

this is in addition to his intellectual interests.

It i8 this tone color

that reveals his romanticism.
Yet, in spite of his interest in tone color, the moral sense in his
tales is al1l8.ys kept intact.
restraint.

He

In his art, Pall Elmer More notes a sense of

says, "There is no undue appeal to the sensations or emotions

• • • the lack of outward emotion, together with the poignancy of silent
appeal, is a distinguishing mark of Hawthorne's writings.,,47

Hawthorne

does not use the old outworn methods of treating moral issues as his predeoessors had done in their writings.

There

1&

originality in Hawthorne'.

conception of moral retribution in the disease of inner solitude. More
points out that the combination of powerful insight and modest reserve makes
his writings "more objective."48
The Scarlet Letter and The House of the Seven
Gables are undoubtedly the greatest ot Hawthorne's
romances and the most thoroughly permeated with his
peculiar ideas - works so nearly perfect, withal in
artistic execution that the mind of the reader is
overwhelmed by a sense of the power and self restraint possible to human genius. 49
But these qualities originality, deep insight, objectivity and a
keen moral sense are not the only ones that have made Hawthorne's work
47Pau1 Elmer More, ~he Solitude of Nation!e! Hawthorne", 2I!.. cit., p. 43
48Ibid., p. 41
49Ibid., p. 40
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attain the excellence which YOre attributes to it.

In his essay "The

Solitude of Nathaniel Hawthorne". MOre presents the characteristic that
helps to perfect all the other charaoteristios of the work of Hawthor.ne. A
most important requisite of a wri tar is self oriticism. and More states that
Hawthorne recognized this requirement and exercised it skilfully.

Hore

relates that at one time Hawthor.ne in perusing his work through modesty
declared that his _orks lacked passion.

To many critics More thinks that

Hawthor.ne would have struck the keynote of their charaoter; but here More
feels one must be disoriminating. More says that if Hawthor.ne meant in
his critioism that his works lacked depth he

_s

in error.

intense feeling or emotion, More implies may be laoking.

Passion meaning
From his Twice-

Told Tales to his Dolliver Romanoe, Hawthorne held steadily to the purpose
of portraying the moral law against a baokground of Puritan history and
the result of his efforts is desoribed by More thus.
Many authors great and small, display a lack
of passion. but perhaps no other in all the hierarchy of poets who deal with moral problems has
treated these problems, on the one side at least.
so profoundly as our New England romancer; and it
is .just this peculiarity of Hawthor.ne, so apparently
paradoxical which gives him his unique place among
writers. 50

In the work of Nathaniel Hawthorne. Paul Elmer More finds an
American author possessive of high intellectual and artistic quality.

5O:>aul Elmer ).{ore, "The Solitude of Nathaniel Hawthorne". ~.

2.!!..1'

p. 42

.,'
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Turning to the literature of the South, Paul Blmer More seleots for
critioism the outstanding figure of that section in the first half of the
nineteenth oentury, Edgar Allen Poe.

Through his poetry, short stories,

and critical essays Poe has proved himself a versatile writer and has won
recognition fran literary authorities both at home and abroad.

Although

Edgar Allen Poe is from the South he refleots no locality or interprets no
sooial regime.

He belongs to the world and to all generationso

Like the three men, the oritioism of Whose work has just been presented, Bdgar Allen Poe attraoted Paul Elmer More's interest and treatment
in

two essays; one in whioh More oompares the origin of his art with that

of Nathaniel Hawthorne, and another in which he presents Poe's oritioal
method through a discussion of his three important essays: The Poetio
Prinoiple, The Rationale of Verse, and The Philosophy of Composition.
When a person hears or reads the name of Edgar Allen Poe, his mind
soon beoomes cluttered up with vague reminiscences of the weird and territying tone of such stories as The House of Usher and The Pit and the Pendulua.
Since the word Rweird" is so pertinent in the description of Poe's stories.
More has stated specifically its meaning as he has used it in reference to
Poe's work.

"It is this precbely that we understand by the term 'weird' -

not the veritable vision of unearthly things, but the peculiar half-vision
inherited by the soul when faith has waned and the

imag~tion

prolongs

the old sensations in a shadowy, involuntary life of its own; • • • "61
5lFaul Blmer More, "The Origin of Hawthorne and Poe", Shelburne ESsays,
Sere i, pp. 69-70

""

~---------------------------------------------------.

.,'
underlies the wild fantasies ot Poe.
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This intense interest in mystery and

horror is deep rooted in American history.

Possibly More is referring to

The Wonders of the Invisible World which deals with the matter of demons
and witchcraft, or to the J&agnalia Christi Amerioana when he notes that in
the work of Cotton Mather one oan find a "record ot the dealings of Providence in Amerioa to see how intensely the mind of the Puritans was oooupied
with unearthly matters and what a legaoy of emotions approaching the weird
was left by them to posterity.a55
Cognisant that literature in the true sense of the term could
not tlourish among a people who "identified the plastic imagination with a
mere seduction of the senses-,56 and whose intellectual 11te was oompletely
absorbed with theologioal speculations as was true of our ancestors of
Colonial days, yet he 1s willing to give reoognition to those writers whose
attempts approach literary standards.

He traces this interest in the un-

earthly trom Colonial days from the one poet ot the time who attained oelebrity among his colleagues, and whose work is still read in survey oourses in
American literature but I believe practically not at all otherwise, Miohael
Wiggle north, to the romances of Nathaniel Hawthorne and the poems and short
stores of Edgar Allen Poe.

For an illustration of -naked and appalling

realism ot horrorft57 in the 'literature of early Amerioan writers More quotes

::.PaUl
Elmer More,
Ibid., p. 61

5 '1"i'DI"<r. , p. 61

"The Origins ot Hawthorne and Poe", ~. ~., p. 60
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two lines from a poem of Miohael Wigglesworth in whioh this striving poet
wished to reoall sinners from their evil ways by holding before their eyes
the terrors of the last judgment; he asks mercy for the poor souls who
From the womb unto the tomb
Were straightway carried;58
to allow them "the easiest room in hell~59

Such was the food which nour-

i.hed the minds of the young who in manhood were to depend on the sermons
of Jonathan Edwards for intellectual nutrition.
During the years of the Revolution the note of pensiveness or
gloom and the habitual contemplation of the supernatural significanoe of
life can be detected in the writings of the period only at intermittent
intervals.

It was during these years of war that MOre assigns the transi-

tion from the old supernaturalism of religion to the shadowy symbolism of
11terature as is found in the works of Hawthorne and Poe to have taken plaoe.
During these momentous years when the national consciousness was direoted
into new fields, the only writer who could be considered to have revealed
a touch of genuine poetic inspiration is Philip Freneau of New Jersey.
several of his poems More notes the subject of deoay and dissolution.

In

He

says of Freneau's use of the weird and the mysteriouss "In him we catch.
perhaps. the first note of the weird as it appears in our later literature.
of that transition of overwhelming superstition into shadowy haunting symbolism."60

In his poem The HOuse of Death, More felt that Freneau just

58Paul Elmer More, "The Origins of 1il.wthorne and Poe~
59 Ibid ., p. 61
60Ibid., p. 65

2£.. oit., p. 61
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failed of achieving a work which might have come "from the brain of Poe. w61
There is the thread of the weird in the weaving of the themes

o~

Charles Brockden Brown. washington Irving. and William Cullen Bryant.

In

the novel Wieland written in 1798. Charles Brockden Brown has a theme "as
weird and as steeped in thrilling melancholyu62 using Brown's own words
about his work nas anything in the repertoire of Hawthorne or Poe". 63 and
"anticipates the very methods and tricks of his greater followers. w64 More.
as other critics, admits that Brown's immediate inspiration was trom the
popular mystery novels of England of the day, and that his style is but
crudely provincial. but in his pages he finds a "note of Sincerity, the
tongue and accent of a man to whom ,such themes are a na tive inheritance
lending to his work a sustained interest which I for my part fail to find
in The Castle of Otranto or The Mysteries of Udolopho u • 65 WaShington
Irving shows his attraction to haunting delight in the dead. graTes, and
the terror of supernatural things in his brooding on the dead in Westminster Abbey or in the wild legends about the Hudson.

Bryant in his

youthful musings on death sets his work in the path ot this tradition.

hul

Elmer More sums up the history of this influence in American literature as

to 11 OWB a

61

Paul Blmer More. "The Origins ot Hawthorne- and Poe ff , ~. ~., p. 66
62Ibid., p. 68
63Ibid., p. 68
641'bI'd., p. 68
65fbid.. p. 68

.,'
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Neoessarily this age-long contemplation of
things unearthly, this divoroing of the imagination trom the fair and blithe harmonies of life
to fasten upon the sombre effeots of guilt and
reprobation, this oonstant meditation on death
and deoay - neoessarily all these exerted a powerful influenoe on literature when the renaissanoe
appeared in New England and as a sort of reflection in the rest of the oountry • • • it happened
that out of that famous group of men who really
oreatedAmerioan literature the only two to attain
perfection of tor.m in the higher field of the
imagina tion were writers whose minds :were absorbed
by the weirder phenomena of life. But it lIlUst not
be interred thence that the spirit of IJawthOr1'.l8
and Poe 1I8.S identioal with that of Miohael Wigglesworth and Jonathan Edwards. With the passage of
time the unquestioning. intlinohing faith and
vision of those heroio men dissolved away. Already
in Freneau, himself born of a Huguenot fa.m11y a
ohange is notioeable; that whioh to the earlier
Fathers was a matter of infinite concern that whioh
to them was more real and urgent than the breath
of life. beoomes now chiefly an intoxioant of the
imagina tion, and in another generation the transition is oamplete. 66
In hiB work Poe is not ooncerned with ethioal abstraotions. and he
does not work upon ideas atter the fashion of his great contemporaries in
the North; his mind is analytical. and it is interested in the deteotion ot
faots and the disseotion of sensations.

More shows that a person may take

any story written by Poe and compare an analysis of it with an analysis of
a story ot Hawthorne and the differenoe between the works is easily notioed.
Both men are original in the technique of the story.

Poe t 8 power over our

imagination depends OD the "analysis of seDsation conneoted with orime,1t67

66Paul Elmer More. 1tThe Origins ot Hawthorne and Poe", 2.£.. ~•• p. 69
67Paul Elmer More. 1tA Note on Poe's Method". The Demon of the Absolute. p.79
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whereas Hawthorne's

in~rest

"is oentered upon the searoh tor the idea ot

evil it itselt. a68
Thus it is evident that Poe dittered trom the ethioal writers in
hiS use ot evil. A study ot a photograph at Poe reveals muoh ot Poe the
man; tor his teatures are indioative ot his oharaoter.

In his study ot

Poe. Paul Elmer More notes that one at the most distinguishing marka at
the literary produotions of Poe is the oombination of anervous irritability.
running even into the morbid. with rigorous intellectual analysis. a69 This
oombination ot characteristics is marked upon the countenance of the man.
These distinctive qualities in his writings alienate him from the ultraromantic writers as well aa trom the ethical writera.
Paul Elmer More analyzes in detail Poe's three important oritioal
essays. The Poetic PrinCiple. The Rationale of Verse. and The Philosophy ot
Composition about which he says "together they torm one of the few aesthetic
treatises in English of real value";70 they illustrate Poe's insistent exercise of the intellect and his love for logical argument.
Briefly More sets down Poe's significant conviotions about poetry.
In The Poetic Principle. in defiance to the ethical writers of Boston. where

this leoture was read. Poe defines poetry a8.
The Rhythmical Creation of Beautlt Its
sale arb! ter is taste. With the inteleot or
with Conscience it has only collateral relations.
Unless inCidentally. it has no conoern whatever

:~PaUl
Elmer More.
9Ibid •• p. 77

-

~OIiiId., p. 79

a,l Note on Poe's Method". !?i..

~••

p. 79

.,'
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with Duty and with Truth. __ It is in Music.

perhaps. that the soul most nearly atta.1Ds the
great end for which. when inspired by the Poetic
Sentiment, it struggles - the creation of Supernal
Beauty. 71
More pOinta out that Poe retains thAt position in The Rationale of

-

Verse when he says verse "cannot be better designated than as an inferior
o r lesl capable Muaio.-72

This theory of poetry is not new; More shows

that Poe was only reiterating a oOlBlllonplace belief of the age. and he mentions the German theorists of the Ramantische Schule as popularizers of the
idea.

Schleiermacher implied this same idea when he declared that the reli-

gioU8 reeling should *aocompany all the doings of a man as if it were a holy
musicI he should do all ~ religi.on. nothing throu2 religionJ- 73 and
Novalis carried it to its dogmatic extreme when he saw the consummation of
art in "poems which sound m.elodiously and are full of beautiful words but
without any sense or connexion."74

Such a theory of poetry when expressed

in "bald" terma is acoording to MOre simply ltablurd-. 75

For examples of

this method of the poet in which he attempts to produce an effect of
m.usical evocation by putting the mind of the reader under a kind of hypnotic
spell which leaves the sotional part of him tree to drift otf in a vague
revery. he refers to Coleridge t s !Cubla Khan and Poe t s The Valley of Unrest.
The City of the Sea. and The Sleeper.

More is not satisfied with poetry

that depends entirely on it. 1IlU.sical quality; it is meaningleu.

Referring

71Paul Ellaer More, quoted in itA. Note on Poets J1ethod", 2£- cit., p. 79
7~uoted, Ibid., p. 80
73Ibid •• p:-8()
74lb'I'd., p. 80
7UIb1d~ n, 80
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to the lines of The Sleeper which he quotes, he says that they fascinate
the reader by their musical power and carry him into a dreamlike revery.

So

far they are in agreement with Poe's definition of poetry as "The Rhythmical
Creation of Beauty", but they do not bear the characteristic touch of Poe.
The quality absent in the lines of The Sleeper is the result of mental concentration and logical precision which Poe insists upon in his essay The
~ilosophy

of Composition.

The combination of pure music and beauty under

the guidance of mental discrimination More points out may be found in Poe'.
familiar poem, The Bells. 76

In such a literary product there is evidence

of mental discipline.
More completes his

interpre~tion

of Poe's work in his essay "A

Note on Poe's Method" by a discussion of his method in the creation of a
poem.

In his essay The Philosophy of Composition. Poe raised the element of

concentration to a principle of art in the oreation of a poem.

In this

essay, step by step the poem, The Raven, is analyzed in its making.

Familiar

to the student of American literature is Poe's analysis of his method.
First, he determined the effect he aimed to produce.

He ohole beauty
77
sinoe it is the "sole legitimate province of the poem".
Then he decided

upon the tone, which is one of .adnes. because Poe believed that "all experience has shown this tone to be one of sadnels.- 78

Sinoe beauty in its

supreme development invariably exoites the sensitive soul to tears, he
76Paul Elmer More, "A Note on Poe's Method", ~. ~., p. 81
77Ibid., p. 82
78Ibid., p. 8a
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deoided that a retrain which would be capable of protracted emphasis and

~lodioul in itself must be cholen.
hiS choice.

The well known word "Nevermore" was

The next step involved the difficulty that "lay in the recon-

ciliation of this monotony with the exercise of reason on the part of the
oreature repeating the word. ,,79

Poe came to the conolusion that to clear

up this difficulty the refrain muat be put in the mouth of a parrot. and
later he changed thb to a raven.
step.

The selection of a topic was the next

He decided that beauty associated with death to the universal under-

.tanding of mankind is the

~

melancholy.

beautiful woman seemed a suitable subject.

Therefore. the death of a
Rb task consisted now in com-

b1n1ng his theme and the instrument of his refrain.
method in the composition ot this poem.

Such 18 briefly Poe'.

Unlike many critios who look upon

this piece of analysis as an example of unparalled audacity. in truth a
grand hoax. and unlike those who believe that it is an ex post faoto account. Paul Elmer More praises it aa a reflection of Poe's habit ot "conscious logical analysis."80
I am inolined to believe that The Raven was
actually composed very muoh as the author explains.
and that his essay is not only essentially true to
facts but throws a re_rkable light on one phas8
of his genius. I do not mean to say that in all
details the refleotion on the method to be adopted
would precede by an appreciable moment of time
the actual invention; the two prooesses _y have
gone on together in his mind. The point is that

79Paul Elmer llore.
80Ibid •• p. 83

A Note on Poe's Method". ~.
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the consoious logical analysis was present with
him throughout the whole work or composition to an
abnormal degree, now preoeding, now aooompanying,
now rollowing the more insorutable suggestions ot
the creative raculty. This, I take it, is Poe's
original note, a quaU ty which distinguished his
art trom that ot the other masters ot unearthly
revery. Here, too, lies the principal sphere ot
his influence on Baudelaire and the whole line ot
toreign poets who have imitated him without reaching
his supremacy - they oould borrow his method, they
oould not steal his brains. 81

More recognizes consistency in Poe'a canon ot art and his observance

or

it, and he says that judging him on this basis Poe "must rank high, i t

not firat, among our American poets.- 82 Oonsidering Poe in the light

or

the

extent or his influence, More believes "he would take a prominent place
among the poets

or

Europe. n83

But More does not stop here in his evaluation or Poe's accomplishments.

He raises a question regarding the validity of Poe's doctrine ot

truth and beauty.

True, there is no discrepancy as to Poe's prinCiples ot

art either in theory or in practice; but, asks More, "What does Poe mean by
the distinction amounting to an opposition, between truth and beauty, and
how did he carry it out in execution?"84 Kore lees in Poets insistence in
his oomparison

or

the story with poetry that the latter is superior because

"the idea or the Beautiful, the artificialities ot the rhythm are an insuperable bar to the development ot all pOints ot thought and expression

81Paul Elmer More, ". Note on Poets Method",
82Ibid., p. 83
83Ibid., p. 83
84'!6rcr., p. 84

-
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which have their basi. in truth"85 merely a repetition ot his detinition
of poetry as the "Rhythmioal Creation of Beauty".86 MOre observes that Poe
was true to the goal he had set tor himself - he directed all the inten.e
oonoentration and logical planning to the attainment of the eftect he chose
to produoe, but the fallacy in his canon ot art lies "not in any failure to
deal truthtully with his material, but in the restriction of his material
to a certain range of emotions and in the exclusion ot what he brands a8 the
'heresy ot The Didaoticl,"87 For proof of this More refers to Poe's explicit acknowledgment that "this is the ground for his hostility to the
contrary assumption that 'the object ot all Poetry is Truth,".88
a spirit of regret that Paul Elmer
work.

~ore

It is in

sums up his criticism of Poe'.

~utitul as is muoh ot Poe's work", 89 More adds, "he leaves almost

untouched the richest souroe of human teeling. a90 Poe by identifying
didactioism with truth has severed himself trom a large range of material,
the highest human emotions, whioh need not be didactical at all in for.m.
but are essentially associated with the intuition of moral insight.
More recognizes in the work ot PDe a close alliance to Poe the man.
He

says.
It is natural. but it is none the less unfortunate. that such a man should have developed

85Paul Elmer MOre. "A Note on Poe's llethod". ~. ~ •• p. 8'
86Ibid., p. 84
8'/Ibid •• p. 84
88lbI'd., p. 84
89Ibid •• p. 85
90~. p.

85
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an aesthetio theory whioh rejeoted from the province of poetry any olaim of truth beyond that of
fidelity to a chosen sensation_ and whioh emphasised so strongly the element of melancholy
inherent in the perception of physical beauty.
Rather than correoting a temperamental weakness.
Poe's theory seeBed to have emphasised it. 91
This observation is true to form in the oriticism of More.

At all times

More emphasises the conneotion of art with the morality of sooiety that produoed itJ and also its oonnection with the ethical bearing of its producer.
In the field of the abnoJ'Jllal llore says that Poe has "wrought
miraole •• reaching his cliDax in the appalling

BOng

the keynote of The Fall of the House of Usher."92

of _dneas which strikes

He feels that it would be

unfair to set Poe in oompetition w1~h poets who deal with the nonal and.
more universal aspeots of nature and oreate loveliness out of the more
wholesome emotions of our oOlllllon hUllanity.
is abOVe dis8&se.- 93

"In literature as in life health

He draw. his oritioism of the work of Edgar Allen

Poe to an end with this approbation of his art. "There is no place in his
poetry that the abnormal sinks to the unclean. or where there is an effort
to intensify the effeot of what is morbid morally.tt94

It is in this quality

that our American critio sees a d.ifference between Poe'. writings and those
of hi. Continental disoiples.
In a survey of Paul Elmer More' s interpretation of the work of Poe

91Paul Elmer More. "A Note on Poet. Jlethod". 2R,.
92Ibid. p. 86
9Ibid
3 -••• p. 86
94Ibid.. p. 86
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it seems that the following conclusions may be drawn.

More, in his acoept-

anoe of Poe's analysis of his method in the composition of a poem as true.
seems to infer that the poet in his -conscious logical analysis"95 reveals
a sense of mental discipline. And in addition to this laudable quality.
More emphasizes the fact that Poe's poetry never descends to the level of
depravity.

This seems to imply that Poe recognized the dual Dature of an,

and that art which appeals only to the bestial in man is short lived.
Therefore, to attain the distinction of excellence his art must appeal to
the higher nature of man.
Despite Paul Elmer MOre's suspicion of democracy, walt Whitman the
standard bearer of American democrapy won his interest and approval with
reservations.

MOre oannot agree with the critics who raised their voices

in praise of Whitman's spirit of democracy, his constant emphasis on the

supremity of the individual self, his promulgation of the idea ot the divine
average which are regarded as arks of progre 8S. Also in the technical
development of verse Whi'ban has broken away from conventioml forms, and
thus his poetry has become a model for lesser poets who appeal to htm as an
authority for their formlessness.

All of these qualities More regards as

signs ot weakness rather than of excellence.

What is ot more importance to

rican literature than his sentimental democracy and his individualism.
ore states, is "his perception ot the tlux of appearances, the transitory
uality of all thiDgs besides which at times death seems the only per-

95Paul Elmer More, itA Note on Poe's Jlethod-, 2.£.

~., p. 83
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manenoe."96 This intuition ot change makes Whitman a direct counterpart ot
Emerson who was so saturated by the intuition of the permanence ot the ideas
of goodness, truth, and beauty that he sometimes treated the world as a
pure illusion.

Translated into American terms, this intuition ot change

which is at once local and universal More seems to imply will win him a
distinctive place in American tradition.
And this sense ot indiscriminate motion is I
think, the impression left tinally by Whitman's
work as a whole, - not the impression ot windtossed inanities that is lett by Swinburne, but
ot realities, solid and momentous, and tilled with
blind portents tor the soul. Now the observer seems
to be moving through clustered objects beheld
vividly tor a second of time and then lost in the
mas8, and again, the observer himselt is stationary
while the visions thrOng past him in almost dizzy
rapidity, but in either case we come away with the
teeling ot having been merged in unbroken processions, whose beginning and end are below the
distant horizon and whose meaning we but taintly
surmise. 97
In spots Whitman has produced some fine passage. such a. in The
Singer in the Prison, Out ot the Cradle, and When Lilaos First in Dooryard
Bloom'd. More believes that, when Whi tman really suooeeds as in these poems,
he stands ~th the great and not the minor poets".98

He recognizes in

Whitman's art -a magical power to evoke memory ot subtle sounds and odors;
phrases chuck full ot meaning; and paragraphs that oontain true poetic

96Paul Elmer More, "Walt Whitman", Shelburne Essays, Ser. iv, p. 199
97Ibid., p. 203
98fbid., p. 200
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These qualities in addition to Whitman's reoognition of the

transitory oharacter of life and of all earthly things, More polnts out,
will give his poetry permanence and importance.

On the other hand, More finds many faults in the art of Whitman.
It reveals a creator who allowed his unselective sympathies to run wildly,
and who sang the whole "welter of changing phenomena passing before his
eyes, without troubling to analyze their quality or even to reject the most
bizarre or eocentrio urges or impressions." 100 This is an indioation of
the absence of the operation of the "inner check" in Whitman's use of
natural phenomena for his purpose.
His breaking away from certain conventions, such as dropping rhythm
as a necessary requisite of poetry, More believes, is evidence that Whitman
lacked an understanding of human nature.

Besides, More says that much ot

Whitman's poetry is "little more than lusty preaohingnlOl about that which
other men have treated creatively.
Where his broken prose is of a kind to strain
the ear in the searoh tor cadences whioh are not to
be found, he limply, as Ben Jonson said of Donne,
deserves hanging for not keeping the aocent. To
bawl out that things unlike are like, is not to make
them so, and a manly egotism, if tco noisy, may
s ink into mere tanfaronade. For page after page
Whitman is rather a preaoher of poetry than a poet;

99Faul Elmer llore, "Walt Whitman", 22.. cit., p. 199
lO~ouia J. A. Mercier, "The Challenge ofPaul Elmer More", Harvard
Graduate Magazine, June, 1926, p. 559
IOlMialt WhitmanH , p. 194
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and this perhaps may be his final condemnation
that he is persistently telling us how the true
poem of today should be written instead of making
such a poem. Preaching has its uses and may arouse
the loftiest emotions, but its uses and emotions
are not those of poetry. The simple truth is that
a large number of Whitman's so-called poems are not
only sermons, but dull and amorphous sermons .102
All through the essay "Walt Whitman", Paul Elmer More through his
pronouncements on Whitman seems to be convinced that his poetry reveals the
lack of art.

He aoknowledges the fact that Whitman'. materials were more

deeply felt and are on the whole broader in scope than those of his contemporaries; but, on the other hand. he sees in Whitman's expansive nature and
poetic method an obstacle in his way of giving them beautiful form.

For

More the highest fonn is that which establishes order upon the most intricate materials.

In More's oritioism of Whitman there is that very reserved

indication that he believes that Whitman shows great possibilities, and that
if he but bad the art of a Hawthorne to combine with his broad vis ion, his
accomplishments oould reflect the best in the American tradition.

Even

though "More was no admirer of Whitman, whose expansiveness and naturalistic mystioism ran counter to More's fixed criteria in Art and Religionft ,l03
he concludes his criticism of Whitman in a strictly judicious and balanced
attitude:
He lacked the rare and unique elevation of
Emerson from whom so much of his vision was un-

102
Paul Elmer More, "Walt Whitman", ~. cit., p. 194
103Duncan J. Spaeth, "Conversations wlth-paul Elmer More ft , Sewanee Review,
October 1943, p. 541
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wittingly derived, but as a compensation his
temperament is richer than the New England poets
and his verbal telicity at its best more striking.
I do not see why Americans should hesitate to accept him, with all his impertections and incompleteness, and with all his vaunted pedantry of the pavement, as one ot their poets; but to do this they
must begin by torgetting his disciples. 104
With the name ot Walt Whitman, More completes his estimate ot the
five most outstanding contributors to the development ot an American literature.

As varied as they are in their interests, yet Paul Elmer More traoes

in their writings a tradition ot moral values being established.
Henry David Thoreau is similar to Ralph waldo Emerson in his ideas
and ideals, yet quite difterent in his literary productions.

The pioneer

spirit governed Thoreau's lite and 'thought. At Walden he lived as a pioneer,
experiencing the elemental lite of simplioity and trugalitywithin a stone's
throw ot a region representative ot an advanced oivilization.

The record

ot this lite is ot interest to us and truitful to our thought.

For MOre.

Henry D. Thoreau is representative ot the strong individualist who determinedly holds tast to ideals ot the dignity of man, ot the 'V8.lue ot Nature as
a source of influence in the development ot diSCipline ot the will, and the
development of humility in the growth ot character.

Freedom tor the roman-

tics lies in the tull development ot the whole emotional nature; for Thoreau,
it was "tor the practice ot a higher self-restraint. nl05

The romantios

sought for a common bond ot nature in the heart; Thoreau tound it in ohar-

104Paul Elmer More, "Walt WhitJllan", Shelburne Essays, Ser. iv, p. 200
105Paul Elmer More, "Thoreau's Journal", Seleoted Shelburne Essays, p. 114
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acter.

In these sentiments expressed throughout his works. Thoreau oontrib-

uted valuable material tor direoting the writers ot the future.

In Emerson. More found a writer of greater artistio ability than
Thoreau.

But Paul Elmer MOre is attraoted to Emerson mainly through his

teaohings of self-relianoe, of nature as a souroe of beauty, and for his
spiritual insight into the ubiquitous dualism of life.

Emerson's failure

to reoognize the existenoe of evil and his unrestrained optimism tend to
temper Morets praise of his aohievements.
Nathaniel Hawthorne in his interpretation of Amerioan life in his
stories interprets Puritan New England life.
suocess and failure. sin and

righte~usneBs,

His themes dealing with
and happiness that is sound and

wholesome as set against that whioh seems real but is only an illusion. make
his stories a mirror not only of past life. but of Amerioan motives and
ideals ot the present day.

More reoognizes in the works ot Hawthorne the

produot ot an artist of originality, deep insight, and a keen moral sense.
Crowning his genius is his understanding of the need of and the exercise ot
self-critioism in the perfeoting of his art.

In this sense of selt-criti-

oism. MOre reoognizes apparently a spirit of humility and a sense of seltrestraint.

Ethical virtues. the reoognition ot evil. the need for retribu-

tion tor one's evil living, self responsibility. discipline ot instinct
as a means to a happy lite. humility as the essenoe of a beautiful oharacter
are abundant in the work of Hawthorne.
matter as well as in his style.

These are revealed in his subjeot
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At the opposite pole trom the New England writers stands the work
of Edgar Allen Poe.

His stories of mystery, terror, and horror reveal an

interest Which is deep rooted in American history.

Poe makes use of the

idea of evil, not for any ethical purpose, but rather to analyze the
emotional reaotion to it.

It is not in his subject matter that ethical

principles can be discerned, but rather through his manner of writing about
mysterious and horrible happenings and in his style.

His stories, More is

oonvinoed, are always morally wholesome, and both they and his poetry reveal a disoiplined mind in their struoture.
Walt Whitman, to whom the moderns turn for an authority in their
break trom conventional forma and c.onventional poetio language, Paul Elmer
More considers worthy of reoognition for his broad vision and understanding
of the contradictory forces in nature.

Whitman's enthusiasm for originality

of form and language whioh he believed was needed to enrich the art of a
progressive America are signs of weakness in )(ore's opinion.

Not Whitman

the voice of progress is import&nt; but Whitman the voice of the phenomena
of change charaoteristic of all things will hold an important place in
Amerioan tradition.

.'
CHAPfER IV
PAUL ELMER MORE'S ESTDIATE OF TBB

LITERATURE OF AMERICA
PAST AND PRESENT

Although Paul Elmer More bas put most emphasis upon the output of
the New England writers. it has been his constant aim in the interpretation
of the literature of America from Colonial days up to the thirties of the
twentieth century to bring to light a tradition of moral values that has
been built up in the writings of our literary men.

Scattered as his inter-

pretations are yet he has discussed the work of representative writers
spread over five important periods of development in the history of America.
True, he is primarily an ethical and aesthetic critic, yet there is a strain
of the social critio in his essays.

Therefore, I have chosen to discuss

his interpretation of the contributions of writers to American literature
aocording to the periods following: l) Early Colonial Background; 2) The
Revolutionary War and the Early Years of the New Republic; 3) The MidNineteenth Century 1830-1864; 4) After the Civil War; and 5) The New Century.
It has beoome almost a habit among historians and critios to disparage early American literature and to apologize for it on the ground that
the forefathers had no artistic sensibilities, their souls being oppressed
by the gloom and rigor of Puritanism.

But it must be remembered that the

Puritans furnished only one of several atrong elements in early American
115
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life, and that wherever the Puritan influence
literary culture flourished.
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strongest there books and

These New England colonists, forced from their

homes by the Laudian persecution, came from practically one of the national
factions.

They did not bring With them the full temper of the English

people, or even part of its character which gave us the great English poets.
Their contributions to poetry, therefore, Yore says, "must be criticised,
not as belonging to the main current of English literature, but as a slender
branch, so to speak, running to one side, and deprived of the broader nourishment of tradition. al

There are two sides to the effect of Puritanism

upon the oreation of literature, positive and negative.
side More emphasizes their

recogni~ion

On

the positive

of the importance of charaoter in

man as revealed in their literature.
And in one respeot the Puritans brought no
diminution to the field of art and literature, but
effeoted ~ther a return to the main line of trad1tion from whioh England for a while had been
partially diverted by the seduotions of the Renaissance. I mean that sense of something central
and formative in man, of oharacter as distinguished
from the mere portrayal of unrelated passions, which
'Was so lamentably lacking in most of the dramatists,
and which since the advent of Puritanism has been
the chief honour of British letters.2
On

the negative side of Puritanism, lIare is oognizant of the -devastating

effeots of its rigid and combative morality on the imagination • .3
lPaul Elmer More, "The Spirit and Poetry of Early New England", .A. New
England Group and others, p. 6
2Ibid., pp. 7-8
3Ibid., p. 8

41

Life in early New England exaggerated the seolusions of the
civilisation" whioh the people brought with them in their exile.
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The

colonists were not only cut off from the contact with the seoular tradition
whioh makes itself so deeply felt in the art of Milton, but the inevitable
hardships of their living conditions intensified their belief that life is
a perpetual conflict with the powers of evil, to whom man must never yield.
Their somber forests were vast, mysterious, forbidding; in them lurked
tribes of savage people whose appearances and habits aroused the colonists
to the belief that surely Satan inhabited these places and reigned supreme
in them.

This sentiment, More says, is voiced in the doggerel rhyme of

Captain Smith:
But his waking mind in hideous dreams
did oft see wondrous Shapes.
Of bodies strange, and huge in growth.
and of stupendous makes. 4
This conviction which seemed to be only a transient one in Virginia was
deep rooted in Massachusetts.

This view of evil, More shows, was a def'inite

force in oontracting the poetry of the colonists within the narrow bounds
of religious sentiment.

The writers whom More considers important to an

understanding of the spirit of early Colonial days in New England are
Michael Wigglemworth, Anne Bradstreet, Urian oakes. Cotton Mather and
Jonathan Edwards.
Of the q uali ty of their efforts in poetry More says that the nasal

~ul Elmer More, "The Spirit and Poetry of Early New England", 2fe cit.,
p. 9

.'
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verses which were created by these early poets were able "to convey the
wrath ot God as well as the upliftings ot holiness."5 Speaking ot Miohael
Wigglesworth. whoa he reters to as "the doggerel Dante ot the New World
meeting house u • 6 he notes that in this poet· 8 The Day ot

Doom

there is a

grim ainceritywhioh litts its lines out ot the commonplaoe and gives to
them the "ring ot poetry".1 and that even though his manner of expression
is orude there is in it an "appalling energy and straightforwardness of
the imagination. u8
During this period the most oharaoteristio produot ot prose and
poetry in )lore t 8 opinion is the "eulogy of good men and women to whioh the
element ot religious tervor lent a

~one

ot passionate Sincerity.u9 A

typioal example of this type ot poetry is Blegy on the Death ot Thomas
Shepard by Urian Oakes. a minister ot Charlestown, who died in 1611. Although this elegy could not be compared with the great English elegies.
More says that there is expressed in it "the cha~ ot a triendship built
upon a sure sympathy in the hopes of the spirit. alO
Turning trom the theological verse makers. MOre directs attention
to Anne Bradstreet. the "first and most ambitious of the protessional poets
nll
of the age.
To describe her poetry More uses one of her own aphorisms

5Paul Elmer More. "The Spirit and Poetry of Early New England", 2E, •
p. 11
6Ibid •• p. IS
7lbicI'•• p. 12
8Ibid •• pp. 13-14
9Ibid •• p. 15
lOIbid., p. 16
ll'ibld•• p. 11
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"A ship that bears muoh sail.

~nd

little or no ballast. is easily over-

turned. n12 A possible interpretation ot this may be that More reoognizes
in

her work a wealth ot appropriate subjeots tor poetry and the revelation

ot ample poetic teeling. but .he .eemed

to

have little or no power to give

these artistic tor.m and expression - to raise them to the level ot poetry.
As a representative of the Puritan spirit. )(ore believes hers to be m.ore

"distinotly British than American. ft13
Her importanoe rests not so much in her accomplishments but in her
poetioal desoendents to show how "New England sooiety waa knit together."14
Alao in the tame ot Anne Bradstreet our attention is drawn to the :fac""
that women played an important
literature.

rol~

in the spirit of early New England

More attributes to them the establishment of the sturdy Puritan

oharaoter in tamily lite; and he oonsidered them the souroe ot confliot in
Colonial lite.

He believed that the women in their modesty. industry. and

loving devotion to their husbands and their children made the home a haven

ot peace and love.

The women. in the majority ot households. through their

• • • tendernesa to every duty. the senae ot due
subordination. the competence ot training. the
repose ot a clear conscience. must have evoked
an atmosphere ot serene and equitable joy. The
very discipline ot the passions. the renunciation
ot the wider sweep ot human experience. would
put a stamp ot sacredness on those chaster
pleasures which knit a tamily together in contented unison. 15
12Paul Elmer )lore. "The Spirit and Poetry ot Early New England". ~. ~••
p. 19
13Ibid., p. 20
14Ibid •• p. 20
lSIbid.. p. 21
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In regard to the second part played by women in the development of life in
New England. he refers to Anne Hutchinson and others like her who preaohed
religious dootrines oontrary to the Calvinism of the Puritans. and who in
doing so gave impetus to the people to rebel against institutions and rites.
later against the authority of the Calvinist oreed. and finally against its
very prinoiple of organization.
and typical "oome-outer."

More point. to Anne Hutohison as the first

16

More has merely mentioned incidentally the name of Inorease Mather.
He refers to and quotes several passages from the Magnalia Christi Amerioana
of Cotton Mather.

More does not value this work as a pieoe of literature.

but rather he believes that it is

"~ndispensable

for an understanding of

the ideas whioh were to blossom into a true and peculiar literature"11
under the pen of a later oreative genius.
In the same line of theologioal interests is Jonathan Edwards a

profound thinker of the Colonial period.

It is not as a literary artist

that More is interested in him. but rather as a religious thinker and philosopher.

He has devoted an entire essay to the disoussion of Jonathan Edwards'

philosophioal ideas. in partioular, those bearing on the origin of the religious impulse in humanity and on the freedom of the will. Although More
does not agree with Edwards' attaok on the arguments for the freedom of the
human will. he singles him out of the orowd of theologioal thinkers as "one
16Paul Elmer More, "The Spirit and Poetry of Early New Rnglancf, ~. ~ ••
p. 28
l1Paul Elmer More, "Hawthorne Looking Before and Atter", ~. 2.!!•• p. 175
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chief instruments of aotivity.n2l To know his writings in politios, religion,

ethics~

soience,

agrioulture~

navigation, hygiene, the meohanioal arts,

journalism, musio, and eduoation whioh refleot his "clarifying and renovating intelleot, one of the greatest of that age n22 is to be nfamiliar
with halt the aotivities of the eighteenth century.n23

Yet, with all these

strong qualities - clarity, foroe, and flexibility, MOre notes that he
"lacked that final spell which transmutes life into literature."24

His

chief failing then is his lack of depth of background, in other words,
imagination described by Kore as

'~he

indwelling of the past in the pres-

It is not mere accident that Franklin's "most literary" productions, The Autobiography and Introductions to the Almanacs filled with
contemporaneous interests,have attraoted the attention of the reading publio
down through the years.
In agreement with the other critics of the day, Paul Elmer },{ore
points out that Philip Freneau is the leading writer of the Revolutionary
War

period.

Be

abandoned his poetic dream to exercise a ferocious talent

in the writing of satiric verse which lashed mercilessly English generals,
native Tories, royal proclamations, and anything else pertaining to Great
Britain.

Of Hamilton's oharge against Freneau's connection with Jefferson

~iPaUl Elmer More, "Benjamin Franklin", Shelburne Essays, Sere iv, p. 140
Ibid., p. 130
23IbI'C!., p. 130
24Ibid., p. 130
25IbI<r., p. 154
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and his resulting disparaging artioles on the oentral government, More says
that it is not easy to defend.
Paul Elmer More very aptly desoribes Freneau as "a frustrated poet,
a poet of hints and anticipations".26

At intervals through the noise of

his political writings one can catch "the slender tones n27 of his lyrical
moods.

In them More detects often a "strange presage of the future. w2S

There is the prophetic hint in The Indian Burying Ground which Campbell
"appropriated bOdilyU;29 there are borrowings from him in Hazlitt's Table
Talk; a line in Scott shows his familiarity with Freneau as well as hi!
praise of Eutau Springs was fine a thing as there is of the kind in the
language. n30

But even more specifi~ antioipations are his attempts to em-

body in his poetry something of the romanticism that was preparing in
England.

More finds in his poems, Amanda' s Singing Bird, The Power of Fancy"

and The Wild Honey Suckle, distinct suggestions of

~lliam

Blake, John

Keats, and William Wordworth respectively.31
There is in the lines following a clear, unearthly loveliness.
Fair flower, that dost so comely grow,
Hid in this silent, dull retreat,
Untouohed thy honied blossoms blow,
Unseen thy little branohes greet,
No roving foot shall crush thee here,
No busy hand provoked a tear.

26Paul Elmer MOre, "Philip Freneau", Shelburne Essays, Sere v. , p. 96
27Ibid., p. 96
28'fbTd., p. 96'
29!bI(f., p. 96
30Ibid., p. 96

31Ibid., p. 96
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By Nature's self in white arrayed.
She bade thee shun the TU1gar eye.
And planted here the guardian shade.
And sent soft waters murmuring by;
Thus quietly thy summer goes.
Thy days declining to repose.
From morning suns and evening dews
At first thy little being come a
If nothing once~ you nothing lose.
For when you die you are the same;
The space between is but an hour
The trail duration of a f1ower. 32
These lines are to More in their many flaws amid bits of delicate beauty.
as "the slender brittleness of a costly vase, marred in the burning."S3
But it is not only in the poetry of the English poets that More
finds suggestions of the poetry of !reneau.

In his use of shadowy forms.

ghosts, and dreamy things as in The House of Night. Paul Elmer More reoogniles his affiliations with Bdgar Allen Poe.

However. here More _kes a

distinction between Philip Freneau's use of gloomy,
and Edgar Allen Poe's use of them.

~terious

elements

Freneau lacks the power in his use of

them to arouse a feeling of awe.
More seems a little extravagant in his interpretation of Philip
Freneau's "hints and antioipations" of the English romantic poets and of
later American poets.

It seems very unlike )lore. who seems in general to be

dralVll to the solitaries. to be so free in detecting fine bits in the poetry

32pau1 Elmer More, "Philip Freneau1f , 2.£.. ~., pp. 96-91
33Ibid •• p. 91

.'
of a man who was so disturbed by the political issues of his day.
be admitted that his comparisons are highly suggestive.
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It must

For example. he

regrets that Swangum Taurus. Astrologer. and Slender Journey were not supplemented by others of their kind so that Freneau could have left a complete
picture of American society in this humorous vein. 34

In MOre's reason for

attributing value to such a work he makes an interesting observation which
reveals his human q ual1 ty that those who cry out against him as an ethical
critic frigid to the pulsating emotions ot the human heart tail to see.
More states -It is not the poet ot purest aspiration. nor the harsh denouncer ot crime. that hands down his age to us as a breathing human reality.
It is by his toibles man lives tor

~osteritYJ

his greater virtues and vices

lake ot him an example. not a companion.-35 Paul Elmer More sums up Freneau
a8 a representative American writer thusa
• • • Not the least ot his anticipations was his
prophecy ot Americats empire. and the conscious
assumption within himselt ot so many ot the traits
ot the practical calculating American mind. side
by side with its thin mysticism; as it the temperaments ot Poe and Franklin were united in one
person. Here you shall read lines in gloritication
ot commerce and science. such as our national poet
to-day. it such existed. might write; here you
shall see the past disparaged in the claSSics.
and that selt-tlattering absorption in the present which has sapped the very roots ot the New
World's 1ma.g1n&tion. And here too is the tullest
expression ot that spirit of rebellion and mutual
distrust in which the country was unfortunately.

34
Paul Elmer More. "Philip Freneau" • .21:,.
35Ibid.. p. 100

~••

pp. 99-100
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if necessarily. founded. and which has clung to
it like an inherited taint in the blood. marring
the har.mony of its development and suffering a
partial expiation in the calamities of the civil
war. There is a les80n for us to-day, and in
more ways than one, a little humiliation in '
the career of our first poet.S 6
Between the Revolutionary War and the New England Renaissance. Paul
Blmer MOre believes there is very little except the work of Charles Brockden Brown, WaShington Irving, and William Cullen Bryant whioh bears the
imprint of the American temperament. As mentioned in the previous chapter
this American trait is our writer's fondness fcr melancholic themes relying
on the use of

gloo~

or supernatural elements for their effeotiveness.

a single paragraph he disposes of
Amerioan literature.

~heir

In

part in the development of an

Be mentions not a word about James Fenimore Cooper

whose historical panoramio novels in the tradition of Sir walter Soott
present the heroism and manly virtues of those who faoed the hardships and
dangers of life on the frontier.
Of the next period covering approximately trom l8S0 to after the
Civillfar, Paul Elmer More has treated as representative writers Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry David Thoreau, Henry Wad8W'orth
Longfellow, Edgar Allen Poe, John Greenleaf Whittier. and Charles Eliot
Norton.

Be makes but a brief statement of the work of James Russell Lowell

in making a comparison of his work with that of Norton.

36Pa.ul Elmer More, "Philip Freneau.lf, ~. ~•• pp. 102-103
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There is a deep ethical earnestne88 in the e8says of Thoreau and
of Emerson. and in the novels of Hawthorne which sets them apart, as of a
different spirit from the work of Freneau. Irving, and their contemporary
Edgar Allen Poe.

Sinoe More's interpretation of the work of Emerson. ot

Thoreau, ot Hawthorne and of Edgar Allen Poe has been discussed in detail
in chapter three reference will be made to them only when to do so will give
a more complete view of the literature of America as More sees it.
Of the Cambridge scholars. More is most interested in Henry wadsworth Longfellow.

Although writers such as Lafcadio Hearn. Rudyard Kipling.

and J. H. Shorthouse speak in praise of the work of Longtellow. and men
and women of the educated and of the ignorant circles of the last century
admire him as their beloved poet, yet literary critics including Paul
Elmer More approve of his work only with reservation and sometimes their
judgments bristle with contempt for it.
More's criticism of the accomplishments of Longfellow is fundamentally balanced and suggestive.

He does not minoe words in condemning

Longfellow's work as a reflection of the embodiment of ideas, which have
been treated nobly and individually in the past, and have under his pen
been reduced to a kind of smooth commonplace.

More considers this criti-

cism applicable also to Longfellow's images. Aware of the fact that even
the greater poets have taken their images where they found them, More tactfully explains that it is not on this point that Longfellow' 8 work is to be
criticized. but rather on the fact that there is something in the resem-

.'
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blanoes of language and metaphor that detracts the reader's attention to
the "lower plane upon whioh his imagination moves. n37

The idea of lower

and higher plane of the imagination comes close to the roots of taste and
criticism; MOre says, "it turns on the question of the dualism • • • in
human llAture. tt38

To olarify his statement here Paul Elmer More uses the

comparison of Longfellow's poem Weariness with Heine's Du bist wie eins
Blume, translated Thou art as a Flower.

Of these poems !lore says that both

have the power to touoh the heart, and both have continued to live in the
memory of men; yet it would be unoritioal to say that both have attained
the same reputation and that they have made the same impression.

Even

though the lines are silnpler, they ,have a olinging quality far greater than
those ot Longfellow's.

This difference in power of impression between the

two poems Yore explains on the principle of dualism.

Heine' s Simple lines

possess the greater depth because they convey through their language his
greater sense of the dualism in life.

In the case of Longfellow's poem

there is primarily the contrast between innocent childhood and old age
wearied of the world; a contrast which arises out of the effect of the span
of time.

Longfellow's poem oonveys merely the emgtion of sentimental pathos

of daily life.

On the other hand, More finds it difficult to define pre-

oisely the touoh in Heine's poem, in what it is to be found.

The symbolioal

37Paul Blmer MOre, "The Centenary of Longfellow", Shelburne ESS8.ls.

Sere v, p. 135
38 Ib id., p. 135
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power of the "Du bist wie eine Blume" is felt instinctively to a far greater
degree than any personal emotion.

The contrast between the loveliness of

youth and the satiety of old age in it reflects a conflict inherent in the
heart of Heine.
More follows this comparison with a disoussion of the relation ot
Longfellow to the other New England writers.

Emerson from his study ot

Schleiermacher. Fichte. and Schelling transferred Transcendental philosophy to the New England soil; from the same source Thoreau derived his
devotion to nature. and Hawthorne's taste for the weird as well as his
aggravated sense of solitude in the world were influenced to some degree by
the same German authors.

Henry

Wa~8Worth

Longfellow. as his brother New

Englanders. brought to Amerioan literature something from these German
sources.

His contributions from foreign sources are a sentimental note and

the idea of a world literature that would absorb the best of all lands.

He

gave to American poetry the "romantic Empfindsamkeit refined and qualified
by the purity. sweetness and strength of his own nature. nS9
Regarding the qualities of interest and a fine rhythm in the poetry
of Longfellow. More shows that these are dubitable points of strength.

In

the first place the element of interest in the poems of Longfellow attracts
a large number of readers to them. but there is implied in More's attitude
throughout the entire essay that this indicates a lack ot resistance on the
part of the poet. a weakness common to the New England school. 40 Lines
:5 9paul Blmer More. "The Centenary of Longfellow". ~. cit., p. 140
40~pfindsamkeit"

Ibia.

• 144

translated is "sensibility. or sentImentality".
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flow from Longfellow smoothly and fluently so much so that they reveal the
absence of a sense of selection, "an inner check upon them which would steep
them with the more obstinate emotions of the breast."41 When resistance i8
exhibited in the work of Longfellow, it is the result of diffioulties of
form, rather than of his own artistic inhibition.
Paul Elmer More is disappointed with the volume of Professor Charles
Eliot Norton which oontains a sketch of Longfellow's life and selections
from his autobiographical poems.

Far better would it have been in the

opinion of More if Norton or some other person interested in the aocomplishments of Longfellow would have colleoted his sonnets and given a sketoh of
Longfellow as a sonnet writer.

Mo~e

says of suoh a volume.

For ripeness of style and imagery such a
volume would stand easily at the head of American
poetry, and it would show an aspeot of Longfellow's
genius whioh is obscured by the bulk of his more
popular work. It would plaoe him as a peer among
the great sonnet writers of England. 42
The Sixty-three sonnets are the most valuable accomplishment of Longfellow.
They embody all the interests of Longfellow's life; in partioular, his long
acquaintance with books and authors.

More notes that in the sonnet on

Chaucer and in the one on Shakespeare' s stage which he quotes, that there is
revealed the oombination of the poet and the critic; and he says, -Wordsworth may have surpassed him, but no other, I think in this use of the
sonnet. "43

41Paul Elmer More, "The Centenary of Longfellow", S!..
42Ibid., p. 147
43Ibid., p. 148

~.,
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of character • .4 7 Unlike Lowell. who at times _s digreuive aftd eveft to a
certaiJ1 exteftt sell"-conscious in his essays, Hortoft tteTer compromises to be
original. witty. or profound; he said with unhesitating precision just what
he felt and thought. 48 More describes him as "the man of culture, the ripe
scholar. to whom the lessons 01" the past had became a perscnal experience."49
He ascribes to Norton the honour 01" having brought into the literature and
activities of Hew England the note 01" sound cosmopolitanism. 50
The nineteenth century started out with great promise in the realm
of literature owing to the work 01" Thoreau. Emerson. Hawthorne, and Poe.
As the middle of the century approaohed the unrest, which was prevalent over

the country because 01" its

acceler~ted

growth and the economic. social, and

political problems that arise out of such a situation. lel"t its imprint upon
the minds 01" the soholars of those years. and the result ..... that they produoed imprOVisations and impromptu literature.

MOre points out in this

respect the accomplishments in literature 01" John Greenleaf Whittier were
1"0r the most part 1"0r the day. but not for time.

For More. Charles Eliot

Norton stood in his community at large as a "oritic and check".5l

The work

01" Norton is valuable for its note 01" restraint When this element in lif.
seemed to have been lost in the turmoil of changing aotivities.
And espeoially in the hour 01" expansiTe
liberty that came to New England when it had
broken f'rom the bondage 01" religion. it _s de47Paul Elmer More. "Charles Eliot Horton". 2.£- ~_, p. 111
48Ibid •• p. 100
49Ibid., p_ 111
55Ullbid •• p. 113
:'I15'Df.__ 1). 111
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sirable that the principle ot restraint. broadened indeed by contact with the world. but not
weakened or clouded. should have had its voice
and embodiment. 52
Unmoved by the "winds ot tolly which blew about him. the dust ot pedantriea R • 53 which smote his eyes and the ·cant and sentimentalism- 54 that made
the very air about him toul. he continued always to cherish in his heart
what is lovely and of gcod report.

Through all spiritual temptations.

Charles Eliot Norton "kept his teet firmly planted on the bedrock of
character. "55
In his essay -whittier the Poet". MOre sets out in a spirit ot
defense to bring to light from the mass ot inartistic poetic attempts what
has genuine literary value.

He notes that critics usually consider Whittier

in an unfavorable light; that is they emphasize his connection with the
Abolitionist Movement; they evaluate his antislaver,y poetr,y.

It is true.

More agrees. that Whittier did not possess the genius. and the literary
qualifioations of Word8Worth or Shelley. who could deal with oommonplaoe
things of life and still add to their writings the touch of elevation. but
he believes that in evaluating Whittier's work that the oritios have taken
the line of least resistance and have repeated in each his own fashion.
derogative oritioism of his poetry of reform and politics. rather than have
brought to light the pieces of his poetry of admirable craftsmanship.

62Paul Elmer More. "Charles Eliot Norton". ~. ~ •• pp. 111-112
53Ibid •• p. 113
54Ibid •• p. 113
5bIbid •• p. 113
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faults are numerous; his religious poetry laoks ecstaoy;56 in general his
poetry laoks depth and originality of emotion;67 and above all his poetry
reveals the laok of self-oritioism. 58 The last weakness is the most detrimental to the creative artist.

More says of the latter,

What he needed above everything else. what
his surroundings were least of all able to give
him was a oanon of taste. whioh would have driven
him to stiffen his work, to purge away the flacoid
and set the genuinely poetioal in strong relief a purely literary canon whioh would have offset
the moralist and reformer in him. 59
Out of Whittier's bag of literary attempts. More takes The
Pennsylvania Pilgrim, whioh he desoribes as an "exquisite idyl",60 and
whioh, he points out. Whittier

him~elf

sanotions as his best poem.

Contrary

to the oommon opinion that Whittier is the exponent of New England life,61
Paul Elmer More says tba t in many of his prose works and. in partioular. in
this poem Whittier indioates a laok of sympathy in the austerity of New
England traditions. 62 The tone of relief is evident When Whittier turns
his imagination to the quiet peace of Penn's land:
Who knows what goodings in their sterner way
O'er jagged ice. relieved by granite grey,
Blew round the men of Massaohusetts Bay?

56 Paul Elmer Kore. "Whittier the Poet". Shelburne Essays. G. P. Putnam's
Sons. New York, 1906. Sere iii. p. 48
57 Ib id •• p. 42
58Ibid •• p. 35
59tbid •• pp. 34-35
60Jbrd., p. 48
6ll"bl'd.. p. 48
62Ibid •• p. 49
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What hate of heresy the east wind woke?
What hints of pitiless power and terror spoke
In waves that on their iron coast-line broke?63
Although More is fully aware of Whittier's shortcomings as a man of literature, he finds in the poet's work values worthy of recognition.
Whittier t s poetry smacks of his American surroundings.

For More.

He su.tmnarizes his

reaction to the poem The Pennsylvania Pilgrim thuss
Here the faults of taste that elsewhere
so often offend us are sunk in the harmony of
the whole and in the singular unity of impression; and the lack of elevation that so
often stints our praise becomes a suave and mellow beauty. All the better elements of his genius
are displayed here in opulent freedom. The affections of the heart unfold in unembittered
serenity. The sense of home seclusion is heightened by the presence of the enveloping wilderness
but not disturbed by any harsher contrast. Wi thin is familiar joy and retirement unassai1ed not
without a touch of humour • • • 64
John Greenleaf Whittier is for Paul Elmer More the poet of the home
and the hills.

His naturalness, spontaneity, and plain humanity breathed

life into his poetry.

Whittier. despite these themes so close to the heart

of man and fine qualities. failed to beoome a great poet owing to his lack
of culture, the stern conditions of life to which he was subjected, his
devotion to duty. and his struggle for liberty.
Another writer of the simple life of the same period who, Paul Elmer
More believes, is worthy of recognition is Donald G. Mitchell.

He is a minor

63Paul Elmer More, quoted in "Whittier the Poet", ~. ~., p. 49
64Ibid •• p. 49
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writer. yet More believes that he represents that "rare figure in Amerioan
letters. the gentleman amateur wham it is good to honour."65

Neither his

six volumes of Amerioan and English literature whioh MOre oonsiders insuffioiently oritical for the mature mind, nor his fiotion whioh requires
a reader "baptized in the olear 0001 springs of New England tradition"66
have impressed More, but rather his "more personal works, hi. chapters on
67
European travel, and his pictures of country life at Edgewood"
have won
him reoognition.
It is not Mitohell's art that More admires, but rather it is the
life that is revealed in his writings.

More points out that Jfi tohell de-

scribes in his Edgewood books "the rare union of the scholar and the farmer.
.
68
of the love of books and for the 80il."
Their value for MOre rests on
their revelation of observation and reflection on nature by a person who baa
derived a deep understanding of her through direct contact.

Mitchell worked

on the soil a. a farmer. and hi. study of nature therefore was not limited
to abstract communings with her. but was the result of observation and
reflection during his simple labor to bring out her full denlopment.
With the slavery question settled there opens a new era of literary
activity. 1falt Whitman who had been working before the Civil War and had
had his first edition of Leana of Grass published in 1855 continued to
write.

His expansive tendencies, the touch of pantheism in his treatment

of nature. and his apparent lack of diSCipline or control in dismissing
65Paul Elmer More, "Donald G. Mitchell", Shelburne Essays, Sere v, p. 159
66Ibid., p. 159
6'fIbid., p. 160
68Ibid., pp. 164-165
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rhythm as a neoessary ingredient of poetry prevented Paul Elmer More to
give approval to his work as a whole.

What praise More bas given has been

bestowed very reservedly.
Another writer during the years preoeding the turn of the oentury
is Thomas Bailey J..ldrioh. whom Paul Elmer More treats as a poet rather than
as a writer of short stories.

More notes that Aldrioh. saturated with a

love of £ormal beauty. is an artist in exquisite £inish. and in this respeot
he bas £ew rivals in Amerioan poetry o£ the last years o£ the nineteenth

oentury.

For many years Aldrioh spent his oreative energy in writing pretty

trifles.

Then he £inally beoame aware of the meaning o£ poetry as a noble

expression of the truth and beauty,ot this present life. and his last little
book. Songs and Sonnets. says More. oontains praotioally all that is worth
remembering.

Of this volume More sayst "His ohief title to genius is the

inerrant taste with whioh he has after many trials beaten out these few
lyrios into perteot f'orm. and set them apart from the rest of' his work.
Their veil of' humility is their beauty.tt 69
More traoes very briefly the history of vers de sooiete Whioh type
of poetry Thomas Bailey Aldrioh introduoed to Amerioan literature.

Quoting

the lines following he says that in "that exquisite and pathetic dimunition
is • • • the secret of what is called vers de societe or Gentle Verse. tt70
My mind lets go a thousand things.
Like dates of wars and deaths of kings.
And yet reoalls the very hour 'T was noon by yonder village tower.

69Paul Elmer )(ore. "Thoma.s Bailey Aldrich tt • Shelburne Essays. Ser. vii.
7,.;p. 149
vIbid.
• 152
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And on the last blue noon in May The wind came briBkly up the way.
Crisping the brook beside the road;
Then paus ing here. set down its load
Of pine-scents, and shook listlessly
Two petals from that wild-rose tree. 1l
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It is apparent that More approves wholeheartedly the later poetic
accomplishments of Thomas Bailey Aldrich for the very reason that this
Gentle Verse. whioh he wrote, reveals that virtue that More believed men
who understood the dualislll existing in the nature of an should adopt.
Humility is one of the ohief virtues in the religious philosophy of More.
Another poet. that Paul lUmer )(ore is charmed by the beauty and
originality of his art. is !.afcadio Hearn. the son of an Irish immigrant
and a woan of the Greek Islands.

Hearn is a strange figure in the Amftrican

scene because ot his Japanese connection. in his later years.

He became

a subject of the Mikado. married a Japanese woman. and adopted the customs
and religion of the Orient.

More's trea taent of !.atcadio Hearn f s work i.

apparently due to their mutual interests in Buddhism.

llore detines the art

of Hearn thUSI aIt is an art of strange subtlety that we should regard his
literary work an art that. like some sympathetic menstruum. has fused into
one compound three elements never before brought together."T2 Upon the
perusal ot Hearn's writings More notes that in them there is ffthat sense of
restraint joined with a power of after suggestion".13

This "selt-restrained

11Faul Elmer More. "Thomas Bailey Aldrich". ~. cit •• p. 152
T2Paul Elmer More, "!.afcadio Hearn". Selecwa-Shelburne Bssays. p. 25
13 Ibid •• p. 25
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More identifies as Hearn's instrument of art. 75

Three distinot and mutually destruotive philosophies are oombined in the
writings of Hearn.

More sums up his oontribution to Amerioan literature

thus a
He stands and proolaims his mysteries at the
meeting of three ways. To the religious instinct
of India - Buddhism in partioular which history
has grafted on the aesthetic sense of Japan, Mr.
Hearn brings the interpreting spirit of Occidental
scienoe, and these three traditions (Hindu, Japanese, and European) are fused by the peouliar
sympathies of his mind into one rich and novel
compound, - a oompound so rare as to have introduced into literature a psychologioal sensation
unknown before. More than any other reoent
author, he has added a new thrill to our intelectual experience. 76
Except for Amy Lowell, the only other Amerioan female writer, whom
More did any more than refer to, is Mary E. Wilkins Freeman.

In his essay

"Hawthorne Looking Before and Atter", Paul Elmer More compares her art with
that of Hawthorne.

Like Hawthorne, Mrs. Freeman treated a single phase of

the New England character.

Mrs. Freeman in her stories presents lives of

men and women whioh have beoome sterile as the result of years of repressed
emotions, striot adherenoe to oonscience, and the praotioe of austerity in
word and action, whereas Hawthorne in his stories creates characters in
whose lives there has been a spiritual change.

Her works differ from that

74Pa.ul Elmer More, "Lafcadio Hearn", 2£,- ~_, p. 26
75Ibid., p. 26
76Ibid., p. 26
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of Hawthorne in that they are thoroughly provincial with absolutely no
universal appeal. they are not tragic in any sense ot the word. and they
are devoid of any problem of the struggle between the tlux ot human desires
and. the human will. or between the huuan will and the burden ot circumstances.

In the words ot More. her stories "have passed trom the imagiu-

tion to the nerves."77
1fith the birth ot the New Century. Paul Elmer More has done very
little in interpreting the writers ot his own day.

There are only two

essay. in which he deal. with the American writers of the early decades of
the twentieth oentury. these are "Henry Adams" and "Modern Current. in
American Literature".
Henry.&.dams is the son of Charles Francis Adams and grandson of
John Quincy AdalllS.

He is the literary representative of a New England

family which has exerted remarkable influences in various phases of American
lite.

It is his most famous volume his autobiography. The Education ot

Hen~Adams,

in which he reveals his honest search tor the meaning

ot life

that is the mainspring ot More's interpretation of Adams' place in the
.American scene.

Paul Elmer More. a religiOUS sceptiC himselt. would nat-

urally be drawn to Henry Adams. another sceptic.

More has throughout his

work in the New England writers emphasized the various phases ot religious
thought ot that section ot our country.

New England had tirst been the

bulwark ot taith in Calvinism tor which the people had lett their homeland

77

Paul Elmer More. "Hawthorne Looking Betore and Atter". ~.

!!.!••
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It had experienced since those early years of positive faith

a change from it to Unitarianism, and from this freer interpretation of
the spiritual life to free thinking, until in the late nineteenth century
and early twentieth century all that could be said of it rested in a complete negation. 78 Adams was not satisfied with this negation of his society,
and sought to find a positive faith to take its place.

He turned for light

to the Virgin MOther of God, whom the Puritans had rejected.

In his reason-

tog he came to the conclusion that "If the Trinity was in its essence Unity,
the )lother alone could represent whatever was not Unity.; whatever was irregular, exceptional, outlawed; and this was the whole human race."79
The result of his search for the meaning of life in the words of )lore is
a "sentimental nihilismn • 80 For his scholarship, his imagination, his
oandour, his cynical animation, his reflective power, and his verbal dexterity, MOre would assign to him a high place in the American literature
of the last century.

As a representative of New England in its last con-

dition of lost faith he is most honest and typical.

But MOre feels that to

hear a manlier voice speak words of deeper insight and face the facts of
life, it will be necessary to hear them from the people of Mather, Edwards,
Emerson,and Channing.
At the request of the Revue de Paris for a critique of the modern

7~ul Bl.mer MOre, "Henry Adams", A New England Group and Others,
pp. 123-135
79Quoted, Ibid., p. 139
80Ibid., P7lio
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American writers. Paul Elmer More wrote his essay, "Modern Currents in
Amerioan Literature", whioh is in his volume, The Demon of the Absolute,
published 1928.

His disoussion is limited to the output of Sinolair

Lewis. Theodore Dreiser, Joseph Hergshe1mer, John Dos Passos. James
Branch Cabell, Edgar Lee Masters, Amy Lowell, and Sherwood Anderson beoause it was his oonviction that these writers, in particular, represented
more genuinely than any others what is really "modern"8l and "American"82
in spirit.

Unlike their contemporaries Edith Wharton, Edwin Arlington

Robinson, Robert Frost, Booth Tarkington, and the medioore writers, Hamlin
Garland and Meredith Nicholson, and the rest of the writers between Edith
Wharton and Harold Bell Wright who "are produoing books of more or less
honest craftsmanship, in better or worse English, with this or that smear
of local colorft ,83 the former writers have in the words of More "signed the
new Declaration of Independence in letters."84
The young rebels are taking a oourse similar to a movement in
England; they are· mimicking the actions ot their British friends who have
taken their oue from France or even trom Russia.

They are in oomplete

opposition to any artistic principles that bear the imprint ot tradition.
However, unlike their English models who speak wildly against their
Victorian predecessors, these American rebels animated with the spirit of

81Paul Elmer More. "MOdern Currents in Amerioan Literature", The Demon ot
the Absolute, p. 53
82Ibld., p. 53
83Ibid., p. 53
84Ibid., p. 53
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discovering new paths for liter&ture to take "denounce any suggestion of
allegiance or respect to the literary prigs who used to utter their platitudes tram Boston.- 85

Their wholehearted contempt for New England Puritan-

ism which is so distinctly .American far surpasses the disdain which the
members of a similar school in England expressed for their predecessors. in
particul~

the mid-Victorians.

They acknowledge not as ancestors Emerson,

Thoreau, Hawthorne, Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier; they trace their literary
lineage to Poe and Whitman, and of the more recent writers they recognize
the authority of Stephen Crane.
More explains the causes of the repudiation of the New England
writers' primacy thus. local

jealo~sy,

patriotism, conviction that religion

and morality have no place in literature. and the treeing of art from the
responsibilities of life.

In the first place. More shows that the literary

climbers of the West are desirous to prove their birthplace a centre ot
light for the world -as was the metropolis of the Puritans"P6 and so they
will travel to New York, "which is any man's or no mants oity",87 as soon as
they get on their literary legs but will never go to Boston.

Secondly. it

is the opinion of the young writers that the writers of Boston derived their

culture trOll. abroad and slavishly imitated the language of London.

The men

who consider themselves modern are deter.Rined to employ a dialect which can
be considered 8trictly "good United States- 88 and to create a literature

85Paul Elmer More, "Modern Currents in American Literature", 2.£.. ~•• p. 54
86 Ibid ., p. 55
8'1"ibId., p. 55
88nmr. • 55
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truly new and novel not only in this country but in the world.
out the inconsistency of this argument.
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More points

As far as the New England writers

adopted the traditional laws of grammar and established forma of art their
argument is valid. but they bave failed to reoognize that in their concern
for the deeper things of the spirit the early writers were distinctly national. true to the spirit then existing in the nation.

On the other hand.

Paul Elmer More sees in the ideas of the advocates of independence not a
characteristic peculiar to Amerioa but beliefs that are being promulgated
the world over. that suddenly "we have been liberated from the old laws and
conventions and fears. from the ancient gods and their precepts of morality.n89
In regard to their rejection of religion and morality. More discerns

in it two uarked tendencies.

On the one hand there are the writers who

seemed to find joy in immorality and irreligion. and.on the other hand.
there are those writers who. when questioned. will admit that religion and
morality have a function in the life of a people. but they do not see that
religion and morality play any part in the formulation of canons of art.
Thus More summarizes the animosities that bind the otherwise centrifugal ohampions of liberty into a brotherhood. a90

'l'hey are na hatred ot

Puritanism. rejection of 'moralism' and 'religionism', and emancipation ot
art from the responsibilities of life."9l

:~PaUl 1Umer More. "Modern Currents in American Literature", 2£. ~•• p. 56
Ibid •• p. 5.,
91Ibid.. p. 5.,
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In treating the modern writers he discusses them under two categoriesl the aesthetes represented by Amy Lowell, James Branch Cabell, and
Joseph Hergsheimer; and the realists represented by Edgar Lee Masters,
Theodore

Dreiser~

Sinclair Lewis, and John Dos Passos.

ot the aesthetes, More considers Amy Lowell the leading spirit ot
the group and the "most tinished artist".92

In his opinion her reputation

in the tuture will rest more upon her regular verse than on that which
identities her as an imagist poet.

It is his candid opinion that people

are tiring ot tree verse. 93
He sees in the tree verse ot Amy Lowell both a local and a cosmopolitan character.
the staup ot a local

In adoption
source~

~t

tor.m trom walt Whitman her verse bears

while in her fashioning ot that torm on the

Parisian models as well as her emphasis on imagism, her verse takes on a
cosmopolitan touch.

Being a modern it was necessary that she add something

original and unique to her writing and so she attixed to her poetry
"polyphonic verse", 94 which she found in the writings of Paul Fort.

She

made it her own by not using as he did the Alexandrine line but rather the
"long flowing cadence of oratorical prose".95

In so doing she created a

new genre whioh she named polyphonic prose and which she defined as "an
orchestral

fo~,

its tone is not merely single and melodic as is that ot

92Paul Elmer More, "llodern Currents in American Literature", ~. ~.,
p. 57
93Ibid. pp. 57-58
94-~
95Ibid., p. 57
~ •• p. 57

vers libre, for instance, but contrapuntal and various."

96
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desoribes

his reaotion to this part of her work as the expression of a "genius hagridden by theory.a 97
The work of James Branoh Cabell as that of the other aesthetes
represented for Paul Elmer MOre a adivoroe between the true in life and the
beautiful in art which must spell death to any serious emotion in literature."98 MOre discusses two of Cabell's works, his Jurgen and his Beyond
~,

the latter having more interest for him than the former.

Of Jurgen

MOre makes the following observation that its wider reputation may "depend
ohiefly on its elusive and ounningly suggestive lubrioity."99 Much as we
hesitate to admit it, the faot

rema~ns

true, that a fairly large percentage

of Amerioans are attracted Chiefly by the elements of sensuality in their
reading matter, in their plays on the legitimate stage, and in the movies.
Paul Elmer More makes here a significant observation and one very applicable
to this novel woven around the theme of disillusionment.
novel, More notes a laok of solidity in the art of Cabell.

Also in this
To him in this

book, Cabell seems to waver between a sincere and genuine power in style and
a superfioial and. pretentious manner.
• • • I oonfess that I was caught by passages here
and there, even bywbole chapters here and there,
whioh through the affectations of jollity gave
hints of a sad and chastened wisdom born tram
too much brooding on the transience of all earthly

96Faul Elmer More, quoted in "Modern Currents in American Literature",
cit.,
57
9 Ibid::-p.
98Ibid., p.

fit:.

99'IDI'a

things; and then a false note~ a lapse into provincial English, a flash of cheap smartness, would
break the charm, and make me feel that the erudition so lavishly displayed was more superficial
than solid, the art more sophisticated than fiDel
and the superiorities of manner rather snobbish. 00
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Of the novels that followed this one, More disposes of them by a
mere statement that they are entertaining, but really trivial.

It is

Cabell's book Beyond Life in which he speaks of literature that attracted
More's interest.

MOre quotes several of Cabell's observations on litera-

ture, and in particular, he directs the reader's attention to Cabell's
agreement with the Sophoclean maxim. from Aris totle~ that an author should
aim to portray men not as they are but as they eought to be".lOl More shows
by quotation from Cabell's book that good and evil are aesthetic conventions of romantic origin; virtue in comparison to beauty is given a subordinate value aesthetically.

Therefore, that nthe characters of a book

should be allowed to follow the pretty vagaries of vice without any of the
ugly consequences that overtake a sinner in the actual fleshftloe is More's
interpretation of Cabell's ·ought to ben.
Another writer who may be considered, according to MOre, to belong
with the group of aesthetes is Joseph Hergsheimer, whose cleverness removes
him from ordinary realism.

In no way can he be compared in style with that

of Cabell, whose constant aim was ·'to write perfectly of beautiful

lODp.,ul Elmer MOre, "Modern Currents in AIlerican Literature", ~. ~.,
p. 59
lOlIbid •• p. 61
l02Ibid., p. 62

.'
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happenings,·.l03
Turning to the realists, wham More describes as

self~de

men with-

out formal eduoa tion and suffering fram the lack of a cultural background.
They rely on their 8.ctual experiences in their portrayal of life.

In this

regard More states of Dreiser's American Tragedya
If only he knew the finer aspects of life as
he knows its shabby underside; if only his imagination had been trained in the larger tradition of
literature instead of getting its bent from the
police court and the dregs of science; if only
religion had appeared to him in other garb than
the traves~ of superstition and faded fanaticism;
if only he had had a chance, he might possibly
have produced that fabulous thing, the great
American novel. 104
The originator of this sohool of realism is Edgar Lee Masters whose
only notable achievement is Spoon River Anthology.

This single expression

of talent, More in no uncertain terms dismisses as inconsequent to the
history of American literature.
In the work of Sinolair Lewis, More sees the s8llle failure as in that
of Edgar Lee )fasters.

Speaking of Main Street, in which Sinclair Lewis

criticizes the ugliness of the American town with its cultural poverty, its
petty tyranny of mass prejudices, and its narrow provincialism, Paul Elmer
More notes the lack of aesthetic or ethical progress on the part of Lewis
above the level of the people he mocks revealed through his pages.

In this

failure he is similar to Edgar Lee Masters.

l03Paul Elmer More, "Uodern Currents in American Literature", !E.- ~., p.62
l04Ibid., pp. 68-69
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Paul Elmer More attacks Sherwood Anderson for the sex-obsession
revealed in his novels.

It cannot be said that More is unduly modest in

his comments; if anything. he proves himself a critic of ba.lanced judgments
in his explanation of Anderson's lack of ethical restraint.

He goes so far

as to maintain that Anderson's attitude toward sex was wholesome and clean
at the core. "the natural desire of a man to have his own ate to go with
him through the lonely adventures of life" ;105 his uncleanness came as a
result of lack of an inner check upon the morbid fancies and impure images
which rise unsummoned from. the depths of his nature.

It is a low vitality,

a feverishness cf the imagination. that conditions it to let loose these
prurient fancies which the normal

~

keeps in abeyance.

More recognizes moments of strength in his work. when Anderson
betrays a vein of genuine and idyllic poetry which might have been developed
on a large scale; he has wise ideas of living; he has a "hearty distaste
for the shiftlessness and disorder and dirt which plagued his own steps.ttl06
)fore gives him credit for sound ideas for the solution of the problems of
the day.

Using Anderson's own words More says: "He knows that 'it is the

impotent man who is vile;' he sees that the problem for the worker today is
'to reach down through all the broken surface distractions of modern life
to the old love of craft out of which culture springs,,,.107

More's final

105Faul Elmer MOre "Modern Currents in American Literature". ~. ~ •• p. 71
106
I
Ibid •• p. 71
l07fbid •• p. 71

-
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conclusion based on these observations is that Anderson had the stuff of a
good artistl but unfortunately he lacked the moral restraint to prevent
those degrading elements fram seeping into his work.

Such art tends in

More's critical judgment to appeal to the lower nature of man.
this appeal 108es its potency and changes to disgust.

In time

And this, More infers,

is what happened to the later stream of consciousness writings of Anderson.
But the most degrading realist in Morets opinion is John Dos Passos,
who he believes, was influenced by certain French writers and also by the
Spaniard Ibanez.

More does not disapprove of his work on the basis of

intellectual integrity or artistic power forI as he says, "his work is too
knowing to be called crude intellectually, or perhaps even artisticallyH.l08

Judging it on the standard that literature should be a reflection of life,
:More is convinced that it is the lowest that has been produced.
strongest terms he phrases his disgust for one of his stories.

In the

"his much-

bruited novel Manhatten Transfer, with its unrelated scenes selected to
portray the more sordid aspect of New York, and with its spattered filth,
might be described in a phrase as an explosion in a cesspool._l09
The only hope that More can offer for arighting the literary
situation that has lost its strong foundation owing to the failure on the
part of the writers of the period to recognize that literature is a reflection of life, and that it cannot therefore be divorced from the moral
108Paul Elmer Morel "Modern Currents in American Literature", 2R,.. ~., p. 63
l09Ibid., p. 63
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responsibilities of life, lies in the aggressive and original work of
Irving Babbitt, F. J. Mather, P. H. Frye, S. B. Gass, Robert Schaefer, and
W. C. Brownell. 110 They must create a situation for great literature founded
on a newly revived humanism.
From the survey of More's oritioism of the authors and their accomplishments from the earliest years of our oountry, it is evident that he has
been sorupulous and balanoed in his judgments in spite of his philosophioal
views of man and the universe.

In each interpretative analysis, he has

endeavored to give not only the true signifioance of the writer's work to
the main stream of literature in America and haw sucoessfully the writer has
revealed his understanding of the meaning of lite, but he has tried to
convey an idea of the value of the writer's artistio powers.
He is fully aware that America at no time has produced an artist or

even a great literary success oomparable to the great writers of England or
to one of their great works.

It is More's honest conviction that the prim-

itive writers of Amerioa have written very poorly from a literary point of
view, and that a study of their works is valuable only for an acquaintance
with the spirit that permeates them, since suoh an acquaintanoe prepares
the reader for a better understanding and appreciation of the works of the
Concord and the Cambridge writers of the nineteenth century whioh have a
similar moral earnestness.

110paul Elmer More, "Modern Currents in American Literature", ~. ~.,
p. 63

.'
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The work of the writers of the eighteenth oentury showed no more
than antioipatory elements of the future.

Freneau is the only poet_ if he

oan even be oalled that_ to carry on the tradition which the early writers
had initiated.
The most oharaoteristio performanoes of our oountry are those of
the Concord and of the Cambridge WTiters.

Fine as they are in themselves

they in no way rank with "the supreme oreations of the older oentres of
oivilization."lll

To tail to appreoiate the more fragile beauty of these

writings whioh after all is the fairest thing this oountry has produoed is
to prove that one has become dulled and vulgarized by the strident oonoeit of
modernity.112
Whitman in his use of free verse is a progenitor ot the moderns in
their idea that sinoe they were modern they had to show in their writings
their utter disregard for form and technique of the past.

Latoad1o Hearn

and Thomas Bailey Aldrioh contributed to American poetry a sound sense ot
restraint that resulted in beauty of for.. and diction.

Both of these poets

revealed in their writings genuine originali ty; Aldrich in his introduction
to this country of Vera de Sooiete; Lafcadio Hearn in his oombination of
three traditions in his writings.
The moderns have. in the opinion of Paul Elmer llore. revealed a
wealth of genius in their own way.

Their works reveal oraftsmanship and

lllPaul Elmer llore. "The Spirit and Poetry ot Early New England". 2.£. ~._
p. 31

112Ibid.. p. 32
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style. What prevents their writings fram becoming great i8 the lack of a
philosophy of life which places emphasis upon the moral responsibilities of
life.

The realists. who in most cases suffering from the lack of cultural

training have become calloused in their experiences and have accepted a
naturalistic philosophy £rom their reading of French writers. bring neither
beauty of experience or the beauty of morality to their writings.

.'
CHAPTER V

A SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND AN ESTIMATE
OF MORE'S POSITION AND INFLUENCE
AS A CRITIC OF AJrIKRICAN CULTURE

Paul Elmer More. as any of the great men in criticism had done
before him. stressed the close alliance ot ethics and aesthetics in the interpretation of the literary productions of his country.

The two. aesthetics

and ethics. are necessary and complimentary to eaoh other.

In other words.

More declares that literature is inaeparable tram the moral intelligence ot
the men who created it. Therefore. ,literature which is produced by men
whose understanding of the meaning ot life agrees with MOre's philosophy ot
lite becomes for him practically a guide to lite.
of art has some moral influence upon the reader.

He believes that any work
Speaking ot the writer ot

fiction in this regard he sayst
It there be any conclusion to be drawn trom
the history of literature "it is that the writer
of stories must teach whether he wish to teach or
no,;" the very denial of the pertinence of the moral
law to art becomes in practice inevitably a form
of teaching. and as a matter ot fact the modern
style of fiction is as rampant with didacticism as
was the most orthodox fiction of the Victorians.
though naturally with a different lesson in mind. l
It is the duty of the writer to fix the reader's attention upon the high

lPaul Elmer More. "My Debt to 'l'rollope fl • The Demon of the Absolute. p. 105
154
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laws that govern man's life and raise it to a level superior to that ot the
animal.
Unless the poet or novelist oftener by a
hint than by open deolamation. can oentre our
judgment of his oharacters upon those high laws
and by them ultimately move and oontrol our
emotions, he is at the last, however rich his
talent and refined his method otherwise, no
true artist but a mountebank of letters. His
upheld mirror has caught but the glancing lights
not the full faoe of nature.!
There seems no better way to oharaoterize More's oritioism than to use a
statement of Henry James which he made in the Prefaoe to The Portrait of a
Lady, "There is no more nutritive or suggestive 'moral sense' of a work of
art on the amount of felt life oonoerned in producing itJ n3 this is definitely the understated major of all his' writings.

It is the business of the

artist to transmute life into literature. and, since morality is inseparable
from life, it is a component part of literature.

If this be true, it is only

logioal that an aesthetio judgment of literature must be at the same time a
moral judgment.
It 'Was More's slnoere oonviotion that literary oritioism needed a
broad philosophical basia and he found this essentially in the philosophy of
dualism. With this philosophy of life fixed in mind, he worked out a theory
of literature as has been shown which he has used in his interpretation of

2Faul Elmer More, "My Debt to Trollope", ~. oit., p. 106
3Henry James, "Preface to The Portrait of a Lady", The Art of the Novel,
Critical Prefaoes, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1934, p. 45
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literature. and in partioular as the subject under consideration in this
thesis, American literature.
Consistent with his philosophical principle with regard to the
nature of man and with his religious beliefs Paul ElBer More without exaggerating or minimizing the value of the efforts of the Puritans to create
literature draws an estimate of their contribution toward an American
cul ture.

In their life and lITitings he found an unyielding spirit and high-

mindedness the origin of which seems to rest in the spirit of Bunyan and
Milton.

To them, Americans are indebted for the sturdiness and uprightness

of character which is exhibited in the actions of our ancestors to ,struggle
valiantly for ideals of religion.

~ome

and country.

Their writings con-

sidered as oreations of the imagination would rank as comparatively nil.
yet the moral restraint and sense of self-responsibility which they embodied
were a source of virile strength for the greater work of the Conoord and
Cambridge schools.
At least out of the limitations fixed by the
origin of New England grew the peculiar attitude
of the later writers toward nature, the oharm of
their portrayal of the less passionate affections
of the home and the family, the absence of erotic
appeal. the depth and sincerity, but the perilous
independence alBo, of their religious intui ticn,
the invincible rightness of their character. We
may laugh as we will at old Wigglesworth and at
the asthmatic Muses of the other Puritan divinesJ
they have been .)tstified by their children. 4
4Paul Elmer Kore, "The Spirit and Poetry of Early New England", A New
!?gland Group and Others. p. 32
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Like his contemporary, Van Wyok Brooks J Paul Elmer More was fully
convinced that the most representative work of our country was that of the
Concord group.

He anticipates a time in the future when men will see clearl

that this is true and that they will commit the Musachusetts writers to an
appendix.

For only when critios oan discriminate between that which is

merely incidental and superficial and that whioh is the expression of genulne inspiration there can ever be a true evaluation of our literature.
Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Nathaniel Hawthorne
won his highest approval.

In the pages

ot Thoreau, More discerns a sound

individualism, a spirit of mystery and wonder in the presence of nature
whioh reveals his acknowledgment ota great Creator in its origin, and a
distinot note of expectation ftrising at times to a cry of ecstasy for which
there is no equivalent in the later American. uS

In the latter quality More

compares Thoreau with Henry Vaughan, who, More pictures in his mind, travels
his "quiet rounds in his Silurian hills, with an eye open to every impression, and a heart 11ke Thoreau's always filled with the waiting wonder of
the dawn. u6 The difference between them is in the lesser depth of Thoreau'.
mood, which More attributes to the fact that his countryman, swept along by
the rom.ntic worship ot the individual, detached himselt trom the Church and
state and failed to move in the greater ourrents ot tradition.
In his footsteps Emerson reveals the same individualisms and oom-

5Paul Blmer More, "Thoreau's Jorunal", Seleoted Shelburne Bssazs, p. 11'7
6Ibid., p. 11'7
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In Hawthorne's original conoeption of moral retribution in the
disease of inner solitude and his exposition of the repressed life, MOre
fits his work into a movement Which began with cotton Mather.
The whole progress from Cotton Jlather to lIrs.
Freean was determined by the original attempt to
stamp out that legitimate hunger of humanity for
the sake of an old absorbing pride of the spirit
after having been victorious in the long warfare.
has itself starved away and lett the barrenness of
a dreary stagnation. the natural reversal _y well
be looked for and we may expeot the hunger of
humanity to grow up out ot the waste, untempered
by spiritual ideals. 9
This logical development of an idea represented by the names of Cotton
Mather, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Mrs. Freeman is rarely found in the history of a country. Also in the lrork ot Hawthorne, More recognizes creative
power, keen insight into the character of man, and a clever touch which
gives his work silent appeal.
Edgar Allen Poe's acoomplishments in the short story tall naturally into the tradition ot absorption in details for the purpose ot arousing
the sense of mystery and horror.
eign to American literature.

This tendenoy is both national and tor-

From the German writer. and through the

English romantics interest in the weird and ghostly was absorbed by American
writers.

On

the other hand, the very environment of our early colonists

together with its strange inhabitants stimulated a similar interest.
More, Poe is more foreign than American as a writer.

To

His art is distin-

9Paul Elmer More, "Hawthorne Looking Before and After", Shelburne Essays.
Sere ii, p. 185
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guished from that of the other masters of unearthly revery in the note of
"conscious logical analysis"lO which it bears.

It is the distinctive mark

which gives to his art genuine originality, and in addition for More, it
is in its very nature a means of control.
With his contemporary, Van Wyck Brooks, Paul Elmer More finds in
the art of Poe the expression of true genius, yet in it there is a sense
of detachment from the world of men and women with whom he lived.

He has

built up a world of his own and in it his characters, unlike those of Joseph
Conrad who move about because they were what they were, move like checkers
detached from time and spaoe, striotly victims of ciroumstance.
as for Brooks, Poe has been true

~o

his own literary principles, but his

works reveal an utter lack of feeling toward humanity.
perfect agreement that

For More

Both seem to be in

Poe will cause but a spasmodic stir in the world of

literature in the future.

Van lryok Brooks states in his essay "America's

Coming of Age":

The power he still exerts is an hysterical
rather than a literary power, and who can say what
it signifies? But one thing seems true with regard alike to. witchcraft, alchemy and Poe, that
the mind can work healthily only when it is essentially in touch with the society of its own age.
No matter into what unknown regions it presses
it must have a point of relativity in the common
reason of its time and place. Poe, having nothing
in oODllllOn with the world t.ha.t produced him. constructed a little parallel world of his own, wither-

lOpaul Blmer More, uA Note on Poe's ~thodn, The Demon of the Absolute.
p. 83
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ed at the core. a silent comment. It is this that
ma.kes him so sterile and inhuman; and he is himselt. cOllVersely. the most menacing indictment ot
a society which i. not also an all embracing organism. ll
Paul Elmer More brietly sums up Poe's influence thusa "Health is aboye dis-

ease in art as it is in lite.
and unsound men.,,12

Poe remains chietly the poet ot unripe boy.

Ot the two estimates Brooks t is the most accurate.

It

is not tor the term "disease n that he uses as a synonym tor "abnormal" that
:.More is to be crt tioized.

He does not inter by the term "disease" moral

degeneraoy; rather he praises Poe tor his cleanness in handling subjects
that oan easily Teer into the realm ot tilth.

For evidence ot this judg-

ment. More points to the work ot Baudelaire. his Continental disoiple. in
comparison to Poets.
The soul ot the man was never tainted. How
muoh that means. how great and near was the danger.
can be known by turning to certain ot his Continental disciples. The line between them is Darrow.
but it separates two worlds. Poe does not hesitate
to descend tor his ettects into the Tery grave
where beauty and decay came together; but it you
wish to understand the perils he escaped. read a£ter
The Sleeper one ot the poems in Whioh Baudelaire.
Poe's avowed imitator and sponsor to Europe. gropes
with tilthy hands among the mysteries ot death. 13
It is his statement that "Poe remains chietly the poet ot unripe boys and
unsound men,,14 which strikes the reader as uncritical.

Anyone who is

IlVan 1ryek Brooks. "America's Coming ot Age ft • Three Essays. E. P. Dutton
and Company. Inc •• New York. 1935. pp. 51-52
l2Paul Elmer )[ore. "A Note on Poets Method". The Demon ot the Absolute. p.86
l3Ibid •• p. 86
14Ibid •• p. 86
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acquainted with either the poetry or the short stories ot Bdgar Allen Foe
would not agree that these appeal mainly to immature persons.

Such poems

as To One in Paradise, The Sleeper, Annabel Lee, The Coliseum. Isratel.
and the second To Helen _y appeal to the young because ot their lyrical
quali ty; but the bulk ot his poetry including Ulalume with its vaporous
images, hopeless mood. and in agreement with his unique idea ot poetry
surely demands a mature mind to appreciate its creator's uncanny talent.
More is inconsistent, it seems, in his support ot Poets description ot his
procedure in the compo8ition ot a poem, and then in relegating the appeal

ot his poetry to immature boys and unsound men.

Strange also it is. that

More, a critic himselt. has not emphasized more the quality ot Poets criticism and its possible intluence in the tuture.
Even though Walt Whitman was the voice ot progress and democracy
to which More was so unsympathetic. yet he, in the spirit ot the sound
critic. tinds in the work ot Walt Whitman what he considers an element in
the mcral tradition ot America, the recognition ot the dual existence ot
the changeless within the changing tlux ot lite.
More shows that these elements have been carried over to a lesser
extent into the work ot lesser writers ot the same period; Longtellow.
Whittier, and in the work ot the later ones. Thomas Bailey Aldrich and
Latcadio Hearn.

And so Paul Elmer More concludes that a tradition ot moral

restraint, selt-responsibility, discipline, humility as the essence ot a
soundly developed character, and a sense ot the existence ot good and evil
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the American writers have left for posterity a worthy record of their love
and appreciation of the natural world.
Turning to the literature of the twentieth century in America he
describes the literary output in general as romantic based on impulse. emotionalism, and expansionism.

It is his conviction that the writers of the

early years of the present century saturated with falae philosophies, in
particular materialism and humanitarianism, have failed to reoognize the
essential dignity of man - man whose mind has been disciplined and who
possesses a free will and higher intellect, reason.

Paul Elmer More blames

the universities of America for their failure to train the students in the
ancient classics which would have ,developed in them those moral values:

In the end the distinguiahing mark and
largely the cause, of the pessimism of modern
literature is a false philosophy. It looks upon
human nature with the inflamed vision of a monooular Cyclops, or as a mechanism propelled by complexes and reactions, or as a vortex of sensations, with
no will to govern himself, no centre of stability
within the flux, no direction of purpose to rise
above the influenoes that carry him hither and
thither.1S
The ruling motive of Paul Elmer More throughout his interpretation
of American literature is an anxiety over the spiritual predicament of our
nation.

In the writings of such representatives as Sinclair Lewis, Theodore

Dreiser, Sherwood Anderson, and James Branch Cabell, he realizes that they
show oraftsmanship, but they fail to see man in the proper perspeotive as a

16:paul Elmer More, "A Revival of Humanism", On Being Human, p. 6

.'
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being responsible for his actions, and as a result their books have missed
the mark of excellence.

Upon reading the following analysis of the art of

Joseph Hergesheimer and that of Amy Lowell adverse criticism as for example
Felix Morrow's in "The Serpent's Enemy" in which he says of MOre as a literary critic, "Literature has been for him only a springboard from which to
proclaim his theories, and in the dozen or more volumes he has written upon
literature, there is soarcely one estimate whioh oould be oalled literary"l7
seems most inacourate and unoritioal •

• • • Mr. Hergesheimer possesses a kind of oleverness that removes him from the ranks of ordinary
realism, but his style is so uncertain, so riddled
with affeotations and obscurities and glaring
solecisms, that one hesitates to place him on the
one side with the artists. Bad English may be the
proper badge of the realist, but it disqualifies
an aesthete. And certainly it oannot be said that
Mr. Hergesheimer even tries to follow the rule so
oonstantly in the mouth of Mr. Cabell to write
perfeotly of beautiful happenings.18
And his analysis of the art of Amy Lowell is strictly in the literary veina
Of the aesthetio school, until her recent
death, Amy Lowell was perhaps the leading spirit,
as she was undoubtedly the most finished artist.
For the most part she was content to adopt the
instruments forged by more daring hands. In the
fashion of the day she threw off the trammels of
rhyme and metre for the supposed enlargement of
free Terse, borrowing her form, as a good American.
from Whitman. and then, as a true cosmopolite.
shaping it after Parisian models; and her practice
of -imagism" was admittedly French. But a modern
l7Fel ix MOrrow, "The Serpent's Enemy", Symposium, April, 1930, p. 171
l8Paul Blmer MOre, "Modern Currents in American Literature", The Demon of the
Absolute, p. 62
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aesthete BlUst be original, and so Miss Lowell
added to her repertory, what she oalled "polyphonio prose". The idea of such an invention
she found, indeed. in the writing of Paul Fort,
she chose "the long flowing cadenoe of oratorical
prose." and so oreated a new genre or at least a
new name • • • 19
From the analysis of Paul Elmer More's interpretation of the literary produotions of America it is evident that he oovered material suitable
to his taste.

It is not strange, therefore. that his interpretation on the

whole is aoourate and illuminating as well as thought-provoking on literature which was predominantly moral in charaoter.

He traoes with a firm

hand the spirit of austerity distinotive in the writings of the Puritans and
in the later writings of New

Englan~.

The essays dealing with the early

writers and those of the nineteenth oentury usually follow a oommon pattern.
Eaoh begins as a review of a new edition or publioation and prooeeds to
develop into a luoid oritique of the author under oonsideration. With his
speoifio aim in mind, not neoessarily the exposition of an author's understanding of the dual nature of man, but rather whatever aspeot or implioation of it is direotly suggested by the orucial points emerging from the oon8ideration of the partioular writer, More works steadily to an eluoidation
of it.

In this regard Riohard

S~

says in his essay "Paul Blmer More's

suohe naoh einer lebendigen tradition". Bnglisohe Studien, Ootober 1937.
page 64,

19Paul Blmer More, "Modern Currents in Amerioan Literature", 2.£,. ~., p. 57
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• • • Sein Eingehen in die von einem Diohter
oder Denker gesohaffene Welt war nie so vollstandig,
dass er das, was er selbst gestalten wollte fur
seine Generation, darUber verges sen hatte • • •
Die Ansohauung, das unter den Seelenkraften des
volkommen Mensohen unter seinen Impulsen, seiner
Vernunft, Imagination und Intuition - eine gewisse
Ordnung hersohen mUsse, dass jede von ihnen ihre
eigenen Aufgaben zu erfullen habe und nioht die
einer anderen anvertrauten Funktionen usurpieren durfe, und weiter, dass nur der Personlichkeit,
welohe diesem Ideal der Vollkommenheit entgegen
gewaohsen sei, die grosse Sohopfung gelungen kanne,
der dauernde Bedeutung zukomme. 20
Paul Elmer More's interpretation of the modern writers is entirely too brief
for a fair estimate to be made of it.

The oharaoters in the books of James

Branoh Cabell, Theodore Dreiser, Sinolair Lewis, and Sherwood Anderson reveal lives tainted with sensuality 'and disbelief, elements whioh More regards as inoompatible to great art.

These writers wrote during oonfused

years darkened by a oloud of disillusion hanging over them, an aftermath of
World War I.

New theories of philosophy, psyohology, and behaviorism were

imported into America, and they permeated the minds of many of our writers.
Amerioan boys had gone to war midst the blare of drums with the exalted
dreams to fight to keep the world safe for demooracy.

They returned from

the Great Confliot bitter, sceptical of all idealism.

The spirit of dis-

20rrans lateds His research into the world created by a poet or thinker was
never so complete that he would thereby forget what he himself wished to
create for his gene~ation • • • the view, that among the spiritual powers
of the perfect human being, among his impulses, his reason, imagination
and intuition, a certain order must reign, so that eaoh of them has to
fulfill its own obligations, and is not permitted to usurp the functions
assigned to another; and further, that only the personality which bas
approaohed this ideal of perfection is able to suooeed in the great
oreation whioh would attain everlasting importanoe.
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belief seemed contagious.

Authors of the period such as Theodore Dreiser

and Sherwood Anderson, are disillusioned, groping in the dark, with no
explanation for the existence of man.

For them God does not exist, nor are

there any moral standards of conduot.

It is not strange that suoh writers

produce novels whose pages are overoast with clouds of pessimism.

Spirit-

ually frustrated men and women in these novels of Dreiser and Anderson seek
an outlet for pent-up emotion in sensual pleasures.

Bereft of a sound

philosophy of life these charaoters such as Clyde Griffiths in The American
Tragedl become victims ot their own instincts and impulses.

The reading of

this novel proves without the slightest doubt that a lite such as that of
Clyde Griffith's in a country which boasts of its progress in education, in
science, in art, is truly an American tragedy.
cmaracters has literary value.

The portrayal of pagan

Did More recognize this?

A biography of anyone of these modern writers whom MOre discusses
gives evidence of a lite warped at the core trom the laok of any positive
beliefs in a Supreme Being Who has power over life and death, and to Whom
man is responsible for his aotions during his brief span of time upon this
earth.

They have no sound philosophy of lifeJ in their view of man they have

completely ignored the spiritual part of his nature from which spring his
feelings, ideals, and moral sense.

They see man not as the so-called

humanist considers him, nor as the man of religious bearing thinks of him.
Man for Dreiser, Lewis, Anderson, and Cabell is a bundle of instincts and
impulses.

The only life of importance to them is man's earthly one, and so
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it must be lived to the fullest.
to express himself.
the moderns.

No restraint must be put upon man's desire

This is the life the oharaoters portray in the books of

The laok of a sound philosophy of life on the part of the

authors who oreated the characters weakens the literary value of the works.
Did MOre adequately recognize this distinotion? Unfortunately More. who
brings to the critioism of literature sound moral standards. does not oompletely see how these get into literature.

In his

oritici~

of particular

books of the moderns. he does not show olearly that it is not the portrayal
of pagan charaoters or of low immoral life that i. the basi. of his moral
judgment. but rather it i. the indifferent attitude upon the part of the
author toward suoh charaoters and suoh a life that is the basis for judging
the book immoral.
Surveying the list of Amerioan writers whom Paul Elmer More has included in his interpretation of Amerioan literature. it is apparent that h.
has failed to treat important writers that would have furnished him with
material fertile for his moral judgments.

To mention only a few. there is

Henan Kelville. whose exceptional treatment of realistic elements combined
wi th folk thought and experienoe in his stories fits well in the tradition

of America; Henry James. the most sorupulous artist in fiotion, who has
dealt oritioallyand imaginatively With the spiritual oonfliot between
Europe and Amerioa; Emily Dickinson. who presents in her poetry the confliot
between personal oonsoienoe and nature; Edwin Arlington Robinson. who persistently speaks in his poetry for moral values; and Robert Frost. whose
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poetry is full of New England moral earnestness.

The final word, therefore,

in an eTaluation of Paul Elmer 1I0re' s interpretation of the literature of
America is "Inoomplete" even if that estimate were limited to his treatment
of the New England mind.
Interpretation requires on the part of the critic exposition of
the content of the literary work he is treating, giving value and import to
it, condensing and truthfully defining its meaning.
see things as they are as tully as possible.

To interpret means to

Interpretation reveals in one

sense something of the critic's personality, his likes and dislikes; it
represents his appreciation of the subject under consideration and the
theories and standards he has taken over from other fields of knowledge.
Vital interpretation comes into existence the moment that the critic begins
to correlate literature with life.

The activities portrayed in the novel or

poem must be associated with the activities of life, and in the process these
activities must be illuminated with the light of philosophy, history, science
and religion.

Brother Leo, in his estimate of Paul Elmer More as an inter-

preter of literature, notes that in hi. essays there is "essential selfrevelation, ordinarily indirect, but sometimes conscious and deliberate;
• • • and also in common with some of the very greatest literary critics of
the world, he habitually regards literature fro. the viewpoint of the moralist and the philosopher."21

It is also evident in lIore's critiques that

21Brother Leo, "Paul Elmer 1I0re", The Catholic World, November, 1922, p. 199
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like Sainte-Beuve, Carlyle, De Quincey, and Arnold, our American critic has
judged literature in the light of men and the conditions in which they lived.
In this regard, how true this is in the case of Nathaniel Hawthorne 1 Although enemy critics denounce his continuous emphasis on tradition as an
important element in the judging of a piece of literature, yet, More is
justified in his stand for tradition, since it is true that a genuine work
of art must stand up under new ages, new intelligences, new prejudices, and
new interpretations.
In defining MOre's position in the history of criticism, it must be

understood that Paul Elmer More is not an official critic of literature, but
rather he engaged in this activity incidentally, his first interest being
essentially religion.

Yet, despite this fact. his work as a critic of lit-

erature is worthy of praise.

Louis J. A. Mercier saysa

Paul Elmer More entrusted to literary criticism the added function of helping to transmit and
to interpret the experience of individuals and of
generations, by carefully discerning in the writer's
work the abiding truth which his genius has enabled
him to distinguish and to fix in forms the more
imperishable that they themselves are adequately
ordered~ and on the other hand, by pointing out the
futile fancies of those who have misconceived the
true nature of man distinct from the rest of
nature. 22
It is unfortunate that his interest in philosophy and religion led him tc
follow it and to divorce himself from literature properly speaking.

22Louis J. A. Mercier, "Humanistic Dualism and Christianity", The Challenge
of Humanism, pp. 209-210
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In his demand for order, for an exterior authority and discipline,
and in his sense of standards, Pau 1 Elmer More approaohed the cri tioism of
American literature in a most judioial manner.

Foroefully he propounded the

need for an American literature based on aristocratic dignity and human
respolUlibility; and it is in these demands that his critioism gains its
importanoe.

His emphasis upon the dignity of man and human responsibility

in his interpretation of American literature makes its reading profitable
even if the reader is not interested in the sub jeot . .tter.
There is no doubt that his broad scholarship, his reverence for
tradition, his reasoned conservatism, his slightly austere manner and pure
and deoorous style were most approp!iate to his office as a critic.

His

essays on American writers reveal his quick sensibility to literature.

Not

only in his critical evaluations of American writers, but also in his critioism of their brothers across the ocean, More has shown a deep appreciation
of literature.

With honest

sinceri~

he works perseveringly to uncover in

the literary productions of his country that element which he is firmly convinced is distinctly fundamental to great literature.
criticism the search for the meaning of life.

He misses in modern

He offers no apology if his

essays are considered old-fashioned because of his insistent search for the
meaning of life in them.

If

I am utterly convinced that literature divorced

tram. life is an empty pursuit, and that an honest search for the meaning of

life must lead to the simple faith of theism. 1f23

He was aware that because

23Paul Elmer More, Preface to Selected Essa~, p. xiii
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of his interest in literature, and his emphasis on an ethical criterion in
its evaluation, he was not accepted by many.

He statesl "I was too much

addicted to literature to be accepted by the philosophers, and too fond of
interpreting art by an ethical criterion to find favour among the literary.
And by an odd mischance I whose life has been a passage through storms of
emotion, am regarded as a cold and heartless intellectual."24
In speaking of statements _de by Lewis Mumford and Gorham B. Jlunson
in which they are mutual in feeling that the "truth and fineness of art at
any time depend largely on the philosophy behind it, and that no relief
from the present confusion is possible until society re-establishe. for itself some body of ideas in which the artist can live and breathe and expand,,,25 More indicates his agreement with them.

In addition he a180 agrees

with Mumford's implication that the task of helping to create such a philosophy, or at least bringing out its connection with the practice or art rests
upon the critic rather than upon the artist. 2S

The philosophy of dualism

was MOre's contribution to the creation of the artistic situation of the
present day.
Another ot his prinoiples of criticism was that it was the duty of
the critic to bring to light not only the outstanding accomplishments of a
oountry or period, but also to evaluate the entertaining productions of the
minor writers. 27

In the survey ot his own countrymen in directing attention

24Paul Elmer More, Pages trom
Princeton, 1937, ~ection v,
25Pau1 Elmer More, Preface to
26 l bid., p. viii
27Paul Elmer More, "Shelley",

an Oxford Dia~, Prinoeton University Press,
no page number
The Demon of the Absolute, p. viii
Seleoted Essays, p. 187
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to the work ot Michael Wigglesworth, Anne Bradstreet, and William Mitchell.
he did just this.

The discussion thus tar ot )lore's criticism shows that he has been
true to his own oanons ot criticism.

It has been voiced by James T. Farrell,

Rebeooa West, Alfred Kazin, and Bernard Bandler II that Paul Elmer More has
not been true to his requirement that a critio must be able to judge with
tact the literature of his own day.

In their opinion, he has tailed mis-

erably in the evaluation ot the accomplishments ot his contemporaries.
is some truth in the attaok.

There

He has only briefly touohed a tew writers of

the period, and although what he has said of their writings at least in part
is true, he has not given a rounded estimate of them.

This failure can be

explained, however, by the faot tha't he has limited his interpretation to
distinguishing that element in the writings ot his countrymen that has permanenoy in his eftort to assemble these elements as a basis of a truitful
American tradition.

For this reason he has aimed purposely to eliminate those

parts of an author's works which have no bearing on his problem.
In his demand tor standards he is in the classioal tradition ot

Plato, Aristotle, Sainte-Beuve, and Arnold.

In his interpretation of liter-

ature as the supreme mode ot interpreting human lite he is in the tradition

ot Dryden, Jonson, and Arnold; and in his own period this is the view of
literature ot Irving Babbitt, T. S. Eliot, Yvor Winters. Allen Tate. and
John Crowe Ransome.

In his plea tor restraint and discipline as the oharao-

teristics of the completely developed personality as revealed in literature
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he is to be classed with the small group of so-oalled Humanists.
For thirty years Paul Elmer MOre and his associate Irving Babbitt
tried without muoh suooess to train a few disoiples and to win the approbation of' the reading public.

Constantly their influenoe waned until it be-

oame finally confined to the universities where they formed the extreme
"right-wing" of a traditionally conservative body of intelleotuals.

But the

pendulum was to swing onoe more in a favorable direotion for them.

In 1928.

The Forum opened its pages to their attack on the liberals in literature
and the impressionists in oritioism.

Seward Collins joined in the change

of sympathy and published in The Bookman a manifesto in which he declared
naturalism and its conoomitant evils were a past issue and that the new
decade belonged to humanism.

This provided an opportunity for the journal-

ists to comment on the statement of S. Collins.
and Foerster were published on a large soale.

Essays of'

More~

Babbitt,

For a brief spaoe Paul Elmer

More and Irving Babbitt enjoyed popular interest, for their traditional
faith in man won favor in opposition to the pessimistic and esoapist moods
which oharaoterized the literature produoed sinoe World War I.

But owing to

their emphasis on an unpopular item. discipline, they lost their campaign.
Even though More was a leader of this movement, it is not acourate to identify him exclusively as a member of it. 28 "'Er wird meist als ein Kampfer in
den Reihen der amerikanischen Neu-humanisten erwahnt, damit aber nur

28Bernard Smith, Forces in Amerioan Criticism, Harcourt, Brace and Company.
New York, 1939, pp. 381-382
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ungenugend charakterisiert. da er tiber dies. Be1regung hinaus g.waobsen iet.- 2S
PAul Elmer j(or. in his interpretation ot American literature and
Amerioan culture has been ultra-conservative and has endeavored to maintain
th~

Puritan conscience while abandoning the gloomy religious philosophy .

...

which Calvinism had. a .. ociated with it.

As he surveyed the culture

ot his

country he telt that Amerioa had compromised its idealism tor a barren
materialistic phiiosophy.
phase ot .American lite.

This philosophy bad cast a shadow over every
Man had lost hie sense ot dependence upon God.

The

cause ot this moral and sooial disease was the acceptance ot the principles

ot Rousseau.

The immediate cause __ the tailure ot our educators to train

their students in the classics from which study they would learn the value
~t

discipline in lite.

The result ot this crisis in civilization would be

a similar fatality in art.
Although hi. religious ideas are too permeated with unsubstantial
couviotiona tor anyone to acoept them. and although his theories of education need some balance to make them aooeptable to the society ot his day.
yet. in his rally tor disoipline in lite he has a worthwhile lesson tor hi.
society.

It is not strange that this dootrine stirred up enemies in a

society which had come to believe that discipline was something old-fashioned

29Rich&rd Stamm. "Paul Elmer MOrets suohe naoh einer lebendigen tradition".
Bnglische Studien. October. 1931. p. 11
Tranalited. He is usually mentioned as a tighter in the ranks ot the
American New Humanists. but this does not satistactorily charaoterize
him. s inee he has tar outgrown this movement.
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and only advocated by the Catholic Church.

Even though his continuous

emphasis upon discipline in art stiffened his sensibilities to the art of
his contempora!ies, it must be admitted that he had a valuable suggestion in
it for American life.
As a critio he has been considered by a few of his contemporaries
as the foremost American critic.

T. S. Eliot says that the comparison of

More with Sainte-Beuve is not trivial. 30 Speaking of the Shelburne Essays,
Felix Schelling says that they are one of the "standard exhibits of the
solidity and health of American oriticism."31

The prime task of the critic

of literature is to set it in its true perspective to the life of reason
and the life of the emotions.

This is what Paul Elmer MOre attempted to do.

H. S. Canby in referring to More's influence says,
• • • Long after the dust has settled over the
little fracas of the twenties, his ripe and penetrating studies of literature, new and old, in
the Shelburne Essays will be leafed for wisdom.
There hive been more vigorous, but no more discriminating and more truly erudite writer upon
literature in our t1me.32
Paul Elmer More differs from his contemporaries in the field of
criticism in two respects: in his broad interpretation of world literature

3Or. S. Eliot, "Notes on the American Critic", Sacred Wood, Alfred Knopf,
New York, 1921, p. 34
31Felix E. Schelling, Appraisements and Asperities, J. B. Lippincott
Company, Philadelphia, 1922, p. iS7
32H. S. Canby, "Appreciation", Saturday Review of Literature, Maroh 21, 1931
p. 8
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rather than concentrating upon the American scene;33 and in his subordination of the oriticism of literature to his intense interest in religion. 34
As divergent as suoh critios as Vernon Louis Farrington and Van Wyck Brooks
are in their methods £rom that of More there are similar aspects in their
work.

Critics over and over again criticize Morets interpretation of

Amerioan writers tor his emphasis upon the ethical character at a literary
work or at an author.

Cannot a similar oriticism be made of Van Wyek

Brooks' emphasis upon the social purpose in literature?

In this regard

Farrington has even gone so far as to state in the Introduction to the first
volume to Ma.in Currents in American Thought that his intention i s to limit
his interpretation ot American culture to economic and social purposes.
I have undertaken to give some account ot
the genesis and development in Amerioan letters
ot oertain germinal ideas that have come to be
reckoned traditionally American - how they came
into being here~ how they were opposed and what
influence they have exerted in determining the
torm and scope at our characteristic ideals and
institutions. In pursuing the broad path of
our political~ economio and social development
rather than the narrower belletristic; and the
main divisions at the study have been fixed by
toroes that are anterior to literary schools
and movements creating the body of ideas hom
whioh literary culture eventually springs.35

S3Louis J. A. Mercier, "Humanistic Dualism and Christianity", The Challenge
of Humanism, p. 203
34Louis J. I. llercier~ "The Challenge of Paul Elmer Moretr~ Harvard
Graduate Magazine~ .June, 1926, p. 557
S5Vernon Louis Farrington, Main Currents in American Thought, The Colonial
l4i.nd, l620-l800~ 1ia.roourt, Brace ana Company, New York, 1927, p. iii
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It is Parrington's opinion that oritios of early Amerioan literature have
given very little spaoe in their books to it beoause of their over emphasis
upon aesthetio values; they have as a result failed to reoognize its genuine value.

Of this subordination of aesthetio values, Alfred Kazin

oOlIUIIents a
• • • His oonvictions on aesthetio matters. to
judge only from his trilogy were impatient and
even a little naive.
It was unfortunate for Farrington (and
equally unfortunate for a later generation that
was to use him as an introduotion to the study of
Am8rioan literature) that the politioal traditions whioh were so strong in him absorbed any
taste for esthetio values that he may have possessed. The influenoes that shaped his mind
and dominated the purpose of his book were
fundamentally sooial and eoonomic. always in
the direction of' patterns and a sohematization
of American thought in which publio doouments
meant everything and artistio sensibility
nothing • • • • Yet is it any wonder that as a
Western radioal and sociologist of ideas
Parrington instinotively took the view of' the
intelleotual historian to whom art is nothing
but a 'refleotion' ot forces in sooiety?
Farrington _y have thought that he wasfollowing the great nineteenth-oentury sohool ot
historical critios, but his repeated use of the
term 'belletristic' (usually 'narrowly belletristic t) was a kind of primitivism, and one
that was to have a profoundly injurious ef'feot
upon his work. 36
MOre is oonvinoed that the cause of' pessimism and the spirit of
futility in modern life and literature is the aooeptanoe of a false

36Alfred Kazin, On Native Grounds. Reynal and Hitohoook, New York. 1942.
p. 157
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materialistio philosophy.

Likewise Van

~ok

Brooks identifies the enemy

to literary progress in America with materialism.

A£ter one hundred and

fifty years Amerioa's aesthetio taste remains immature.

The reasons for

this immaturity lay in the Puritan and pioneer traditions, the springs of
an exoessively utilitarian and oommeroial environment; the artist oould not
funotion properly in this environment.

He was foroed to esoape to the

ethereal private world of his awn making or to conform to the artifioes of
oonvention.

The utilitarian oharaoter of Aaerioan life strangled literary

art. 57
Puritanism was a oomplete philosophy for
the pioneer, and by making human nature oontemptible and putting to shame the oharms of
life. it unleashed the aoquisitive instinots of
men, disembarrassing those instinots by oreating
the belief that the life of the spirit is altogether a seoret life and that the imagination
ought never to oonfliot with the law of the
tribe. It was this that determined the oharacter of our old oultur.~ whioh oleared the
decks for practical aotion by draining away
all the irreooncilable elements of the American nature into a transcendental upper sphere. 3S
Beginning with his book The Wine of the Puritans published in 1909 he
developed his thesis that the Puritan tradition has orushedAmerican culture and placed an exaggerated emphasis on material values, neglecting the
aesthetic life, and he illustrated this theory in America's Coming of A§e.
37Bernard Smith~ ~an Wyok Brooks·~ After the Genteel Tradition, edited
by Malcolm Cowley, W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., New York, 1937, p. 68
38Van Wyck Brooks, "The Culture of Industrialism", Three Essays on America.
p. 131
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1915; Letters and Leadership, 1918, The Ordeal of Mark Twain, 1920; and
The Pilgrimage of Henry James, 1925. 39 Although Paul Elmer More reoognized
in the life and literature of the Puritans the understanding of the importance of oharaoter, yet he oensures their rigid

morali~

for its destruc-

tive effects on the imagination.
In his first essay on an American writer, Paul Elmer MOre notes that
there has been very little produoed that is really creative in American
literature or art.

Van wyck Brooks agrees with him that the oreative spirit

of our literature partioularly during the last half oentury has remained
impotent. 40

Both feel that there has been a wealth of talent, but it has

not sucoeeded in effectuating itself.

In their interpretation of the

modern writers both are of the opinion that these writers have become viotims of the existing situation.

More says of Sinclair Lewis that he has

not risen more than an inch above the aesthetic and ethical level of the
people he insults. 41

In other words MOre implies that the moderns have no

oonstruotive suggestions for correoting or purging of the corruptive tendenoies in the life that they portray in their books.

Van Wyck Brooks says

in this regard:
• • • What oonstitutes a literature is the

39James D. Hart, The Oxford Companion to Amerioan Literature, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1941, p. 96
40Van Wyok Brooks, "The Literary Life in America", »nerson and Others,
E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1921, p. 222
41Paul Elmer More, "Modern Currents in Amerioan Literature", ~. ~., p. 10
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spiritual force of the individuals who compose
it. If our literature is to grow it can only be
through development of a sense of "free willon the part of our writers themselves. To be.
to feel oneself. a "victim" is in itself not to
be an artist, for it is the nature of the artist
to live, not in the world of which he is an effect.
but in the world of which he is the cause, the
world of his own creation. For this reason. the
pessimistio determinism of the present age is.
from the point of view of literature, of a piece
with the optimistic deter.minism of the age that
is passing. What this pessimistic determinism
reveals, however. is a consciousness of the situation. to that extent it represents a gain and
one-mayeven say that to be consoious of the situation is half the battle. If we owed nothing else
to Mr. Dreiser, we should owe him enough for the
tragio sense of the waste of American life whioh
his books communicate. It remains true the.t 11'
we resent this life it is only a sign of our weakness, of the har.m we 'have permitted this civilization to do us of our imperfectly realized freedom.
for to the oreative spirit in its free state the
external world is merely an impersonal point of
departure. Thus it is certain that as long as the
American writer shares what James Bryce called the
"mass fatalism" of the Amerioan people, our litera~
ture will remain the sterile, inferior phenomenon
which, on the whole, it is.42
The comparison of Morets interpretation of American literature with
that of either Brooks or Parrington could be developed on a broad scale.
but it is not feasible to do so in merely a part of a chapter when such a
subject would lend itself to a thesis of four or five chapters in length.
The brief comparison on important points of convergence has been made for

42Van Wyck Brooks, "The Literary Life in America", ~. ~., pp. 247-248

....
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the purpose of showing the relation of More's oriticism to that of his
contemporaries.

They have written volumes on American literature oompared

to his soattered essays on it.

It is interesting to note that what is

considered a weakness in More's criticism may be found true of that of
critics who have concentrated their efforts chiefly on the American scene.
and also that even though such a critic as Van Wyck Brooks has interpreted
our literature from a different point of view he has arrived at similar
conolusions regarding its development.
To American oriticism Paul Elmer More brought a model of high
seriousness and the demand for a standard of evaluation free of personal
values.

His criticism is not limited to literature; one whole side of it

is sociologioal.

Paul Elmer More has firmly resisted the tendency to

mechanize man and the world. and has insisted consistently through his
essays treating sooial topios that the test at a civilization is the validity of its ideas and not the multiplicity of its gadgets.

Shortly after

the death of Paul Elmer Kore. his oontemporary. T. S. Eliot. stated in a
commentarYl
He was one of two Americans of his generation. more distinguished and ~portant critiC8
than any who survi ve them in the. t country. and
than any of their own time in England. That More
and Irving Babbitt. of their period. (Babbitt
was French. More was English in his sympathies).
8hould be so little known outside of their own
country is curiouSt and their lives have some
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bearing on the question of the relation of &
critic to his own time. 43
Further in the same commentary T. S. Eliot, in estimating hb influence in
the future, compares More with walter Pater and with Arthur Symons.

-Pater

rules from the grave R,44 and IIA. Symons was his living representative.- 45
In Eliot's opinion More was a better critic than Pater. and he was ot much

larger size than Arthur Symons.

-It was because ot being of larger size

that he would not have fitted R46 into his own period.
At the outset of his career More was hampered by a lack of situation
in America for the exercise of criticism, and by his

power to give reality to his standards.

47

own lack of creative

Yet, despite these handicaps,

Paul Elmer More has written fourteen volumes of Shelburne Essays, outstanding both in America and in England for their range and variety of
material, their sustained quality, their faithfulness to the spirit of
sceptical, disinterested inquiry, and in the light they shed upon ancient
and modern letters, on thought and on the deep lying perennial problems
with which all men are confronted they are unquestionably unique.

It leeml

only reasonable to conjecture that his influence will be telt particularly
in America as long as the swift processes of our national growth and progresl need to be tempered by an appeal to tradition.

As an interpreter ot

43T. S. Eliot, "A CommentaryB. Criterion, July 1937, p. 666
44Ibid., p. 667
45"ibId., p. 667
46lbid., p. 667
4'(Ibid., p. 669
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American literature he brings to light interesting fact. about the

aco~

plishments of the writers from the earliest attempts in literary creation
in this country, through the nineteenth century. and the early deoades of
the twentieth oentury.

Unfortunately his treatment of American writers

has been too scattered, and he has been entirely too brief in his treatment
of his contemporaries.

The writers about whom More wrote are undoubtedly

important, but none haTe been so influential in the shaping of later
American literature as he believed them to be.

To the student of Thoreau.

Emerson, Hawthorne. Poe or Whitman his interpretations offer fresh and
thought-stimulating facts for a complete understanding of and a greater
appreciation of the accomplishments of these writers Who were the pioneers

ot American literature.
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